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1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you should be able to:
• Explain the meaning of Merchandising and its significance in apparel 

marketing
• Explain the supply chain management and the retail chain management
• Introduce the different types of suppliers that retailers might use to 

source products and understand the ways these suppliers can be accessed.
• Explore the various factors that are assessed by retailers when selecting, 

evaluating and monitoring suppliers.
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• Develop an overview of the way relationships between suppliers 
and retailers tend to develop over time, and understand how this 
can affect the way retailers and suppliers work together.

• Understand the notion of a supply partnership-and what this entails 
for retailers and their suppliers. .

• To understand how the supply base can help a retailer to achieve 
its product management objectives.

NOTES

1.2 INTRODUCTION

The Garment and Textile Industry of India is undergoing tremendous change 
and is poised to grow qualitatively by incorporating the latest manufacturing, 
marketing and information techniques in its operation.

Apparel Merchandising requires a blend of fashion sense and business 
expertise. Staying ahead of the fashion curve is a feat involving both art 
and science. Strategy and marketing know-how are an integral part of 
apparel merchandising.

Apparel Merchandising is the mixture of the processes that a new 
apparel must go through to be available in mass quantities to the consumer 
after it is left the hands of the designer. Apparel merchandising often gets 
confused with fashion marketing and although they work together, they 
are two very different things. To understand apparel merchandising 
completely, it is important to examine the role that fashion merchandising 
plays in manufacturing, buying, promoting and selling fashion items.

1.3 MERCHANDISING

Merchandising is the methods, practices, and operations used to promote 
and sustain certain categories of commercial activity. In the widest sense, 
merchandising is any practice which constitutes to the sale of products to a 
retail consumer. At a retail in-store level, merchandising refers to the variety 
of products available for sale and the display of those products in such a way 
that it stimulates interest and entices customers to make a purchase.

In retail commerce, visual display merchandising means maximizing 
merchandise sales using product design, selection, packaging, pricing and 
display that stimulates consumers to spend more on buying the products. 
This comprises disciplines in pricing and discounting, physical presentation 
of products and displays, and the decisions about which products should 
be presented to which customer at what time. This annual cycle of 
merchandising differs between countries and even within them, particularly 
relating ,to cultural customs like holidays, and seasonal issues like climate 
and local sporting and recreation.

1.4 MERCHANDISING AND SUPPLY CHAIN

In the supply chain, merchandising is the practice of making products in 
retail outlets available to consumers, primarily by stocking shelves and
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displays. While this used to be done exclusively by the stores’ employees, many 
retailers have found substantial savings in requiring it to be done by the 
manufacturer, vendor, or wholesaler that provides the products to the retail 
store. In the India there are a number of organizations that supply merchandising 
services to support retail outlets with general stock replenishment and 
merchandising support in new stores. By doing this, retail stores have been 
able to substantially reduce the number of employees needed to nm the store.

While stocking shelves and building displays is often done when the 
product is delivered, it is increasingly a separate activity from delivering 
the product. In grocery stores, for example, almost all products delivered 
directly to the store from a manufacturer or wholesaler will be stocked by 
-the manufacturer’s/wholesaler’s employee who is a full time merchandiser. 
Product categories where this is common are Beverage (all types, alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic), packaged baked goods (bread and pastries), magazines 
and books, and health and beauty products. For major food manufacturers 
in the beverage and baked goods industries, their merchandisers are often 
the single largest employee group within the company.

Merchandising 
and Supply 

Chain Management

NOTES

1.5 OPTIMIZING THE SUPPLY CHAIN AND 
MERCHANDISING PRACTICES

In the present day marketing environment, retailers are looking for projects 
that are small both in terms of investment as well as duration, but are large and 
quick in terms of returns. Ideally, these investments are the least intrusive in 
the utmost sense; implementation effort,, cost and change to organization.

There are opportunities in most of the technological areas but the most 
prominent would be in merchandising and supply chain management,-which 
give the best possible returns. Typically, some of these activities could have 
been done on a reactive note, but without a comprehensive look at the data, 
realigning the strategies and, most importantly, not replicating it over the 
organization.

Retailers can approach these small projects in many ways. These could be 
a precursor to full-scale optimization or simply quick-wins in troublesome areas 
till the situation improves.
Regardless of the reasons, every retailer can benefit from small projects that are 
listed below.

• Sales data for forecasting: The baseline data (of over 2 years) could show 
a downward trend (from the upward or static trend till around 18 months 
ago). Therefore, it would be ideal to change the parameters used for forecasting 
to give the data from recent months a higher weightage.

• Store inventory based on days of supply: The days of supply in the 
stores as well as in the warehouse would have increased. Retailers should 
aim to optimize their inventory numbers by modifying replenishment 
parameters and the replenishment cycle times.
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Flow through merchandise in distribution centres (DCs):
An increase in the number of pallets and cases for store pre-packs leads 
to an increase in the percentage of material flow through the inventory 
in the DC.
Logistics optimization: While optimizing the replenishment cycles and 
increased flow through, retailers would need to optimize their warehouse 
to store transportation to match it by analyzing the number of trips per 
store and incomplete loads.
Re-look at assortment: The retailer should check his sell-through 
percentage. Check to see if there are any items whose sale has declined 
drastically and if the retailer is still replenishing or forecasting for them. •

NOTES

Ensuring Quick Returns
Following these few very substantial yet basic points, retailers can make the 
most of their existing systems by optimizing them to cut down on costs.

1.5.1

Re-baseline the sales data for forecasting
Most retailers would use a forecasting application for non-replenishment of items. 
These forecasts are typically carried out for items with a seasonal demand such 
as cold beverages in summer, gifts during holidays and different colored apparel 
during summer, winter, spring and fall.

The one main input to this forecasting is the historical sales information 
(either of the same or similar items). Typically, such sales information is plotted 
over a 3-4 year period and a statistical model is generated to give the forecast.

Most sophisticated tools would forecast sales figures for one or two periods, 
and then match it with the actual figures. It would then create the forecast for 
the nth period. This typically would mean that the nearest month’s sales data is • 
given more weightage for the forecast, and it would be most accurate since the 
model is'based on the previous period’s actual data. But in case your forecasting 
tool does not create its model every time you run the forecast and is 
predominantly basing the forecast on the moving average of sales, it will result 
in a lagging effect.

Moving the average of sales would always result in a latency effect in the 
current scenario because sales have seen a downward trend in the last 18 months 
or so. But prior to that, sales were on a static and upward trend.

If the tool is using a simple or weighted moving average, it would still 
show a higher forecast value. This can be simply verified by comparing the 
forecast and actual figures for the last few months at the store level. These can 
be fixed by simply changing the time period that the forecasting tool considers 
for the sales information and exclude the upward trend sales data.

1.5.2 Recommendations for Retailers
• Analyze the increased cost caused by a lack of optimization of parameters 

such as days of supply or logistics. Carry out a pilot study and try to plug
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the loopholes. These projects can help you better estimate the 
business benefits.
Use your merchandising system to its fullest potential. These projects . 
can help you get more benefits from your systems by fine tuning 
business rules, inputs and policies.

NOTES

Optimizing the Inventory Distribution jf the Stores Based on the 
Days of Supply

Most retailers have seen a decline in same store sales with respect to the 
previous year. These figures vary from 2-12 percent depending upon the 
retail segment and individual stores.

For example, the non-fresh category which is replenished every week, 
that is, the store has 7-9 days of supply before it starts encountering out of 
stock on items. The replenishment cycle for such items would have been 
set to 7 days, which means that on an average such category items are 
being replenished 52 times every year.

If the sales go down by 2 percent in this category, then the store 
needs to be replenished only 50 times in the entire year. But the 
replenishment cycle would ideally have been set to occur on a weekly basis, 
thus resulting in excess stock very often.

Basically, retailers need to look at the replenishment cycles in each 
store for items that have had significant sale increase.or decrease and 
rework the minimum-maximum, threshold inventory limits as well as the 
replenishment schedule. The ideal way would be to look at the highest 
increase and decrease in sales of every product in each store and their 
replenishment threshold and cycle times.

1.5.3

1.5.4 Increasing the Flow-through Merchandising in the DC
Retailers need to start looking at the quantity of products that are stored 
in their warehouses. The lesser the amount of stocking, the more profitable 
they would typically become. They should also maximize the pallets and 
cases that are pre-packed for the store as long as these items do not have 
any value-added services in the warehouse.

Since it is very time consuming to move towards complete just-in-time 
inventory, there could be sub-optimal solutions that can still be'more beneficial. 
For example^ products that need to be stocked in the warehouse can be pre- 

'packed for stores by raising the order by at least 50 percent. This would help in 
carrying out the first replenishment round at a faster pace.

Another scenario would be when all the cases or pallets are already pre
packed. Depending upon the day of the week, part of these can become a flow 
through for the stores that have outbound shipments scheduled. The rest can be 
kept as pre-packed items for the remaining stores and shipped to them once 
their dispatch schedule is ready.
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1.5.6 Logistics Optimization
While optimizing the replenishment cycles and increasing the flow through, 
the retailer would also need to make changes to his warehouse, stores and 
transportation. If a retailer is planning to change his replenishment cycle and 
the inventory threshold of items, he should change the transportation schedule 
only after doing so, otherwise it would only increase inefficiency.

Data required for this would include the number of trips per store per 
week, size of loads and trips that involve visiting multiple stores every week. As 
mentioned in the example for days of supply, it would be advantageous to 
change the trip to the store from every 7th day to every 8th day. This would 
require more planning on the store’s side to receive the delivery, but would 
eventually decrease transportation costs.

\

NOTES

1.5.7 Re-examining the Assortment
One of the latest trends seen in consumer behaviour during the economic 
downturn is the movement of consumers from branded to non-branded or private 
label merchandise as long as there are no big value propositions. This is more 
applicable to the staple food category or daily wear apparel.

Since typically, unbranded or private label products are available at lower 
rates, retailers can analyze their price point data and see if there is any shift in 
category. They would then need to increase the share of assortment of the lower 
price point or private label items and decrease that of higher price point items. 
They would also need to look at the shelf space allocation.and stock fulfillment. 
Also, retailers should ensure that they are not trying to replenish items that are 
no longer hot sellers.

Thus, using the right techniques of sales forecasting, simple merchandising 
techniques and tweaking the supply chain to optimally suit the business and 
sales, it is possible to reduce costs of transportation and storage.

1.5.8 Managing the Supply Base
Most retail businesses do not manufacture the goods that are sold through their 
outlets. Outside supply sources, as the producers of the product range, are the 
mainstay of most retailers’ success. The main aim of this discussion is to consider 
how a retailer’s supply base is managed. Access to a wide supply base that 
delivers products at an acceptable level of quality, on time and in the right 
quantities goes a long way towards achieving a retailer’s product management 
objectives, and stocking products from sources of supply which have particular • 
relevance and interest for the final consumer in terms of brand recognition or 
product expertise, can be a source of competitive advantage.

1.6 TYPES OF SUPPLIER

There are a number of different alternatives that retailers might consider 
to be suitable sources of supply. The choice will depend on factors that are
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principally associated with the size of the purchasing retail company. 
For example, a large multiple retailer such as Delhi Cloth Store will require 
huge quantities of mainstream products such as Killer Jeans to be delivered 
on a regular basis and so suppliers must have sufficient production capacity 
to satisfy the order level required by the retailer. Killer, on the other hand, 
would not be interested in supplying a local convenience store with their 
weekly order of hundred pieces directly, so these products have to be 
obtained by small retailers via a wholesaler. The challenge for both retailers 
and producers is to find a suitable match between supply source and 
distribution channel.

NOTES

1.6.1 Power
Many studies of the relationships between retailer and suppliers have been 
based around the concept of distribution channel power and control. 
The assumption is that the greater the market share of an intermediary or 
producer, the greater the power of that channel member and therefore the 
more control they have over the exchanges that take place within that 
distribution channel. The rise of retail power through the process of market 
concentration and increased own-label product development has been well 
documented in both trade and academic sources. This power, combined 
with the more recent phenomenon of the category champions, is polarizing 
consumer goods markets into a combination of power retailer-supplier 
partnership emporiums and regional specialists, with the medium sized 
business finding it more and more difficult to offer meaningful retail 
experiences in between.

Market share, however, is not the only determinant of power in the 
distribution channel. Strong brands are also able to exert considerable 
influence over retailers’ supply selection strategies irrespective of the 
retailer’s market ranking. The strength of a brand’s appeal to consumers 
may override other product selection criteria, such as quality or price, and 
so the retailer effectively has no choice in terms of supply source other 
than to deal with the branded goods manufacturer or a distributor for that 
brand. In mail order catalogues, for example, a brand such as Levi’s might 
be allocated one whole page for their denim products, but the final product 
selection is left to the supplier rather than the retailer.

1.6.2 Manufacturers
Large retailers frequently deal directly with a product manufacturer. 
That manufacturer may own one or more production units, which in turn 
could be geographically spread on a national or international basis. 
Manufacturers will normally have a sales office or a showroom, either attached 
to a production unit, or in a location that is convenient for the retail 
customers. From the sales base the liaison between retail buying and 
merchandising teams and the supplier’s sales and product development 
teams can take place. Even in today’s world of .e-commerce, close physical 
proximity can help a supplier to achieve a higher sales service level, which 
can be a source of competitive advantage.

Retailers who deal directly with manufacturers are likely to be placing 
orders that are so large that they could be considered to be booking
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Apparal Marketing production space as opposed to ordering items; therefore, most direct buying 
and Merchendising is restricted to multiple and mail order retailers; A small retail concern 

may be able to buy directly from a small manufacturing concern, but is 
likely to use indirect sources of supply, such as an agent, or wholesaler 
when ordering goods from large producers. The growth of the multiple 
retailers has largely contributed to the contraction of the wholesaling 
industry throughout India, especially in the food and clothing sectors.

NOTES

1.6.3 Agents
An agent acts as a selling intermediary for a product manufacturer. 
By collating orders from smaller retail organizations through a network of 
agents, a manufacturing concern is able to efficiently supply a large number of 
smaller customers. Together, their orders make up quantities that are economical 
to produce. Agents are likely to work from a sales office/showroom that is 
located as conveniently as possible to the retail customers. They usually work 
on a commission basis and may represent more than one producer. Agents are 
particularly useful for retailers in the early stages of global sourcing.

1.6.4 Wholesalers and Distributors
. Wholesalers and distributors work in a similar way to agents, in that they will 
accept small orders from retail customers. The difference is that wholesalers 
actually take ownership of the goods between the producer and the retailer. 
They therefore supply the retailer from their stock as opposed to the producer’s 
stock, as in the case of the agent. They will apply a profit margin to the products 
they sell to the retailer, usually determined by themselves, rather than the 
producer. There are advantages and disadvantages associated with the use of 
intermediaries such as wholesalers or distributors. A key advantage is that the 
retailer can buy goods in small quantities, thereby reducing the financial 
investment in stock. Additionally, by purchasing small quantities frequently, 
the retailer uses less space for storage, allowing them conversion of as much of 
their premises as possible to selling space. Intermediaries allow small retailers 
access to leading brands and an increased selection of suppliers. Small retailers 
would not have the resources to search out these suppliers, nor would their 
individual orders be worthwhile for the larger manufacturer to supply. 
The main disadvantage is that the retailer has to pay the wholesaler’s profit 
margin on top of the cost price for the product. Cutting out intermediaries allow 
large retailers to sell at lower prices whilst generating the same profit margins 
for themselves. Another disadvantage is that intermediaries are not normally able 
to guarantee exclusivity, apart from perhaps on a very small geographic scale.

1.6.5 ‘Grey Market’Sourcing
This term refers to the practice undertaken by retailers to obtain branded 
merchandise from traders who do not have a ‘licence’ given by a 
manufacturer to sell their goods. The legal issues associated with this type 
of sourcing are complex, but ‘grey’ goods have been sold in reputable
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retailers, who effectively have challenged the legality of having to have a 
‘licence’ to sell consumer goods like clothing and toiletries. One of the 
problems with dealing in grey goods however is guaranteeing the 
authenticity of the product.

NOTES
1.6.6 Alliances and Concessions
It is quite common for more general retailers, such as department stores 
or supermarkets, to use the expertise of a specialist retailer or 
manufacturer to add value to a product selection. The arrangement for 
this offer might be on the basis of a concession (shop within a shop), an 
alliance or products supplied on a sale or return basis. A concession is best 
described as a business within a business, or a shop-within-shop. A set 
area, or a pre-determined amount of space is devoted to a specific range of 
products, the supply of which is controlled by an entity other than the host 
retailer. The concessionaire pays the host on the basis of a fixed rental 
rate, or as a percentage of sales, and may provide their own staff to sell 
the products.

Whatever the financial arrangement is, the marketing aim is to boost 
the appeal of the host retailer’s product range with products supplied by 
another brand. Examples of retailer—retailer product range alliances include 
Delhi Retail Store with grocery in its initial phase and now clothing and 
fashion apparels to electronic goods. Alliances like these can enable a host 
retailer to enter a new product market, by devoting store space to a product 
specialist retailer, while they build up their own product expertise. For 
the specialist retailer, the alliance gives them a new channel to reach large 
numbers of new customers.

1.7 STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Explain the significance of merchandising in supply chain 
management.

2. What do you mean by the term. ‘Grey Market’? .

1.8 THE SUPPLIER SEARCH

How does a retail organization find suitable suppliers? The likely answer 
to this .question from many retail buyers would be ‘not very easily’, but the 
problem is not so much about the lack of suppliers in the market, but about
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Apparal Marketing finding the right kind of supplier. The search for good suppliers is therefore 
and Merchendising an important and ongoing task for retail product managers and is likely to 

fall within the remit of the buyers or sourcing managers, who have the 
best product and market knowledge.

NOTES In reality, retail buyers find that it is the suppliers that seek them 
out most of the time. Suppliers consider retail buyers notoriously difficult 
to reach, but it is generally acknowledged that taking a complacent 
approach to the supply base is dangerous. If retail buyers are not up to 
date and expertly informed about the supply possibilities in their product 
field, then they are not performing their role as organizational buyer 
adequately. An innovative supply source rejected by a busy retail buyer 
could become the next source of competitive advantage for the competition.

It is frequently the task of an assistant buyer to make the initial 
assessment of a supplier’s suitability for a retail business. Many multiple 
retailers source on a global basis; therefore, the supplier search can involve 
extensive travel to producing areas of the world. Dealing through agents 
or buying groups is a way of accessing a wider supply market.

1.8.1 Global Sourcing
Direct sourcing of products from around the world requires considerable 
expertise and resource expenditure, so it is only worthwhile if large volumes 
of product can be bought at much lower prices than would be available 
from local suppliers. However, there may be reasons other than costing 
constraints that prompt retailers to source from the global market. Some 
products are indigenous to certain countries, and therefore have been 
sourced abroad for centuries. Coffee, bananas and spices are examples of 
this type of product. Unique products may only be available in some 
countries, such as handcrafted items, which use a combination of raw 
materials and skills that are only available commercially from low 
production cost countries. Finally, certain branded items may only be 
available from an overseas source. Global sourcing usually requires retail 
buyers to make a tirade-off between more variety in the supply base and 
longer lead times.

Domestic suppliers may not be able to offer the lower costs and product 
diversity of a global supply base, but they should be able to respond more quickly 
to changes in consumer demand. Of course, items from a variety of international 
sources are available through agents and wholesalers, but if a retailer is hoping 
to develop their own exclusive products from an overseas source, there may be 
httle alternative to getting onto a plane wth a bankers draft.

In an apparent contradiction to the trend towards a more widespread 
search for suppliers, retail suppliers, whether they are wholesalers, agents, or 
the sales force of a direct supplier, are frequently geographically 
concentrated. This provides convenience and efficiency for the retail buyers, 
and a higher density of retail buyers are attracted by the critical mass of 
supply sources in one area. .
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The retailers know that the suppliers will have their full ranges of 
the latest products on show, and the suppliers are able to gain scale 
efficiencies by taking a large proportion of their orders at one time. 
Ultimately, geographical clusters of suppliers bring efficiencies which make 
the end product cheaper for the final consumer and provide the necessary 
means of distributing products to a wider customer base.

MeTChandising 
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NOTES

1.8.2 Trade Shows
A trade show is an organized gathering of suppliers, who present samples 
of the products they are able to supply to retailers and take orders against 
those samples for supply at some stage in the future. Trade shows are 
organized on a product specific basis, and are usually held in a purpose 
built exhibition hall, such as the Fashionexpo, New Delhi, India.

1.8.3 Literature
The busy environment of the buying office is not exactly conducive to 
reading, but retail product management personnel make time to read 
relevant trade journals, and peruse any product catalogues that may be 
sent into the buying office. These secondary sources may therefore provide 
more supplier information for the buyer.

1.9 THE CHOICE OF SUPPLIER

In the traditional model of the buying process, the stage following the 
supplier search is the selection of the supplier. Having made the initial 
contact by way of an interview, or perhaps'by meeting at a trade show, the 
retail buyer then has to assess a supplier’s suitability to his or her company’s 
needs. A product sample may appear very attractive in a showroom, but a 
retailer needs to be assured that the product will look as attractive to its 
customers when the product is on display in the store, or when the product 
reaches'a consumer’s home. Normally, a retailer will put a supplier through 
a number of assessment stages in order to appraise its suitability and will 
evaluate and monitor its performance.

1.9.1 Initial Selection Factor
A supplier’s initial assessment will be made according to its ability to satisfy 
a retailer in four main areas. Table 1.1 shows a range of supplier assessment 
criteria, together with the kind of indicators that would determine the likelihood 
of a suppMer meeting these criteria. Much of this appraisal is really only possible 
once a supplier is ‘live’ and actually fulfilling an order. It makes sense therefore 
to begin a relationship with a supplier by conducting a low risk trial in the form 
of a- small order or an order of a basic item that the retailer may already be 
sourcing from a number of existing suppliers. Before embarking on a trial order 
the retailer may take further steps to appraise a supplier. This might include: 
taking'references from other retail customers (pot always feasible due to
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Apparal Marketing competitive constraints); taking references from the supplier’s sources of 
and Merchendising raw materials; conducting an analysis of the supplier’s current customer 

list; visiting the production units where the goods will be made; and 
inspecting and testing samples of products from the production line. 
Suppliers may have specific expertise, and therefore offer value for the 
production of part of a range whilst being inappropriate for others. For 
example, the machinery needed to sew fine fabrics for blouses and shirts 
would not be suitable for the production of heavy jeans.

NOTES

In a multiple retailer a technologist is likely to become involved with 
the supplier appraisal, in order to assess the capabilities of the machinery 
and processes, to predict the likely product quality outcome. A small retailer 
may not have the resources to inspect a supplier in this way; therefore, a 
small trial order could be the most cost-effective method of assessing 
supplier suitability. A retailer does not generally pay for goods until they 
have been received and inspected, so no immediate financial loss is incurred 
if the goods have to be returned to the manufacturer.

Table 1.1: Supplier Assessment Criteria

Criteria Indicators
Product range and technical 
quality: The variety of products 
available, the quality standard 
achievable, the quality standard for the 
price, and the ability of the supplier to 
assure product quality.

Technical capability of machinery and 
workforce training, production 
specialization and flexibility, access 
to raw materials, design capability, 
quality assurance procedures, nil 
defect delivery, ethical and socially 
responsible working practices and 
sourcing policy, accreditation by 
third party quality assessor.
Scale economies, experience effects, 
low cost raw materials and 
components, financial stability, 
willingness to negotiate, viability of 
cost structure and business plan.

Capacity, minimum order quantities, 
production location, lead times (for 
initial and repeat orders), 
willingness and ability to collaborate 
on consumer-led response initiative, 
workforce stability, and the extent to 
which the supplier is involved with 
other retailers.
Innovation, speed of new product 
introduction, sampling service, 
marketing support, handling of queries

Price: The value of the product for the 
price, the discounts available for large 
quantities and for rapid payment, the 
profit margin envisaged on the product.

Delivery: The ability of the supplier to 
deliver according to the retailer’s 
specification in terms of timing, 
quantities, and product variety.

Service: This could refer to a 
number of ways in which a supplier 
adds value through service to their

[Table Conti...
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Conti...Table]
Criteria Indicators

retail customers; it would include 
both before and after sales service. 
General qualitative supplier 
assessment: In response to consumer’s 
concerns about ethical and 
environmental issues that surround 
product sourcing and production, 
retailers are placing increased pressure 
on suppliers to conform to a variety of 
qualitative assessment criteria that 
relate to the general running of a 
supplier’s business rather than 
specific products.

and complaints, exclusively deals 
(regional or national).
Risk and environmental assessment 
of production processes, staffing 
policy, training and development 
opportunities, ethical and socially 
responsible working practices and 
sourcing policy, willingness and 
ability to sign up to a retailer's 
choice of practice.

NOTES

1.9.2 Out-sourcing Supplier Assessment
Some large retail organizations contract out their supplier assessment 
monitoring to third parties. Here, the retailer engages the services of a 
third party specialist organization that takes on the responsibility for 
checking, assessing and accrediting suitable suppliers according to the 
retailer’s requirements. The accreditation usually involves quality checks 
which assess not only the supplier’s machinery and technical capability, 
but also that the factory is able to follow a code of conduct and reach 
acceptable ethical standards. Once a factory is accredited it can be used to 
supply any relevant buying department within a retailer’s organization, 
and will be quality audited on a regular basis by the quality control 
organization. The release of in-house technologist resources in the retailer 
enables a greater emphasis to be placed on product costing and price point 
engineering in the early stages of product. development.

1.10 SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT

Multiple retailers who produce product ranges under their own labels or 
brands will be interested in assessing a supplier’s ability to be ‘developed’. 
Most retailers will have a supply base that includes suppliers at different 
stages of development within their portfolio. Some will be relatively new, 
undergoing trial orders. Others will have completed their trial orders 
successfully and the volume of their orders will be increasing, or they might 
be being asked to supply a greater variety of product for the retailer. Other 
suppliers will be very well established, perhaps having grown with the 
retail business, and may be supplying a wide variety of products to many 
different buying departments. Table 1.2 illustrates the concept of a portfolio 
of different types of supplier in terms of their relationship with a retailer. 
Suppliers that fall into the top two categories, the core suppliers and supply
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Apparal Marketing partners, are sometimes referred to as ‘preferred suppliers’ as they would 
and Merchendising be the first choice for a retailer to place orders with; they are likely to 

have established accreditation for their processing methods and so less 
risk is involved when using them.

Table 1.2: A Portfolio of Supplier RelationshipNOTES

RelationshipSupplier
Use on regular basis for specific skills 
Increasing business according to competence 

Ongoing supply Shared strategic objectives 
Operational adaptations 
Emerging product markets Occasional 
purchase requirement (seasonal)Fads 

Dormant De-listed Emergency supply

Core suppliers

Supply partners

New/intermittent suppliers

Inactive suppliers

1.11 SUPPLIER EVALUATION AND MONITORING

If a supplier has been dealing with a retailer for a long time, it can be 
assumed that they are reaching a high level of satisfaction with the retailer 
on the main assessment criteria of product quality, price, delivery and 
service. However, suppliers to major retailers are subjected to continual 
monitoring or regular evaluation to ensure that their standards do not 
fall. The buying department may carry out this analysis or it may be the 
task of a separate department or third party who are responsible for supply 
chain management. The most common method of supplier evaluation is the 
weighted multi-attribute evaluation system.

1.11.1 Supplier Monitoring
Rather than taking a one-off evaluation, many retailers monitor their suppHers 
on a continuous basis. The supplier’s performance is rated as a percentage on 
a set of performance indicators. If the percentage starts to fall a significant 
way below 100 per cent, remedial steps need to be taken by the supplier, 
otherwise penalties will be incurred, as described above. Performance 
indicators may encompass all the main evaluation criteria shown in Table 1.1.

The evaluation of a supplier’s performance does not stop at the point 
where the product is delivered to the retailer’s premises, whether that is 
at a distribution centre or at a store. A supplier is also evaluated according to 
the sell-through rate of the product. This refers to how quickly a product 
sells, how much volume is generated in a time period and how much of that 
volume is sold at full price. These factors have a direct relationship to the 
ability of a product to generate profit, and the more profits generated for the 
retailer from a particular supplier’s product range, the more favorable the 
product manager will be towards that supplier in the future. The volume and 
value of returned goods, whether they are faulty or not, may also be used in 
the evaluation of suppliers. This is especially relevant to non-store retailing.
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1.12 RETAILER-SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Most transactions that a retail buyer makes are not carried out with a new 
supplier. The majority of the transactions will be carried out within the 
framework of an ongoing business relationship between a retail organization 
and a supply organization. This reality causes problems when attempting 
to equate what actually is normal practice in the bu3dng office with the 
traditional buying process theory. Very often it will be a supplier who makes 
a new product suggestion or who comes up with a product improvement; 
suppliers who wait passively to be found by a searching buyer will probably 
wait forever! This lack of emphasis on the influence that the supplying 
firm could have on the way in which organizational buyers actually behave, 
prompted a group of researchers in the early 1980s to revisit the buying 
process. The resulting interaction model of organizational buying behaviour 
is adapted to the retail buying situation in Figure 1.1.

NOTES
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Figure 1.1: The Interaction Model of Retail Buying

1.13 THE INTERACTION APPROACH

The interaction approach recognizes that transactions, or exchanges 
between a retailer and a supplier occur in a number of different formats. 
The most obvious is the transaction of goods for money. In a straightforward 
purchase of a box of one dozen cans of baked beans from the local wholesaler, 
money for goods might be the only transaction that occurs. In the case of a 
biscuit supplier developing a new chocolate biscuit bar for Food Bazar,
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Apparal Marketing however, it is likely that a number of prototype products will pass to and 
and Merchendising from each company, together with packaging ideas, promotional plans, 

costing information and sales estimates. The main purchase will occur at 
the end of a significant amount of discussion and negotiation; In this type 
of transaction there is a great deal of interaction between the two 
companies, involving personnel from a number of different departments. A 
technical issue may need to be resolved between Food Bazar’s technologist 
and the supplier’s product engineer. The supplier’s packaging designers 
will liaise with Food Bazar’s corporate design department to ensure that 
the packaging conforms to the corporate image, and carries all the necessary 
product information. Once the biscuit is on the store shelves and selling, 
Food Bazar’s stock control team will discuss delivery schedules with the 
production controllers at the biscuit manufacturer, and the buyer will' 
discuss any promotional price offers with the supplier’s sales director.

NOTES

Naturally, as time progresses the individuals from the two companies 
get to know each other and the contact changes from being purely business 
orientated to involve social exchanges. These social exchanges do not' 
necessarily involve non-business communications nor do they have to take • 
place off the work premises. They simply refer to the way in which people 
get to know each other in their work roles, which facilitates communication 
and eliminates the need for formalities that can take up valuable time and 
resources. The retailer expects the supplying company to learn how they 
like to work, and if necessary to adapt to their working methods.

Once these procedures have been adopted they become what is 
referred to as institutionalized within the business, so that any other 
working methods become obsolete. In such a situation, individual exchanges 
or exchange episodes (as they are referred to in the original model) merge 
to become facets of the relationship.

1.13.1 Atmosphere
The IMP Group found that interactions between supplying firms and buying 
firms generally took place within a discernible atmosphere. The atmosphere 
could be one of trust and mutuality, or it could be one of conflict and 
antagonism. The atmosphere was seen to have an influence over the way 
exchanges were carried out. Where the dealings between two companies 
were geared to discrete transactions, it was more likely that the atmosphere 
would be confrontational, with little expectation of continuity in dealings. 
Where the relationship had developed over time, however, the atmosphere tended 
towards being trusting and co-operative, with an emphasis on continuity of a 
business relationship between the two companies.

1.13.2 Environment
Whilst the traditional buying process models did acknowledge that business 
environment influences, such as technology, societal change, economic 
well-being and the political framework, could affect the buying process.
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these influences were only acknowledged to be of relevance to the buying 
organization. In fact, a bu)dng and a selling company operate in the same 
business environment, and so it is the combined response of the two 
organizations to environmental threats and opportunities that will have 
the most significant bearing on the interaction between the two. For 
example, in an economic downturn, a retailer is faced with more price 
sensitive shoppers. One response could be for the retailer to cut back order 
quantities as demand falls for products, with the possible result that a 
production plant may have to be closed and skilled operators laid off. When 
the economy improves, those skilled workers are no longer available for 
work, so the factory cannot be re-opened and the retailer has to source 
elsewhere. An alternative response could be a combined effort between 
retailer, and supplier to investigate ways of reducing the cost of the item, 
thereby offering the consumer a lower priced product. Demand is therefore 
retained, the factory stays open, and the relationship between supplier 
and retailer is maintained. Co-operation between the two interacting 
companies allows threats to be challenged and overcome.

Merchandising 
and Supply 
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NOTES

1.14 STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT IN RETAILER-SUPPLIER 
RELATIONSHIPS

Earlier in this chapter, it was suggested that a retailer might have suppliers 
at different, stages of development within their supplier portfolio (see Table 
1.2). Some retailers may have a supply base dominated by producers who 
have been supplying the retailer for many years. On the other hand some 
retailers may never develop very close relationships with suppliers, and 
may always deal with suppliers on a one-off basis. The extent to which the 
relationship between a retailer and a supplier has developed can be 
depicted on a continuum (see Figure 1.2).

Alliances \ Vertical \ 
\ integration

/Collabwatf\^/ Franchises / Owning
Licences / suppliers /

One-off \ Repeated \ Long-term \ Partnership 
transactionsN transactions^ relationship \ ,

/ / Ongoing
/ / transactions/ systems

Figure 1.2: A Continuum of Retailer-supplier Relationship Development
Source: Adapted from Webster, 1992: 1-17

Although there are a' number of retailers who are vertically integrated, 
most became so by moving forward into the distribution channel, that is, 
manufacturers opening up retail outlets. The number of retailers who have 
taken ownership of their suppliers is relatively small. The tendency these days 
is for retailer and manufacturer to retain their autonomy, yet move the businesses 
together by forming supply ‘partnerships’. The characteristics of a supply 
partnership are contrasted with the characteristics of transactional supplier 
dealing in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3: Transactional vs. Partnership Approach in Retail Supply
Transactional • Short-term or one-off

• Many suppliers and buyers
• Disloyalty and lack of commitment
• Low switching costs, little or no investment 

made in relationships
• Loose or no procedures
• Exchange centred on single person in firm
• Changes in customer/supplier makes little 

difference

NOTES

Partnerships Long-term and ongoing
Few suppliers and buyers
Loyalty and commitment
High switching costs, significant investments
will have been made in the partnership
Strict procedural guidelines.
Many people and departments involved in 
exchanges
Change in customer/supplier cause disruption

- There are some relationships between retailers and their supply 
sources that are best described as alliances; where there is some kind of 
legal arrangement that binds the channel members. An example of this 
kind of relationship is a franchising operation, where a central organization 
allows an individual to run their own business, but has the legal right to 
insist that the business is conducted in a particular way, conforming to a 
central policy with regard to standardized product and service offers.

1.15 FACTORS THAT WILL IMPROVE RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN RETAILERS AND THEIR SUPPLIERS

Understanding each other’s strategic business aims, including an 
appreciation of target customer profiles and brand image. Mutuality 
in this respect will help the businesses grow simultaneously. 
Detailed feedback on sales from the retailer to the supplier. This is 
likely to include transmission of sales data via electronic data 
networks in large retail organizations. Qualitative feedback and 
discussion on poor sellers is likely to reduce mistakes in the future. 
Co-operation and co-ordination in marketing activities. Examples would 
include co-operative advertising, provision of promotional material 
by supplier for retailer’s campaigns, store support for supplier’s 
media campaigns, joint participation in charity-linked promotions.

' ^
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Sharing of information on relevant consumer trends and product/ 
market trends and innovations.
Commitment of businesses to one another, including combined forward 
planning, store space dedicated to supplier’s ranges, provision of point of 
purchase materials and fixtures for the retailer, retailer involvement in 
product development.
An understanding .of the retailer’s quality standard requirements, 
including product quality and compliance on service, delivery, and 
administration.
Systems integration to facilitate information sharing, including sales 
data, stock and delivery information.
Adoption of information management systems which underpin 
collaboration between retailers and suppliers.

NOTES

1.16 SUMMARY

The supply base is increasingly being used to contribute to the value added 
to the product range by the retailer. Access to product sources around the 
globe and advances in logistics and supply chain integration have allowed 
retailers to improve choice and availability. Retail product managers are 
responsible for developing suppliers that meet a retailer’s product and 
service requirements. They also need to monitor supplier performance to 

those standards are maintained. The trend towards partnershipsensure
between retailers and their suppliers is allowing the two parties to combine
their expertise to provide more flexible product assortments and faster 
new product innovations. Even small retailers are working more closely 
with their suppliers to gain a mutual understanding and a combined 
customer orientation.

1.17 GLOSSARY

Apparel: External clothing; vesture; garments; dress; garb; external 
habiliments or array.

Merchandising: The activity of promoting the sale of goods at retail. 
Merchandising activities may include display techniques, free samples, 
on-the-spot demonstration, pricing, shelf talkers, special offers, and other 
point-of-sale methods. According to American Marketing Association, 
merchandising encompasses “planning involved in marketing the right 
merchandise or service at the right place, at the right time, in the right 
quantities, and at the right price.”

Supply Chain Management: Supply chain management (SCM) is the 
oversight of materials, information, and finances as they move in a process
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Apparal Marketing from supplier to manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to consumer. Supply 
and Merchendising chain management involves coordinating and integrating these flows both, 

within and among companies. It is said that the ultimate goal of any effective 
supply chain management system is to reduce inventory (with the 
assumption that products are available when needed).NOTES

Retailer-. In commerce, a retailer buys goods or products in large 
quantities from manufacturers or importers, either directly or through a 
wholesaler, and then sells individual items or small quantities to the general 
public or end user customers, usually in a shop, also called a store. Retailers 
are at the end of the supply chain. Marketers see retailing as part of their 
overall distribution strategy.

Wholesaler. In commerce, a wholesaler buys goods in large quantities 
from their manufacturers or importers, and then sells smaller quantities to 
retailers, who in turn sell to the general public.

1.18 REVIEW QUESTIONS

Review the various types of supplier that are available to retailers, 
indicating which tjqie of supplier would be more suitable for the following 
retailer types: (a) a superstore group such as Big Baazar or Delhi Retail 
Store; (b) an independent gift shop; and (c) a medium sized regional 
department store chain.
Outline ways in which a supplier’s potential and actual performance can 
be assessed.
Evaluate the benefits of (a) regional and (b) global sourcing for national 
retailers.
A partnership approach to retailer-supplier relations usually involves a 
reduction in the number of suppliers that a retailer uses. Suggest reasons 
for this trend.
To what extent do you think the large supermarket retailers in the UK 
consider their suppliers to be partners?
Assess the likely effect of retail exchanges on retail buying and 
merchandising practices.
Suggest ways in which a retailer’s supply base can bring competitive 
advantage to the company.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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NOTES

FASHION MERCHANDISING

STRUCTURE

2.1 Learning Objective
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Fashion Show
2.4 Skills for Fashion Merchandising
2.5 Seasonal Fashion Merchandising
2.6 Student Activity
2.7 Readymade Clothing
2.8 Risk Factors and Loss Prevention
2.9 Technology for Apparel Manufacturing
2.10 Fabric Friction
2.11 Summary
2.12 Glossary
2.13 Review Questions

2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you should be able to:
• Explain the meaning and definition of fashion merchandising
• Describe fashion show and its significance for textile and apparel industry
• Enumerate the skills required for fashion merchandising
• Explain the meaning and significance of seasonal fashion merchandising
• Explain the procedure of handling and packaging of readymade cloths 

and risk involved with it
• Describe the technology for apparel manufacturing
• Give meaning and significance of fabric friction for textile and apparel 

industry
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and Merchendising 2.2 INTRODUCTION

Fashion merchandising is the combination of the processes that a new 
fashion item must go through to be available in mass quantities to the 
consumer after it is left the hands of the designer. Fashion merchandising 
often gets confused with fashion marketing and although they work 
together, they are two very different things. To understand fashion 
merchandising completely, it is important to examine the role that fashion 
merchandising plays in manufacturing, buying, promoting and selling 
fashion items.

In regards to manufacturing, a fashion merchandiser will have 
significant input on the types of fabrics used to make a piece of clothing. 
Having a strong historical and socio-cultural understanding of the fabrics, 
help change a designer’s vision into reality. By applying their knowledge 
about-fabric and clothing construction, a fashion merchandiser will take a 
designer’s piece and find the best way to manufacture the item while taking 
things like price and target market into consideration.

Buying becomes part of fashion merchandising when a merchandiser 
buys fashion items to be presented in a store. A fashion merchandiser must 
be aware of the target market for the fashion item and also very well- 
versed in fashion trend analysis and forecasting. This allows for more 
accurate ordering. A fashion merchandiser working with a designer will 
once again offer expertise to the designer on textiles and fabrics.

In the event that a fashion merchandiser is working for the designer, 
promoting the designer’s product to stores that may want to buy large 
quantities is a number one priority. Not only is a fashion merchandiser 
required to have a creative mind and strong visual merchandising skills, 
production skills must be sharp as well. Fashion merchandising promotes 
a designer’s items through the use of fashion shows where creativity and 
visual effects must run wild to capture the attention of potential buyers. 
Additionally, fashion merchandisers seek out the target market for a 
designer’s clothing, such as children’s clothing stores, department stores 
or discount retailers.

The final component of fashion merchandising is selling. A fashion 
merchandiser that works with a designer is responsible for selling fashion 
items to stores, who then sells to consumers. Again the merchandiser must 
have an idea about forecasting and market trends so they may give their 
recommendation regarding production of the item. Creativity is important, 
because a merchandiser must offer suggestions on how to display the items 
within the store. When a fashion merchandiser works for a retail store, 
responsibilities include buying and presenting fashion items within the 
store.

NOTES

2.3 FASHION SHOW

A fashion show is an event put on by a fashion designer to showcase his or 
her upcoming line of clothing during Fashion Week. Fashion shows debut 
every season, particularly the Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter seasons.
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This is where the latest fashion trends are made. The most influential 
fashion week is Paris fashion week, which showcases twice a year.

In a typical fashion show, models walk the catwalk dressed in the 
clothing created by the designer. Occasionally, fashion shows take the form 
of installations, where the models are static, standing or sitting in a 
constructed environment. The order in which each model walks out wearing 
a specific outfit is usually planned in accordance to the statement that the 
designer wants to make about his or her collection. It is then up to the 
audience to not only try to understand what the designer is trying to say 
by the way the collection is being presented, but to also visually deconstruct 
each outfit and try to appreciate the detail and craftsmanship of every 
single piece. A wide range of contemporary designers tend to produce their 
shows as theatrical productions with elaborate sets and added elements 
such as live music or a variety of technological components like holograms, 
for example.

Fashion
Merchandising

NOTES

2.4 SKILLS FOR FASHION MERCHANDISING

Fashion merchandisers on the apparel production side track and analyze 
market trends, production costs, and previous sales numbers to determine 
the product direction that the manufacturers will take each season, If high 
rise jeans are going to become the next big thing, a fashion merchandiser 
needs to be one of the first in the industry to spot the trend. Fashion 
merchandising professionals on the retail side are responsible for tracking 
consumer trends and the latest styles to determine store inventory and to 
price clothes. In addition to arranging the receiving and storage of apparel, 
retail merchandisers supervise the creation of visual displays and the 
overall appearance of the store. They may also be responsible for tracking 
profits and losses. Merchandisers are some of the most powerful employees 
within an apparel company, and they have large bottom-line and personnel 
management responsibilities.

Fashion merchandising is yet another popular field in the fashion 
industry. Fashion merchandisers practically combine marketing and 

. advertising, with their creative and imaginative talents. They are tasked 
to analyze changing market trends, oversee production costs, supervise 
sales, and create income projections. A fashion merchandiser is also 
responsible for conceptualizing a fashion line appropriate for the current 
season.

Fashion merchandising professionals are also involved in the following
duties:

• Selection of fabrics and textiles
• Transferring of products from the designer and manufacturer to the 

hands of the consumers
• Devising good marketing strategies to increase sales
• Improve income projection through efficient advertising campaigns
• Ensure that all fashion products are presented in a very appealing 

manner to entice customers
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• Anticipate customer preferences
• produce detailed store inventories
• Efficiently track store profits
• Supervise the creation of store and visual displays

A good fashion merchandising professional must be resourceful, creative, 
confident, imaginative, and full of new ideas. In order to succeed in this field, a 
fashion merchandiser should have good judgment and must be willing to take 
risks.

Apparal Marketing 
and Merchendising

NOTES

Technically, a career in fashion merchandising requires aspirants to become 
versatile, flexible and adaptable in the continuously changing world of fashion. 
In addition to that, they must also know how to efficiently manage their roles in 
order to become more productive. Moreover, they should know how to smoothly 
navigate the fashion business to ensure that they wiU be an asset to the company. 
Highly skilled fashion merchandising professionals are capable of assessing the 
changing needs of the consumers, predicting new style trends, and conceptualizing 
superb promotional campaigns.

Fashion merchandiser professionals can work in varying job environments. 
In fact, they can choose from a number of fashion merchandising careers which 
include the following:

• Fashion Advertising Agent
• Store Manager
• Fashion Product Developer
• Event Planner
• Fashion Retailer
• Window Dresser
• Fashion Promotion Specialist

All of these specialized fashion merchandising fields offer var5Tng scope of 
work and income opportunities.

Job Outlook

Fashion merchandising employments are expected to grow around 21% - 35% 
until the next ten years. This rate is above average as compared to the 
employment rate produced in other fashion fields. Excellent income opportunities 
are likely to be generated in the marketing, advertising, and sales field. According 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there are 77,000 fashion merchandiser 
professionals working in various companies.

Employers are looking for fashion merchandiser professionals who possess 
diverse skills and talents including the following: '

• Superb visual and spatial perception
• Above average drawing and sketching abilities
• Strong artistic, creative an’d imaginative skills
• Exceptional sense of style and color
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• Ability to work in changing environments
• Basic knowledge on computer graphic applications
• Outstanding marketing, advertising and promotional skills
• Ability to perform routine tasks effectively

New job opportunities are projected to emerge due to the need to replace 
existing workers who have decided to change profession, leave work, or retire 
from the job.

NOTES

2.4.1 Required Skills
Following skill set is compulsorily required for a fashion merchandiser;

Forecasting Ability: While more methodical than fortune telling, fashion 
merchandising does require forecasting ability. A thorough knowledge of past 
fashion trends and an awareness of current industry developments will serve 
you well in a fashion merchandising career.

Analytical Ability; Problem solving and analytical ability also come in 
handy in this field, A good sense of style obviously helps you; however, you must 
also determine how things fit into a budget and whether they meet the functional 
needs of consumers. Other criteria may also influence your fashion merchandising 
decisions, so you will need to be able to analyze a complex set of issues and 
stand behind your choices.

Communication Skills: Fashion merchandising also requires good 
communication skills. From negotiating with manufacturers to getting your 
marketing message out to customers, there is ample opportunity to exercise 
your powers of communication in the fashion merchandising field.

Additional Skills: The world of fashion is a tough world to penetrate, 
and unless you are armed with the right tools, you may never get in at all. It’s 
a hard fact, but a thriving, dog-eat-dog industry has no room for shy, timid and 
unlearned fashion wannabes.

The final component of fashion merchandising is selling. A fashion 
merchandiser that works with a designer is responsible for selling fashion items 
to stores, who then sells to consumers. Again the merchandiser must have an 
idea about forecasting and market trends so they may give their recommendation 
regarding production of the item. Creativity is important, because a merchandiser 
must offer suggestions on how to display the items within the store. When a 
fashion merchandiser works for a retail store, responsibilities include buying 
and presenting fashion items within the store.

2.5 SEASONAL FASHION MERCHANDISING

Seasonal merchandising refers to the process of merchandising that is the 
management of products and stocks according to the seasonal trends or 
fashions prevailing in the market. Seasonal merchandising is fast becoming 
the mantra in the Indian retail scenario.
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Seasonal merchandising has its own benefits as well as limitations. 
The following points analyze the concept as a whole:

Accurate Forecasting
In order to generate more sales through seasonal forecasting, it is necessary to 
be able to forecast the market trends accurately. You should have a fair idea of 
what is in demand in the international market and in other markets in your 
country. A trend might be very popular in one country, but it might not have 
the potential to dominate the national market. You should have the ability to 
determine which trend is just a passing fad and which one is likely to become 
popular and manage your stocks accordingly. A wrong forecast can lead your 
firm to great troubles.

NOTES

Timeliness
Timeliness is the key to successful seasonal merchandising. While deciding to 
stock a particular product, you should ensure that you are not bringing in a 
trend earlier than its time. At the same time, you also need to ensure that you 
are not stocking an outdated item, You have an added advantage over other 
retailers if you are able to spot a trend and be the first to stock it in your store.

Customer Base
While undertaking seasonal merchandising, you should have a fair idea of what 
customers each type of seasonal product would attract. Sometimes, products 
that are in fashion may attract only a specific class of customers, while some 
other products might attract a large number of customers. 
This gives an idea of how much of the product should be stocked and situations 
like overstocking and understocking can be avoided.

Managing Risks
You should have well-planned strategies for risk management in order to make 
seasonal merchandising successful. In case overstocking happens, 
you should take into account ways for stock clearance, discounts and exploring 
other potential markets. Some retailers have well-defined sections such as core 
products and seasonal products. Core products are the basic or classic products 
offered by the retailer, while seasonal products are those that are currently in 
fashion.

Variety
Seasonal merchandising brings in variety and freshness in the store. It can be 
used as a tool to excite and attract customers.

Communication
Effective communication is required to ensure the success of seasonal 
merchandising. Seasonal products generally have a limited time span. 
Hence you should communicate effectively with your customers to make 
sure that your stock is sold out before it becomes outdated. Your
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communication should convey a sense of urgency, a sense of now or never. 
Communication with the customers has to be highly effective as a deep 
impact needs to be created in the minds of the customers within a short 
time period. The communication undertaken by you should,be able to 
generate the feeling of “I need to be the first to have it” in the mind of the 
customer.

. Fashion 
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NOTES

If each of the above aspects is managed efficiently, seasonal 
merchandising can be used by a retailer as a tool to increase sales and 
thereby make more profits.

2.6 STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. What is fashion merchandising? How does it differ from other 
merchandising operations?

2. What is a fashion show? How does it help manufacturers, retailers 
and consumers?

2.7 READYMADE CLOTHING

Ready-made garments are mass-produced finished textile products of .the 
clothing industry. They are made from many different fabrics and yarns. 
Their characteristics.depend on the fibers used in their manufacture. Ready
made garments are divided into the following types;

• Outer clothing: workwear and uniform, leisure wear, sportswear (e.g. 
suits, pants, dresses, ladies’ suits, blouses, blazers, jackets, cardigans, 
pullovers, coats, sports jackets, skirts, shirts (short- or long-sleeved), 
ties, jeans, shorts, T-shirts, polo shirts, sports shirts, tracksuits, 
bathing shorts, bathing suits, bikinis etc.)

• Underclothing (underwear): jersey goods, lingerie (e.g. underpants, 
undershirts, briefs, socks, stockings, pantyhose etc.)

Most jersey underwear consists of knitwear made from cotton or 
synthetic filament warp-knit goods (Dederon, nylon). Knitwear is divided 
into fully fashioned and cut goods;

• Fully fashioned jersey goods are produced in finished form and size 
with securely finished edges; they are a high-quality product, as the 
loops cannot run at the edges.
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• Cut jersey goods are cut from tubular knit piece goods and sewn 
together; they are a lower value product, as the loops can run at the 
edges and the fit of the garment is not as good as in the case of fully 
fashioned jersey goods as the knitted fabric may twist out of shape.

NOTES
2.7.1 Quality / Duration of Storage
Extended exposure to light puts natural and manmade fibers at risk due to 
photomechanical degradation processes; natural silk, polyamide fibers, jute and 
ramie are particularly sensitive.

Countries of Origin
Ready-made garments are today transported worldwide from and to all 
continents.

Packaging
When transported by truck, outer clothing is often carried as hanging garments , 
while other clothing items are generally transported in folding cartons and 
primarily containerized. Hanging garments must be inserted into tight-fitting 
individual dust covers, sealed at the bottom. When outer clothing is shipped in 
folding cartons, it is essential, in particular for higher quality goods, for the 
folding cartons to be lined with tissue paper or the like, the individual items to 
be secured and interlayers used. The cartons often consist of wet strength 
corrugated board.

2.7.2 Transport
Transportation constitutes a major and significant part of the whole fashion 
apparel manufacturing and merchandising.

Means of transport 
Ship, truck, railroad, aircraft

Container transport
Standard containers are suitable for transporting ready-made garments, subject 
to compliance with limits for water content of goods, packaging and flooring.

Garment containers are best suited to transporting items of clothing, as 
they provide maximum protection against creasing, dust and dirt. Garment 
containers have bars for hanging up items of clothing on 
coat-hangers. The bars are generally anchored in perforated rails in the walls. 
The coat-hangers are secured by special clips. 'A horizontally openable curtain 
is located between the door and the inside. The wooden floor is impregnated and 
lined with floor covering (carpet).

Cargo handling
In damp weather (rain, snow), the cargo must be protected from moisture, 
since garments are strongly hygroscopic and readily absorb moisture.
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Stowage factor
• 2.30 - 9.47 m^'/t (cartons) [1]
• 1.08 - 6.06 mVt (boxes) [1]

NOTESStowage space requirements
The holds/containers must be dry and clean. The stowage space must be away 
from heat sources. In particular, holds must be free of oily patches.

Segregation
Marker pen/oil crayon, slip or label bearing product data and/or bar code.

Cargo securing
The cargo must be stowed in such a way that the boxes or cartons do not slip and 
become damaged during transport.

Where garments are shipped hanging, the shipping container (e.g. ISO 
container, box body/swap body) must be carefully inspected for cleanness, 
leakproofness and the ability to secure individual coat-hangers firmly. The 
coat-hangers must be secured on the bars with retaining clips.
For long-distance road transport, trucks with air suspension should 
generally be used.

2.8 RISK FACTORS AND LOSS PREVENTION

2.8.1 RF Temperature
Ready-made garments require particular temperature, humidity/moisture and 
possibly ventilation conditions (SC VI) (storage climate conditions).

• Favorable travel temperature range: 10 - 30®C
• Optimum travel temperature: 20°C

Ready-made garments are best stored at 20®C ± 5°C. Transient temperature 
variations within the range of 10 - 30°C do not impair quality.

Excessively high temperatures result from-solar radiation, for example, 
or from stowage too close to heat sources (heated tanks etc.) and not only lead 
to an increase in the risk from pests and microorganisms but also have a 
significant impact on the physical characteristics of the fibers, which may no 
longer comply with tolerance limits with regard to strength, elongation, 
shrinkage, crease tendency, electrical conductivity and brittleness. Synthetic 
materials may even develop permanent creases. Excessively low temperatures 
result in loss of strength.

2.8.1 RF Humidity/Moisture
Ready-made garments require particular temperature, humidity/moisture and 
possibly ventilation conditions (SC VI) (storage climate conditions).
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Relative humidity 
Water content

45 - 70%
8 - 12% (woolen fabric) 7.85 - 
8.50% (cotton fabric)NOTES

Maximum equilibrium moisture content 70%

Ready-made garments made from natural fibers are hygroscopic 
(hygroscopicity), while those made from synthetic fibers are only slightly so.

A relative humidity of 45 - 70% is deemed optimal; Specified humidity 
levels can be maintained in airtight packaging by using desiccants. Excessively 
high humidity levels and seawater, rain and condensation water may cause 
mustiness, mildew stains and mold growth and increase levels of insect 
infestation. Rust stains may arise as a result of the corrosion of metal strapping. 
Natural fibers converted into woven fabrics have a high swelling index, caused 
by their histological microstructure. Thus, for instance, modified cotton may 
absorb up to 25% of its own weight of water without feeling damp. This has a 
significant effect on the physical characteristics of the fibers, such as strength, 
elongation, creasing tendency and electrical conductivity.

If contact with chloride solutions, e.g. seawater, is suspected, 
a seawater test using the silver nitrate method must be performed.

2.9 TECHNOLOGY FOR APPAREL MANUFACTURING

The textile, textile product, and apparel manufacturing industries include 
establishments that process fiber into fabric and fabric into clothing and other 
textile products. While most apparel manufacturers worldwide rely on people to 
cut and sew pieces of fabric together, U.S. manufacturing has become highly 
automated. Because the apparel industry has moved mainly to other countries 
with cheaper labor costs, that which remains in the United States must be 
extremely labor efficient to compete effectively with foreign manufacturers.

Goods and services: The establishments in these industries produce a 
variety of goods, some of which are sold to the consumer, while others are sold 
as inputs to the manufacture of other products. Natural and synthetic fibers are 
used to produce threads and yarns—which may be woven, knitted, or pressed or 
otherwise bonded into fabrics—as well as rope, cordage, and twine. Coatings 
and finishes are applied to the fabric's to enhance the decorative patterns woven 
into the fabric, or to make the fabric more durable, stain-resistant, or have 
other properties. Fabrics are used to make many products, including awnings, 
tents, carpets and rugs, as well as a variety of linens—curtains, tablecloths, 
towels, and sheets. However, the principal use of fabrics is to make'apparel. 
Establishments in the apparel manufacturing industry produce many 
knitted clothing products, such as hosiery and socks, shirts, sweaters, and 
underwear. They also produce many cut-and-sew clothing items like dresses, 
suits, shirts, and trousers.
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Industry organization: There are three individual industries 
covered—textile mills, textile product mills, and apparel manufacturing.

Textile mills provide the raw material to make apparel and textile 
products. They take natural and synthetic materials, such as cotton and 
polyester, and transform them into fiber, yarn, and thread. Yarns are strands 
of fibers in a form ready for weaving, knitting, or otherwise intertwining 
to form a textile fabric. They form the basis for most textile production 
and commonly are made of cotton, wool, or a synthetic fiber such as 
polyester. Yarns also can be made of thin strips of plastic, paper, or metal. 
To produce spun yarn, natural fibers such as cotton and wool must first be 
processed to remove impurities and give products the desired texture and 
durability, as well as other characteristics. After this initial cleaning stage, 
the fibers are spun into yarn.

Textile mills then go on to produce fabric by means of weaving and 
knitting. Workers .in weaving mills use complex, automated looms to 
transform yarns into cloth. Looms weave or interlace two yarns, so they 
cross each other at right angles to form fabric. Knitting mills use automated 
machines to produce fabric of interlocking loops of one or more yarns.

At any time during the production process, a number of processes, 
called finishing, may be performed on the fabric. These processes—which 
include dyeing, bleaching, and stonewashing, among others—may be 
performed by the textile mill or at a separate finishing mill. Finishing 
encompasses chemical or mechanical treatments performed on fiber, yarn, 
or fabric to improve appearance, texture, or performance.

Textile product mills convert raw textiles into finished products other 
than apparel. Some of the items made in this sector include household items, 
such as carpets and rugs, towels, curtains and sheets, cord and twine, furniture 
and automotive upholstery, and industrial belts and fire hoses. Because the 
process of converting raw fibers into finished textile products is complex, most 
textile mills specialize.

The apparel manufacturing industry transforms fabrics produced by textile 
manufacturers into clothing and accessories. The apparel industry traditionally 
has consisted mostly of production workers who performed the cutting and 
sewing functions in an assembly line. This industry remains labor-intensive, 
despite advances in technology and workplace practices. Although many workers 
still perform this work in the United States, the industry increasingly contracts 
out its production work to foreign suppliers to take advantage of lower labor 
costs in other countries.

Many of the remaining production workers work in teams. For example, 
sewing machine operators are organized into production “modules.” Each operator 
in a module is trained to perform nearly all of the functions required to assemble 
a garment. Each module is responsible for its own performance, and 
individuals usually receive compensation based on the team’s performance.

Recent developments: The textile and apparel manufacturing 
industries are among the most labor-intensive manufacturing industries.

NOTES
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and therefore an increasing amount of textile products is produced by 
foreign suppliers. Nonetheless, some textile manufacturing still takes place 
in the United States. To remain competitive, however, domestic 
manufacturers rely on being extremely labor-efficient. Advanced machinery 
is boosting productivity levels in textiles and fundamentally changing the 
nature of work for employees. New technology .also has led to increasingly 
technical- training for workers throughout the industry. Computers and 
computer-controlled equipment aid in many functions, such as design, 
patternmaking, and cutting. Other emerging technologies which improve 
plant efficiency include wider looms, computerized equipment, and 
increased use of robotics to move material within the plant.

Other domestically produced items tend to be custom or high-end 
items. One advantage the domestic industry has is its closeness to the 
market and its ability to react to changes in fashion more quickly than its 
foreign competitors. Also, as retailers consolidate and become more cost 
conscious, they require more apparel manufacturers to move toward just- 
in-time delivery systems, in which purchased apparel items are quickly 
replaced by new items directly from the manufacturer, rather than from a 
large inventory kept by . the retailer. Through electronic data interchange— 
mainly using barcodes—information is quickly communicated to the 
manufacturers, providing information not only on inventory, but also about 
the desires of the public for particular fashions.

Some apparel firms have responded to growing competition by merging 
with other apparel firms and by moving into the retail market. In addition to 
the production of garments they also are contracting out functions—for example, 
warehousing and order fulfillment—to concentrate on their strengths; design 
and marketing. Computer-aided design systems have led to the development of 
“product life cycle management,” under which potential new fashions can now 
be transmitted around the planet over the Internet. Such changes may help the 
apparel manufacturing industry meet the growing competition and continue to 
supply the Nation’s consumers with garments at an acceptable cost.

NOTES

2.10 FABRIC FRICTION

Many textile materials are used near humans and frequently touched by the 
human skin and by the human hand in particular, namely clothing, home 
furnishings and automotive fabrics. For this reason, the interaction with the 
human senses is an essential performance property. Traditionally, the quality 
and surface characteristics of apparel fabrics is evaluated by touching and 
feeling by hand, leading to a subjective assessment. Therefore, one of the most 
important characteristics of fabrics, either for clothing or technical 
applications is the coefficient of friction. This is an important factor 
regarding the objective measurement of the so-called parameter fabric hand. 
Many contributions have been given in the past to this problem and some
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resulted in laboratory equipment. A novel prototype laboratory equipment 
is proposed for a new method of accessing the friction coefficient of fabrics 
that is easy to use, very precise and should be available at an acceptable 
cost.

NOTES
The model
Friction Coefficient is not an inherent characteristic of a material or surface, 
but results from the contact between 
two surfaces. The new method consists 
of characterizing the coefficient of 
friction between two flat surfaces, 
namely textile fabrics, based on torque 
evaluation. Initially, to simplify the 
measuring conditions, fabric-to-fabric 
was mostly used, the same fabric or a 
standard fabric against the test fabric.
Later, a standard contact surface has 
also been investigated.

Exploratory work led to the 
establishment of a number of design 
parameters, namely contact pressure, 
p, initially set to 2,9 kPa and linear 
velocity in the middle radius of the 
annular upper body. The geometry of 
the model could then be defined. With a final speed of approximately 0,75 
r.p.m. at the shaft of the lower body, linear sliding velocity at the middle 
radius of the upper body area was 1,77 mm/s. The design of FRICTORQ 
includes a stationary reaction torque sensor bolted to the instrument top 
frame plate. This plate is pivoted so that it can be hand rotated by the 
operator away from the test area, to make room for the clamping of fabric' 
samples. The lower sample support is the rotating element. This is basically 
an aluminium disk with a vertical shaft supported on rolling bearings for 
reduced friction and precise movement. The final transmission from the 
DC geared motor is carried out by a miniature timing belt drive.

•V >

2.11 SUMMARY

The fast-paced fashion industry is rich in career opportunities for 
individuals with a keen business sense and a bold creative vision. If a fast- 
paced, diverse lifestyle appeals to you, then a career in merchandising may 
be exactly what you’re looking for. A Merchandiser is involved in every 
stage of the process from design to sales, Merchandisers advise designers 
on market trends, collect specifications from the buyers, get the samples 
approved and also negotiate the price. They are even responsible for 
ensuring that consignments are delivered to the customer’s in time.
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and originality, while others require people with business know-how and 
management skills. Regardless of the position, successful people working 
in a fashion-merchandising career have a pleasing personality, a real interest 
in people and a willingness to work and learn.

Merchandising is a specialized management function within the 
fashion industry. Fashion merchandisers are responsible for selection of 
materials, liasoning with production teams and meeting market 
requirements.

Fashion Merchandisers combine the advertising, marketing and retail 
know-how of the marketer with the creativity of the designer. Anticipating 
consumer preferences and ensuring that goods are in stock when they are 
needed require resourcefulness, good judgement and self-confidence. For a 
successful career in fashion merchandising, buyers must be able to quickly 
make decisions and take risks. Marketing skills and the 'ability to identify 
products that will sell also are very important.

Careers in fashion merchandising are challenging, exciting and

NOTES

2.12 GLOSSARY

Merchandising: The creative handling and presentation of products 
at the point of sale to maximize their sales appeal. Is the delivery 
aspect of the futures market. It is secondary to the risk management 
role of the futures and options market. Merchandising occurs when 
a hedger delivers commodities or financials. Sometimes, this 
technique is used for the hedger to maintain anonymity. 
Merchandiser: A businessperson engaged in retail trade.
Fashion: The make or form of anything; the style, shape, appearance, 
or mode of structure; pattern, model; as, the fashion of the ark, of a 
coat, of a house, of an altar, etc.; workmanship; execution.
Fabric: The structure of anything; the manner in which the parts of 
a thing are united; workmanship; texture; make; as cloth of a 
beautiful fabric.

2.13 REVIEW QUESTIONS

Explain the meaning and definition of fashion merchandising.
Describe fashion show and its significance for textile and apparel 
industry. '
Enumerate the skills required for fashion merchandising.
Explain the meaning and significance of seasonal fashion 
merchandising.
Explain the procedure of handling and packaging of readymade 
cloths and risk involved with it.
Describe the technology for apparel manufacturing.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
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3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you should be able to:
• Describe the textile and apparel industry of India
• Explain the competitive position of India’s textile and apparel 

industry
• Report on the government policies affecting the industry
• Report on the growth opportunities in the industry
• Explain the present and future outlook of the industry
• Describe the structure of the textile and apparel industry
• Explain the significance and way of textile and apparel market and 

trade
• Differentiate the marketing infrastructure of the industry
• Explain the competitive assessment of the industry
• Report on the opportunities and challenges in the future
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The Textile and Apparel industry covers establishments that manufacture 
fiber and fiber products, fabrics, and finished fabric products such as 
clothing. Textile products include yarn, thread, twine, and woven and knit 
fabrics. The textile manufacturing sector also includes companies engaged 
in various treatments for fiber and textile products such as textile dying, 
coating, and waterproofing. Finished textile products include apparel, 
leather and fur products, curtains and draperies, canvas sheeting, and other 
fabric items. The industry covers both standard manufacturing operations 
and contract manufactures that make clothing and other products from 
materials owned by others.

The textile and apparel industry is one of the leading segments of ' 
the Indian economy and .the largest source of foreign exchange earnings 
for India. This industry accounts for 4 percent of the gross domestic product 
(GDP), 20 percent of industrial output, and slightly more than 30 percent 
of export earnings. The textile and apparel industry employs about 38 
million people, making it the largest source of industrial employment in 
India. The study identifies the following structural characteristics of India’s 
textile and apparel industry:

• India has the second-largest yam-spinning capacity in the world (after 
China), accounting for roughly 20 percent of the world’s spindle capacity. 
India’s spinning segment is fairly modernized; approximately 35 to 40 • 
percent of India’s spindles are less than 10 years old. During 1989-98, 
India was the leading buyer of spinning machinery, accounting for 28 
percent of world shipments. India’s production of spun yarn is 
accounted for almost entirely by the “organized mill sector,” which 
includes 285 large vertically-integrated “composite mills” and nearly 
2,500 spinning mills.

• India has the largest number of looms in place to weave fabrics, 
accounting for 64 percent of the world’s installed looms. However, 
98 percent of the looms are accounted for by India’s powerloom and 
handloom sectors, which use mostly outdated equipment and produce 
mostly low-value unfinished fabrics. Composite mills account for 2 
percent of India’s installed looms and 4 percent of India’s fabric 
output.

• The handloom and powerloom sectors were established with 
government support, mainly to provide rural employment. These 
sectors benefit from various tax exemptions and other favorable 
government policies, which ensure that fabrics produced in these 
sectors are price competitive against those of composite mills.

• The fabric processing (dyeing and finishing) sector, the weakest link 
in India’s textile supply chain, consists of a large number of small 
units located in and around the powerloom and handloom centers. 
The proliferation of small processing units is due to India’s fiscal 
policies, which favor small independent hand- and power-processing 
units over composite mills with modern processing facilities.

• The production of apparel in India was, until recently, reserved for 
the small-scale industry (SSI) sector, which was defined as a unit

NOTES
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having an investment in plant and machinery equivalent to less than 
$230,000. Apparel units with larger investments were allowed to 
operate only as export-oriented units (EOUs). As a result, India’s 
apparel sector is highly fragmented and is characterized by low 
levels of technology use.

Textile and 
Apparel Industry

NOTES

3.3 COMPETITIVE POSITION OF INDIA’S TEXTILE AND 
APPAREL INDUSTRY

India’s share of global exports of textiles and apparel increased from 1.8 
percent in 1980 to 3.3 percent in 1998. However, India’s export growth was 
lower than that of most Asian countries during that period. The study 
identifies a number of competitive strengths of the Indian textile and 
apparel industry:

India has a large fiber base, and ranks as the world’s third-leading 
producer of cotton, accounting for 15 percent of the world’s cotton 
crop. India produces a wide variety of cotton, providing operational 
flexibility for domestic textile producers. In the manmade fiber 
sector, India is the world’s fifth-largest producer of polyester fibers 
and filament yarns and the third-largest producer of cellulosic fibers 
and filament yarns.
India is the world’s second-largest textile producer (after China), 
and is diversified and capable of producing a wide variety of textiles. 
The spinning segment is fairly modernized and competitive, 
accounting for about 20 percent of world cotton yarn exports. 
India’s textile and apparel industry benefits from a large pool of skilled 
workers and competent technical and managerial personnel. India’s 
labor is inexpensive; hourly labor costs in the textile and apparel 
industry average less than 5 percent of those in the U.S. textile and 
apparel industry.

The study also identifies the competitive weaknesses that have 
impeded the growth of India’s textile and apparel industry:

Policies of the Government of India (GOI) favoring small firms have 
resulted in the establishment of a large number of small independent 
units in the spinning, weaving, and processing sectors. Sources in 
India claim that GOI policies have provided competitive advantages 
for the small independent units over the generally larger composite 
mills, discouraged investments in new manufacturing technologies, 
and limited large-scale manufacturing and the attendant benefits of 
economies of scale.
Sources in India also claim that because of the GOI policies, small 
units have significantly lower production costs than the composite 
mills, use low levels of technology, and produce mostly low value- 
added goods of low quality that are less competitive globally.
India’s textile industry depends heavily on domestically produced 
cotton. Almost two-thirds of domestic cotton production is rain fed, 
which results in wide weather-related fluctuations in cotton
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production. Moreover, the contamination level of Indian cotton is 
among the highest in the world. According to sources in India, the 
cotton ginning quality is poor, contributing to defective textile 
products.
The GOI policy reserving apparel production for the SSI sector had 
restricted the entry of large-scale units and discouraged investment 
in new apparel manufacturing technologies. As a result, most Indian 
apparel producers do not benefit, from economies of scale.
The competitiveness of India’s apparel sector is adversely; impacted by 
an inadequate domestic supply of quality fabrics. Fabric .imports are 
subject to high duty rates and other domestic taxes that increase the 
cost of imported fabrics. Another major weakness of the Indian apparel 
sector is a lack of product specialization which, along with a limited 
fabric base, has limited India’s apparel production and exports to low 
value-added goods.
India has high energy and capital costs, multiple taxation, and low 
productivity, all of which add to production costs. As a result, textile 
and apparel products from India are less competitive than those of 
China and other developing countries in the international market.

Apparal Marketing 
and Merchendising

NOTES

•'

Government Policies Affecting the Industry3.3.1
As India steps into an increasingly liberalized global trade regime, the GOI 
has implemented several programs to help the textile and apparel industry 
adjust to the new trade environment. On November 2, 2000, the GOI 
unveiled its National Textile Policy (NTP) 2000, aimed at enhancing the 
competitiveness of the textile and apparel industry and expanding India’s 
share of world textile and apparel exports to 10 percent by 2010 from the 
current 3-percent level. The study identifies the following measures taken 
by the GOI to achieve these objectives:

Under the NTP 2000, the GOI removed ready-made apparel articles 
from the list of products reserved for the SSI sector. As a result, 
foreign firms may now invest up to 100 percent in the apparel sector 
without any export obligation.
The GOI grants automatic approval within 2 weeks of all proposals 
involving foreign equity up to 51 percent in the manufacture of textile 
products in the composite mills and in the manufacture of waterproof 
textile products.
On April 1, 1999, the GOI implemented the Technology Upgradation 
Fund (TUF) to spur investment in new textile and apparel 
technologies. Under the 5-year $6 billion program, eligible firms can 
receive loans for upgrading their technology at interest rates that 
are 6 percentage points lower than the normal lending rates of 
specified financial institutions in India. According to GOI officials, 
this interest rate incentive is intended to bring the cost of capital in 
India closer to international costs.
The GOI created a $16 million “cotton technology mission” to 
increase research on improving cotton productivity and quality.
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EOUs and composite mills that produce yarn for captive consumption 
are exempt from the GOI’s hank yarn obligation, which requires each 
spinning mill to produce 50 percent of its yarn for the domestic 
market in hank form(80 percent of which must be in counts of 40s 
and lower) for use in the handloom sector. The GOI plans to reduce 
the hank yarn obligation fromSO percent to 30 percent for all other 
spinning units.
To boost exports and encourage new industry investment, the GOI 
under the quota entitlement policy increased the share of quotas 
earmarked for units investing in new machinery and plants.
To promote modernization of Indian industry, the GOI set up the 
Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) scheme, which permits a 
firm importing new or secondhand capital goods for production of 
articles for export to enter'the capital goods at preferential tariffs, 
provided that the firm exports at least six times the c.i.f. value of 
the imported capital goods within 6 years. Any textile firm planning 
to modernize its operations had to import at least $4.6millionworth 
of equipment to qualify for duty-free treatment under the EPCG 
scheme. In an effort to spur investment in the textile industry, on 
April 1, 1999, the GOI reduced the amount to $230,000 and eliminated 
preferential treatment for imports of secondhand equipment under 
the EPCG scheme.

Ikxtile and 
Apparel Industry

NOTES

3.4 GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

India, with a population of 1 billion people, has a huge domestic market. 
India’s middle class, currently estimated at 200 million, is projected to 
expand to include nearly half the country’s total population by 2006. Based 
on purchasing power parity, India is the fourth-largest economy in the world, 
has the third-largest GDP in the continent of Asia, and is the second-largest 
economy among emerging nations. India is also one of the fastest growing 
economies of the world. Although the disposable income of the majority of 
the Indian population is low, as the Indian economy grows, more consumers 
will have greater discretionary income for clothing and other purchases 
after meeting their basic needs.

India’s huge domestic market offers the prospect of significant growth 
opportunities in domestic textiles and apparel consumption, which is 
expected to result in increased trade and foreign investment, especially in 
certain product sectors. According to a 1999 study, the major growth areas 
for trade and foreign investment in India will be technical textiles (e.g., 
fabrics used in aerospace, marine, medical, civil engineering, and other 
industrial applications), home textiles, and apparel. The S.R. Satyam Expert 
Committee (SEC), constituted by the GOI, also identified these sectors as 
having the greatest growth potential and recommended various measures 
to promote these sectors.

The staff research study highlights the following areas where foreign 
firms can potentially enter the. Indian market:

• Demand for nonwoven textiles has been growing with increasing 
domestic affluence, growing health consciousness to use more
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disposable clothes, and the cost effective production of synthetic 
fibers in India. The liberalization of the Indian economy has created 
opportunities to import machinery and technology at preferential 
tariffs and enter into joint venture arrangements with foreign firms.'

• The technical textiles market in India has grown due to strong 
demand for automotive fabrics. India’s goal is to achieve an output 
level of $6 billion (10 percent of world output) in technical textiles 
by 2005. The GOI plans to provide incentives and tax concessions 
for this sector to attract foreign investment.

• India’s home textiles market is dominated by the handloom and 
powerloom sectors, which cater primarily to the low end of the market. 
The handloom sector is highly price competitive in terry towels and for 
home furnishings. The powerloom sector is price competitive in bed 
sheets. The composite mill sector dominates the branded market, which 
is relatively small. Demand for branded and quality home textiles has 
increased recently with increasing affluence among the Indian population. 
Opportunities exist for the introduction of quality branded products into 
this growing market.

• India supplies 8 percent of the global demand for denim fabric. Per- 
capita denim consumption in India is estimated at 0.1 meter, about one- 
fifth of the global average. Domestic demand is expected to increase with 
the accelerated growth in the Indian economy and increased consumer 
spending on clothing. Capacity utilization of the Indian denim sector 
currently averages 50 to 60 percent. The deregulation of apparel 
production from the SSI sector under the NTP 2000 is expected to 
encourage large apparel firms to enter the Indian market, thereby 
spurring domestic demand for denim.

• Opportunities exist for U.S. apparel producers to enter the Indian market 
through licensing and joint ventures with local firms. The recent GOI 
decision to deregulate apparel production is expected to help foreign firms 
establishing a large production base in India without any export obligation.

NOTES

3.5 STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. What is the employment generation potential of textile and apparel 
industry of India?

2. Which country competes with the whole world in loom and fabric 
production from them?
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As India reduces tariffs and dismantles trade barriers under its World Trade 
Organization (WTO) commitments, and as WTO countries phase out textile and 
apparel quotas by January-1, 2005, India is likely to face intense competition 
both domestically and internationally from other low-cost exporting countries 
that also largely depend on the performance of their textile and apparel sector 
for economic growth. In recognition of these factors, the GOI has taken measures 
to enhance the competitiveness of the Indian textile and apparel industry. 
These measures include plans to (1) gradually remove industry structural 
anomalies, (2) enhance the level of technology, (3) improve the quality and 
productivity of cotton, (4) reduce textile tariffs, (5) eliminate market access 
barriers, and (6) provide incentives to potential investors and exporters to 
promote trade and investment in the industry.

The goal of the NTP 2000 is to improve the global competitiveness of the 
Indian textile and apparel industry and enable the industry to quadruple its 
exports to $50 billion by 2010. The NTP 2000 opens the country’s apparel sector 
to large firms and allows up to 100 percent foreign investment in the sector 
without any export obligation. In addition, the NTP 2000 plans to liberalize 
remaining controls and regulations, eliminate targeted tax and fiscal benefits 
for firms in the SSI sector, and encourage strategic alliances with international 
textile firms to set up large integrated mills and processing facilities. There is 
a consensus among industry and GOI officials to promote the production of 
technical textiles in India by providing tariff and duty concessions and other 
investment incentives.

The GOI policies intended to address the structural deficiencies of 
India’s textile and apparel industry, including the TUF scheme, have met 
with limited success so far. In addition, the GOI has ruled out deregulating 
the handloom sector, fearing a loss of millions of jobs in the sector, but is 
reviewing a proposal to de-reserve knitting mills from the SSI sector. By 
unveiling the NTP 2000, the GOI has created opportunities for increased 
trade and investment in India’s textile and apparel industry. To achieve the 
GOI’s production and export goals, sources in India claim that the GOI will 
need to make difficult and politically sensitive decisions on further 
deregulations and targeted tax and fiscal tax benefits.

NOTES

3.7 STRUCTURE OF THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL INDUSTRY
The textile and apparel industry is one of the largest segments of India’s 
economy, accounting for 20 percent of total industrial production and slightly 

than 30 percent of total export earnings. It is also the largest employer 
in the manufacturing sector with a workforce of some 38 million people. In 
addition, millions of others rely on the textile and apparel industry for 
their livelihoods, especially those involved in cotton production. In this

more
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ApparalMarketing discussion we will examine the structure of India’s textile and apparel 
and Merchendising industry, from fiber production to textile and apparel manufacturing, and 

concludes with an overview of its textile machinery industry, the major 
source of equipment for the country’s textile and apparel industry./

NOTES
3.7.1 Fiber Production
India is the third-largest producer of cotton in the world with annual 
production of some 3 million tons, or about 15 percent of the world total. 
India grows a wide range of cotton, from short staple to extra-long staple, 
and has the largest area under cotton cultivation in the world today, about 
7.5 million hectares. Two-thirds of the cotton growing area in India is rain 
fed, which has led to low productivity and wide fluctuations in annual 
production. Indian cotton also reportedly contains high levels of 
contamination or foreign matter, contributing to low levels of productivity 
and product quality in cotton ginning and, in turn, the textile sector.

India ranks among the world’s five largest producers of manmade 
fibers and filament yarns with an annual output of 1=7 million tons (see 
table 3.1). Its manmade fiber and filament yarn sector comprised 97 . 
establishments with an installed capacity of 2,1 million tons in 1999 (see 
table 3.2). About70 percent of the capacity, or 1.5 million tons, is for 
polyester staple fiber (PSF) and polyester filament yarn (PFY). The 
polyester-producing segment underwent significant consolidation in the 
1990s, with most of India’s PSF market production capacity now accounted 
for by Reliance Industries (60 percent), Indo Rama Synthetics (21 percent), 
and JCT Fibers (8 percent). Reliance Industries increased its domestic PSF 
market share from 40 percent in 1997 to 60 percent in 1999. India’s PFY 
production capacity is accounted for by at least 33 registered producers, 
led by Reliance Industries (35 percent) and Indo Rama Synthetics (10 
percent). India, is also the world’s second-leading producer of silk, with 
annual output of nearly 15 million kilograms. Demand for wool in India is. 
met by imports, primarily from Australia.

Table 3.1: Production of Manmade Fibers and Filament Yarn in 
India, by Type, FY 1995-96-FY 1999-2000* (in thousand tons)

Item 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
Fibers;
Polyster staple 
Acrylic staple 

Other synthetic 
(polypropylene) .
Total synthetic 

CeUulosic (viscose staple) 
Total manmade fibers 
Filament yarn:
Polyster
N3'lon

228.1 324.1 438.6 522.7 554.4
74.1 82.8 79.4 78.9 80.8
1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.1

304.1
194.3
498.4

409.4
178.8
588.2

520.0
188.4
708.4

603.5
178.2
781.7

637.3
201.2
838.5

376.2 493.3 667.9 745.4 797.7
41.6 38.0 29.8 28.6 26.0

[Table Contd...
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Item 1997-98 1999-20001995-96 1996-97 1998-99
Polypropylene 
Total synthetic 

Cellulosic (viscose) 
Thtal manmade filament

13.8 16.514.6 13.0 15.4
432.4 544.3 711.5 789.4 840.2 NOTES
60.7 57.3 57.0 60.9 49.2

768.5493.1 60.1.6 850.3 889.4

Fiscal year (FY) April 1-March 31 (e.g., fiscal year 1999-2000 runs from April 1, 1999, to 
March 31, 2000).
Source'. Compiled from official statistics of the Office of Textile Commissioner, Ministry of 
Textiles, GOI, retrieved from http;//texmin.nic.inyermiudei.htm, June 6, 2000
Table 3.2: Number of establishments and capacity in India's manmade 

fibers and Hlament yarn sector as of March 31, 2000 
(1,000 tons per year)

I

Number of Establishments Installed CapacityItem
Fibers;
Polyster
Acrylic
Polypropylene
Viscose
Total
Yarn:
Polyster
Nylon
Polypropylene
Viscose
Total

15 632
1197

3 7
3063

28 1,064

40 917
2410
1612
757

1,032 ■69
Source'. Compiled from official statistics of the Office of the Textile Commissioner, Ministry 
of Textiles, GOI, retrieved from http://texmin.nic.in/ermiudel.htm, June 6, 2000.

3.7.2 Textile Sector
The textile sector in India is one of the world’s largest; it has more installed 
spindles to make spun yarn than any other country except China and has the 
most looms in place to weave fabric. However, these production capacity measures 
are somewhat misleading because much of India’s spinning and weaving 
equipment is technologically outdated. The Indian textile industry comprises 
three interrelated but competing sectors—the organized mill sector and the 
“decentralized” handloom and powerloom sectors. The organized mill sector 
consists of 285 medium- to large-sized firms that are vertically integrated 
“composite mills” that do spinning, weaving, and finishing operations and 2,500 
spinning mills (see table 3.3). More than 900 of the spinning mills are registered 
as small scale industry (SSI) units, which are eligible for special GOI
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Apparal Marketing benefits, provided that investment in plant and equipment does not exceed 
and Merchendising an amount equivalent to not more than $230,000 per unit. The decentralized 

handloom and powerloom sectors comprise thousands of small fabric
weaving units and processing (dyeing and finishing) units. The number of 
decentralized units grew as a result of government policy implemented 
following India’s independence in 1947 to encourage the creation of large- 
scale employment opportunities.

NOTES

The handloom sector is an integral part of rural life in India, employing 
more than 12 million workers. A typical handloom unit is a family-run business 
with two to six manually operated looms. Most of the 3.5 million handlooms 
are antiquated. Although the handloom sector incurs relatively high production 
costs and low productivity, the sector is known for its craftsmanship and unique 
products, which have helped it to develop a niche in global markets.

Table3.3: Structure of India’s Textile Industry, FY 1995-96-FY
1999-2000

Item 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
Number of mills 

Spinning^
Composite mills 

Installed spindles 
(million)
Rotors (1,000)^
Looms (1,000)^ 

Shuttleless (1,000) 

Production:
Spun yarn (million 
kilograms)
Cotton^
Blended 

100% non-cotton 

Fabrics (million square 
meters)
Cotton 

Blended 

100% non-cotton 

Fibers/filaments:
Raw cotton (million 
kilograms) .

2,430
2,156

2,514
2,233

2,583
2,305

2,652 2,771 

1 2,4862,37
274 281 278 281 285

31.25 34.59 35.39 • 35.59 37.08

226 276 313 383 392
132 124 124 1 23 123
5.7 6.3 7.2 7.8 (*)

2,485 2,794 2,973 2,808 3,049

1,894 2,148 2,213 2,022 2,205
395 484 583 595 -623
196 162 177 191 221

31,460 34,298 '35,54336,896 38,874

18,900
4,025
8,535

19,841
4,888
9,569

19,992
5,751
11,153

17,949
5,699
11,895

19,089
5,937
13,848

2,893 3,024 2,686 2,745 (^)

(Table Contd...
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Item 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000
Manmade fiber staple 
(1,000 tons)
Manmade fiber 
filament (1,000 tons) 
Employees (1,000)®

498 588 708 782 839
NOTES

493 769602 850 .889

1,055 1,0101,027 1,011 1,140

' Includes SSI units.
* Organized mill sector only. An additional 52,400 rotors were installed in the decentralized 
sector in 1999-2000.
* These looms are in the organized mill sector only. In addition, there are estimated 1.6 
million powerdriven looms and 3.5 million handlooms in the decentralized powerloom and 
handloom sectors.
* Not available.
® Organized mill sector only.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the Office of the Textile Commissioner, Ministry 
of Textiles, GOI, retrieved from http://texmin.nic.in/ermiudel.htm, June 6, 2000, and The 
Indian Cotton Mills’ Federation, New Delhi, Annual Reports, 1998-99 and earlier years.

The powerloom sector comprises 367,000 units with a workforce of 6.8 
million people. Unlike the handloom sector, the powerloom sector uses power- 
driven shuttle looms; a typical powerloom unit has 12 to 44 looms. The powerloom 
sector accounts for 60 percent of fabric production and is the primary supplier 
of fabrics to domestic apparel producers and consumers. Although the sector 
uses technology that lags considerably behind that of the organized mill sector, 
some powerloom weavers have invested in shuttleless looms, the more advanced 
technology. However, the transition is very slow; shuttleless looms now account 
for less than 1 percent of the. 1.63 million looms in place in the powerloom 
sector.

3.7.3 -Yarn Production
•India’s production of spun yarn in 1999 totaled 3.0 billion kilograms, 72 percent 
of which consisted of cotton (see table 3.3). Almost all of the spun yarn made in- 
India comes from the organized mill sector, reflecting the highly capital-intensive 
nature of yarn spinning. Spinning capacity in 1999 totaled 37.08 million ring 
spindles and only 445,000 open end (OE) rotors, which represent the more 
advanced technology. The SSI units accounted for 5 percent of the ring spindles 
and 12 percent of the OE rotors. In the woolen sector, India has 520,000 worsted 
spindles.

Although India’s spinning segment is more modernized than the weaving 
segment, 60-65 percent of the installed spindles are more than 10 years 
old and OE rotors account for less than 1 percent of total spinning capacity. 
However, modernization in the spinning segment has been rapid; total 
spindle shipments during 1989-98 accounted for about 33 percent of the 
installed capacity and 68 percent of OE rotors were less than 10 years old.
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3.7.4 Fabric Production
India’s fabric production grew by 24 percent during 1995-99 to an estimated 
38.9 billion square meters in 1999. Approximately 64 percent of fabric production 
consisted of cotton or cotton blends (see table 3.3). Most fabric production occurs 
in the decentralized sectors, with the powerloom sector generating 60 percent 
and the handloom sector and the knitting mills (hosiery) producing 36 percent 
of the total (see table 3.4). The remaining 4 percent comes from the organized 

• mill sector. The decentralized sectors have a total of 5.1 million looms in place, 
compared with just 123,000 looms in the organized mill sector. Only 6 percent 
of the looms in place in the organized mill sector are shuttleless looms, the more 
advanced technology.
Table 3.4: India’s Textile Industry: Production of Fabrics by Sector,

FY 1995-96 - FY1999-2000

NOTES

Percent Share
Sector 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 1996 2000

Million square meters Percent
Organized
milh
Handloom
Powerloon
Hosiery
TotaP

2,019 1,957 1,948 1,785 , 1,710 6.4 . 4.4

7,202
17,201
5,038

31,460

7,456
19,352
5,533
34,298

• 7,604 

20,951 

6,393 
36,896

6,792
20,690-
6,276
35,544

7,365
23,387
6,412

38,874

22.9 18.9
54.7 60.2
16.0 16.5

100.0 100.0

' Includes SSI Units.
^ Does not include khadi, wool, or silk.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the Office of the Textile Commissioner, Ministry 
of Textiles, GOI, retrieved from http://texmin.nic-in/ermiudel.htm, June 6, 2000.

3.7.5 Dyeing and Finishing
The fabric dyeing and finishing segment consists of 12,596 process houses, 
including 10,397 independent hand-processing units and 2,066 independent 
power-processing units. The remaining 133 units are part of the composite mills 
in the organized mill sector. Most of the independent power-processing and hand
processing units are located in or near powerloom centers, and they bleach, dye, 
print, or otherwise finish fabrics principally for the decentralized sectors. India’s 
fabric dyeing and finishing segment is significantly underdeveloped in terms of 
technology, leading to low product quality and environmental problems. A lack 
of investment in the dyeing and finishing segment has hurt the competitiveness 
of Indian textile mills and has effectively limited their ability to supply 
quality fabrics for domestic apparel producers.

3.7.6 Apparel Sector
Although official data on India’s apparel production sector are not available, 
industry sources estimate that India’s domestic production of readymade
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apparel totaled about $19 billion (Rs. 700 billion) in 1997. The GOI had 
“reserved” apparel production (including knitting) for domestic consumption 
for SSI units and required non-SSI sector firms, or export-oriented units 
(EOUs), to export at least 50 percent of their output. India’s apparel sector 
is highly fragmented, comprising about 30,000 units and employing some 3 
million people. Most apparel sector units are family-run businesses having 
50-60 sewing machines, often on contract to apparel wholesalers, usually 
using old production equipment and methods. The EOUs tend to operate 
on a much larger scale in more modern facilities and offer brand-name 
quality goods, especially menswear. Exporters of ready-made apparel are 
classified as either manufacturer-exporters or merchant-exporters. Some 
2,000 manufacturer-exporters export apparel, while the roughly 26,000 
merchant-exporters serve as export brokers on behalf of apparel 
manufacturers.

For tax purposes, export-oriented apparel firms generally own several 
units registered as either manufacturer-exporters or merchant-exporters. 
Average export revenues are $650,000 (Rs. 23.5 million) per manufacturer- 
exporter and $110,000 (Rs. 4 million) per merchant-exporter. India has about 
6,000 knitting units registered as producers or exporters; the majority of the 
units are registered as SSI units. The knitting segment has grown by 76 percent • 
since 1993, with current annual output of knitwear (sweaters, polo shirts, T- 
shirts, and underwear) at 6.4 billion square meters, valued at nearly $2 billion 
(Rs. 80 billion). Knitwear exports totaled $1.5 billion in FY 1998-99.

NOTES

3.7.7 Structural Problems
The dominant role of the decentralized powerloom and handloom sectors in 
fabric production and finishing largely reflects GOI policies designed to promote 
domestic employment. These policies have effectively slowed modernization in 
the weaving and finishing segments of the organized mill sector. Whereas the 
organized mUl sector is constrained by government regulations, the decentralized 
sectors benefit from favorable tax treatment, exemption from labor laws, and 
government subsidies for energy and water. For example, government labor 
policy prohibits composite mills in the organized mill sector from laying off 
workers, even when a mill is idle or its operation is unprofitable, and it requires 
composite mills to pay workers for idle time. This labor policy does not apply to 
SSI units in the organized mill sector or to decentralized sector units, where 
average wages for production workers are only about one-fourth of those in the 
organized mill sector. In addition, because the decentralized sectors are low- 
tech, their depreciation and capital costs are also low.

As a result of government policies and other factors, the powerloom 
sector has a significant cost advantage over the organized mill sector in 
fabric production. Production costs in the powerloom sector reportedly 
average $0.22 (Rs. 9) a meter for grey (unprocessed) fabric and $0.65 (Rs. 26) 
a meter for processed fabric, compared with $0.62 (Rs. 25) and $1.20 (Rs. 48), 
respectively, for the composite mills.
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However, the fabrics made in the powerloom sector are lower in 
quality and more limited in styles than those made in the organized mill 
sector, largely reflecting the low technology level, low quality of inputs, 
and inadequate worker training. The handloom sector also benefits from 
special GOT policies because of its importance to rural economies and its 
production conditions. Under the “hank yarn obligation,” the GOI requires 
the organized mill sector to supply the handloom sector with yarn suitable 
for use in the manufacture of fabrics on handlooms at favorable prices. The 
handloom sector also benefits from excise duty exemption, government 
subsidies, and reservation of certain apparel products for exclusive 
production.

In addition, the sector receives technical, financial, and marketing 
assistance from the GOI to help it upgrade production systems, improve fabric 
quality, and market products. The proliferation of small units in the dyeing and 
finishing segment largely reflects GOI policies that favor such units relative to 
the composite mills. The GOI provides tax concessions to small units using 
hand-processing devices and certain power-driven machines. For example, the 
excise duty on processed fabrics is much lower for independent processors than 
for composite mills because of a difference in the application of duty. The excise 
duty for independent processors is a fixed amount based on the number of 
machines called stenter chambers, regardless of fabric quantity, while the duty 
for composite mills is based on the processed value of the fabrics. Although the 
GOI recently increased the excise duty for independent processors, duty fees 
paid by these units on average are still about one-half of those paid by the 
composite mills.

Trade and industry sources in India-claim that GOI policies contributed to 
the numerous plant closings in the organized mill sector during the 1990s. The 
closings also reflected low productivity in the organized mill sector, stagnant 
demand, rising input costs, and difficulties in obtaining adequate working capital 
in a timely manner. As of February 2000, the number of idle mills totaled 342 
(107 composite mills and 235 spinning mills), of which 212 had closed during 
the past 5 years. The closed mills had a workforce of 325,000 workers and total 
capacity of 8.15 million spindles, 28,248 OE rotors, and 72’,298 looms. Two- 
thirds of the closed mills (218 mills) reportedly were closed because of financial 
difficulties, and 18 percent (63 mills) were closed because of labor issues. Capacity 
utilization in the spinning segment of the organized mill sector declined 
significantly between FY 1995-96 and FY 1998-99, and it continued to remain 
low in the weaving segment (see table 3.5). The GOI set up the Board for 
Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) to detect weak and potentially 
weak companies and to take preventive remedial and other measures with 
respect to such firms. The GOI also set up a Textile Workers Rehabilitation 
Fund Scheme to protect the interest of the workers. As of September 9, 
1999, there were 421 textile mills registered with BIFR.
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Table 3.5: India’s Textile Industry: Capacity Utilization in Spinning 
and Weaving Sectors, FY 1994-95 - FY 1999-2000 (Percent)

Capacity Utilization -
Fiscal Year Spinning Weaving NOTES
1994- 95
1995- 96
1996- 97
1997- 98
1998- 99
1999- 2000

81 51
86 53

5286
85 52
79 51
83 51

GOI policies have significantly constrained the growth of the country’s 
apparel sector because of the reservation of apparel production for SSI units and 
the 24-percent limit on FDI. However, the GOI’s newly unveiled NTP 2000 
deregulates India’s apparel sector and allows FDI up to 100 percent. The sector’s 
growth has also been constrained because of a lack of quality fabrics, inadequate 
design and fashion, an underdeveloped retail infrastructure, a lack of coordination 
between marketing and manufacturing, and limited exposure to professional 
manufacturing and marketing techniques.

3.8 MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE

3.8.1 Distribution
India has a large family-owned and fragmented sales and distribution 
network, with centralized purchasing for chain stores and supermarkets 
only a recent (5-10 year) phenomenon. There are over 1 million market 
intermediaries—wholesalers, stockists, transporters, and retailers— 
involved in the distribution of consumer goods, including apparel. While 
urban areas have outlets ranging from supermarkets to small neighborhood 
retail stores, villages are served by smaller stores. Since the distribution 
channels are largely independently owned and supply multiple brands, 
dealer development is of the utmost importance in both urban and rural 
areas.

There are six types of commercial distributors in the market: 
importers, indenting agents, wholesalers, commission agents, retailers, and 
dealers. Because the Indian market was completely closed to textile and 
apparel imports prior to April 1995, the distribution structure for imported 
textile products is not well developed. Importers generally handle a broad 
portfolio of goods rather than specializing in a specific textile or apparel 
product. For shirt fabrics, bedsheets, towels, and other home furnishings, 
retailers typically source from wholesalers who, in turn, source from
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ApparalMarketing exports. Although India’s share of global textile and apparel exports 
and Merehendiaing increased gradually from 1.8 percent in 1980 to 3.3 percent in 1998* the 

growth lagged behind that of most other Asian countries, some of which 
increased their shares as much as tenfold during the period. The elimination 
of textile and apparel quotas by January 1, 2005, is likely to generate 
intense worldwide competition and present significant challenges and 
opportunities for the Indian textile and apparel industry, both at home 
and abroad. This chapter assesses the competitive strengths and weaknesses 
of India’s textile and apparel industry and its opportunities and perceived 
threats in a quota-free global market.

NOTES

3.9.1 Textiles

Competitive Strengths and Weaknesses
The competitive strengths of India’s textile industry largely reflect its vast 
fiber base, abundant and low-cost skilled labor force, large and diversified 
textile infrastructure, huge (and growing) domestic market, and 
manufacturing flexibility. India’s textile industry has access to a large 
inexpensive pool of skilled workers as well as competent technical and 
management personnel. Hourly labor costs in the Indian textile and apparel 
industry average less than 5 percent of those in the United States and 
most other industrialized nations, and are significantly lower than those 
of the Asian newly industrialized economies (Hong Kong, Singapore, South 
Korea, and Taiwan).

India’s textile and apparel industry also has numerous competitive 
weaknesses. The Indian textile industry lags considerably behind that of 
developed countries and most of Asia in production technology, and it lacks the 
capital to upgrade. Although the industry is open to FDI, such investments 
generally require large capital outlays and a more developed textile 
infrastructure than India has to offer, particularly in dyeing and finishing. 
Other concerns about India’s textile and apparel industry include competition 
between different sectors within the industry, lack of coordination among links 
in the supply chain, a slow pace of modernization, a lack of indigenous research 
and development, low productivity, inadequate worker training, a restricted 
fabric base, and overdependence on cotton. In addition, the contamination 
level of Indian cotton is perhaps the world’s highest, the productivity in 
cotton ginning is low, and the quality of cotton ginning is poor, which results 
in defective textile production. The competitive weaknesses of the textile 
and apparel industry also stem from GOI policies such as the reservation 
of certain textile products for the SSI sector, restrictive labor legislation 
preventing automation, and multiple fiscal and local taxes, as well as high 
finance costs, poor infrastructure, and a lack of resources and incentives 
to modernize plants and equipment.
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Level of Technology and Rate of Modernization
The Indian textile industry generally experiences low labor productivity and 
product quality, largely attributable to low technology levels and inadequate 
worker training. A multicountry analysis of modern textile equipment use reveals 
that the technology level in the Indian weaving segment is low compared with 
that of other major textile producers. Of the 1.6 million powerlooms installed in 
India’s decentralized powerloom sector, fewer than 1 percent are shuttleless 
looms, considered the latest technology. In India’s organized mill sector, 
shuttleless looms account for only 5.8 percent of the total, compared with more 
than 80 percent in the United States, Taiwan, and Korea, and 62 percent in 
Pakistan (see table 3.6). As shown in table 3.7, new shuttle and shuttleless 
looms installed in India’s weaving sector during 1989-98 accounted for only 1.6 
percent of total installed capacity in 1997, with most of the modernization 
occurring in the organized mill sector.

Table 3.6: Weaving Sector: Level of Technology in India and 
Selected Countries, 1998

Tkxiile and 
Apparel Industry

NOTES

Installed Capacity
Country Total Looms Shutteless 

Looms Technology*
Level of

— Number of Looms — — Percent —
India, total ^
Composite mill sector
United States
Mexico
Brazil
China
Pakistan, total ^
Composite mill sector
Indonesia
Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
Other
TotaP

1,726,590
123,590
68,750
49,500

133,400
733.300
221.300 
21,300

227,000
32,000
23,090
55,000

789,650
2,256,580

10,710
7,170

60,990
14,500
35.200 

45,800
13.200 
13,200 
27,000 
27,000 
20,050 
10,000

418,080
678,990

0.6
5.8

88.7
29.3
26.4
6.2
6.0

62.0
11.9
84.4
86.8
18.2
52.9
30.1

‘ Share of shutteless looms in total installed looms.
2 Includes looms in the decentralized powerloom sector.
^ Excludes looms in the decentralized powerloom sector.
Source: Compiled from Statistics of Internationa! Textile Manufacturers Federation, 
International Textile Machinery Shipment Statistics (Zurich), vol. 21/1998, June 1999, 
pp. 24-33.
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Table 3.7: Weaving Sector; Rae of Modernization in India and 
Selected Countries, 1998
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Rate of
Modernization*

Cumulative 
Shipments, 1989-98

Installed 
Capacity, 1997

Country

NOTES 1.628,710
28,710

1,726,590
123,590

India, totaP 
Composite mill 
sector
United States 

Mexico 
Brazil 
China
Pakistan, totaP 
Composite mil 
Sector 
Indonesia 
Korea®
Taiwan® 
Thailand • 
Other 

TotaP

23.2

. 41.128,270
6,339
12,648

130,151
9,187
9,187

68,750
49,500
133,400
733.300
221.300
21.300

12.8
9.5
17.7
4.2
4.2

20.646,736
94,059
31,706
11,315

224,826
623,947

227,000
32,000
23,090
55,000
789,650

2,256,580

293.9
137.3
20.6
28.5
27.7

' New machinery installed during 1989-98 as a percentage of total installed capacity as of 
1997,

^ Includes 1.603 million powerlooms in the decentralized sector in India and an estimated 
200,000 powerlooms in the decentralized sector of Pakistan. No separate shipments data are 
available for the composite mill sector, but this sector is believed to account for almost all of 
shipments.

® The ‘Tiigh” rates'of modernization shown for Korea and Taiwan could reflect rationalization 
of fabric production in these countries and shipments of some of the used machinery to other 
lower cost developing countries.

* Excludes looms in the decentralized powerloom sector.

Source; Compiled from statistics of International Textile Manufacturers Federation, 
International Textile Machinery Shipment Statistics (Zurich), vol. 21/1998, June 1999, pp. 
24-33.

The Indian spinning sector is relatively more modernized than the 
weaving sector. Still, 60 to 65 percent of installed spindles are more than 
10 years old and open end (OE) rotors account for less than 1 percent of 
total installed spindles. India was the world’s leading buyer of spinning 
equipment during 1989-98, accounting for 28 percent of global shipments. 
Indonesia was a distant second at 7 percent, followed by the United States, 
Pakistan, and China, each with 4 percent of global shipments. Spindles 
purchased during this period accounted for about 33 percent of India’s 
installed spinning capacity (see table 3.8), and 68 percent of the OE rotors
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in place were less than 10 years old. In both draw texturing and knitting 
machinery, India’s modernization rate has been significant. India was the 
largest buyer of draw texturing machinery at 19 percent of global shipments 
during 1995-98, followed by Taiwan at 16 percent, China at 11 percent, 
Korea at 8 percent, and the United States at 7 percent. In knitting 
machinery, India took 5 percent of global shipments during this period, 
compared with 16 percent for the United States, 10 percent for China, and 
5 percent for Brazil.

Table 3.8: Spinning sector: Rate of Modernization in India and 
Selected Countries, 1998.

Ikxtile and 
Apparel Industry

NOTES

Country Installed Total
Capacity, 1997 | Shipments, 1989-98

Rate of
Modernization^

— 1,000 spindles — — Percent —
India
Indonesia
Pakistan
China
United States
Brazil
Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
Other
Total

36,133
7,236
8,513

46,905
6,112
6,983
2,690
3,813
4,235

68,401
191,021

11,854
2,832
1,685
1,590
1,724
1,203

328
39.1 •
19.8
3.4

28.2
17.2

886 32.9
1,285 ■ 
1,291 

17,677 
42,027

33.7
30.5
25.8
22.0

’ New machinery installed during 1989-98 as a percentage of total installed capacity as of 
1997.

Source: Compiled from statistics of International Textile Manufacturers Federation, 
International Textile Machinery Shipment Statistics (Zurich), vol. 21/1998, June 1999, pp. 9-
13

3.9.2 Apparel 

Limited Fabric Supply
India’s apparel sector does not have access to quality fabrics at reasonable 
prices from the domestic mill sector, which adversely affects its global 
competitiveness. Sources in the organized mill sector claim that the composite 
mills need to invest heavily in manufacturing technology to improve productivity 
and reduce costs, which are high in part because of high infrastructure costs 
and high domestic taxes on their output. Fabrics made in the powerloom sector 
are lower in cost because of low wages, low depreciation costs on machinery and 
equipment, tax exemptions, and, according to officials in the organized textile 
sector, evasion of excise taxes by powerloom units. In general, powerloom fabrics 
are of low quality because of an underdeveloped dyeing and finishing segment.
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Apparal Marketing As a result, the GOI allows fabric to be imported duty-free provided it is 
and Merchendising used in apparel produced for export. Otherwise, fabric imports are subject 

not only to relatively high tariffs, but also to excise and other levies to 
offset the taxes and levies imposed on domestic -fabric production.

NOTES
Technical Backwardness
India’s apparel production until recently had been reserved for SSI-registered 
units, which effectively eliminated large-scale investment in this sector, except 
for export-oriented units. The average annual investment in machinery per 
establishment in India’s apparel sector is only $2,900, compared with Hong 
Kong’s $2.5 million and China’s $1 million. The new precutting machines are 
being installed at an average annual rate of 2.9 machines per unit in South 
Korea, compared with 2.3 machines per unit in China, 2.0 machines per unit in 
Thailand, and almost nil in India. The low level of technology has contributed 
to low productivity and deprived the sector of benefits of economies of scale. 
Under Indian labor laws, firms had been discouraged from installing labor- 
saving machinery and equipment, thereby leading to low sector productivity 
and inferior product quality.

Fragmentation
The GOI policy of limiting apparel firms to an investment of not more than 
$230,000 had contributed to the highly fragmented structure of the apparel 
sector. Only small firms were allowed to produce for the domestic market while 
the larger firms were required to export at least 50 percent of their output. This 
long-practiced policy had fostered inefficiency and low product quality in the 
apparel sector and encouraged the use of low-quality and inexpensive fabrics 
from the powerloom and handloom sectors. It had effectively eliminated any 
economic incentive for the organized mill sector to invest in new fabric-weaving 
technology. To counter the GOFs policy of reserving domestic market access to 
small firms, large apparel firms had found it profitable to set up a number of 
small units to cater to the domestic market. The highly fragmented structure of 
the apparel sector largely explains why Indian apparel producers are not 
competitive in the high-volume, low-margin international environment that 
demands far greater consistency in product quality than the Indian market.

Product Range and Geographic Distribution
A limited fabric base and lack of product specialization are major 
weaknesses of the Indian apparel sector. India’s production of apparel for 
export is dominated by cotton. The predominance of cotton apparel reflects 
the fact that Indian cotton traditionally has been much less expensive than 
synthetics and cotton blends. In addition, India’s customs and excise taxes 
on synthetic fibers, yarns, and fabrics have been significantly higher than 
those on cotton.

Few exporters in India have concentrated their efforts on product 
specialization. Almost all offer a wide range of garments. This lack of product 
specialization has limited the growth of many Indian exporters in the global
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market. 128 Quality problems are another deterrent to expanding export 
shares in the global market. The majority of fabrics made in India are of 
low quality and limited varieties, which limits the product range and tends 
to lower the unit value realized in dollar terms. Further, India has 
historically concentrated on exporting apparel to the EU and U.S. markets; 
most Indian exporters are too small to deal with buyers from diverse, non- 
English speaking countries.

NOTES

Other Factors
Although the Indian rupee remained relatively stable during 1993-97, the 
currencies of most of its competitors depreciated significantly against the 
currencies of the United States and EU countries, which made India’s products 
less price competitive against its competitors. When consumer demand began 
moving away from cotton to manmade fibers, India did not have a large production 
base for manmade-fiber fabrics, so prices were high.- Adding to production costs 
is the low productivity of Indian workers. For example, the average worker in 
India produces 7 to 8 shirts per day, compared with 16 to 17 shirts for the 
Chinese counterpart; Also adversely affecting the Indian apparel sector is the 
lack of dock and airport facilities and a costly, inadequate power supply.

3.10 SUMMARY

The textile and apparel industry plays a major role in India, ranking among 
the country’s largest sources of economic activity, foreign exchange, and 
employment. As such, the global competitiveness of the industry is of critical 
concern to India. The industry benefits from low wage rates and access to a huge 
domestic market, an abundant supply of skilled labor, and a large production 
base for raw materials and intermediate inputs. However, low productivity and 
product quality, limited product diversification and differentiation, high energy 
and capital costs, and an underdeveloped infrastructure, especially as it relates 
to weaving and finishing fabrics, undermine the industry’s competitiveness. In 
addition, sources in India claim that the industry’s competitiveness is harmed 
by GOI tax, labor, and trade policies that favor the-small production units 
relative to the larger ones, which have discouraged investments in large- 
scale manufacturing technologies, and limited large-scale manufacturing.

As India carries out its WTO commitments to open its markets to 
import competition, and as WTO countries phase out their import quotas 
on textiles and apparel by January 1, 2005, the Indian industry will face 
increasingly intense competition in markets both at home and abroad, 
especially from other exporting developing countries. This chapter 
highlights recent initiatives adopted by the GOI and the Indian textile and 
apparel industry to meet the competitive challenges facing the industry in
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Apparal Marketing 
and Merchendising a liberalized trade environment, and identifies potential growth areas in 

India for U.S. exports and investment.

NOTES
3.11 SUMMARY

• Marketing: The management process through which goods and services 
move from concept to the customer. As a practice, it consists in 
coordination of four elements called 4P’s: (1) identification, selection, 
and development of a product, (2) determination of its price, (3) selection 
of a distribution channel to reach the customer’s'place, and (4) 
development and implementation of a promotional strategy.

• Market: An actual or nominal place where forces of demand and supply 
operate, and where buyers and sellers interact (directly or through 
intermediaries) to'trade goods, services, or contracts or instruments, for 
money or barter.

• International Trade: The exchange of goods or services along 
international borders. This type of trade allows for a greater competition 
and more competitive pricing in the market. The competition results in 
more affordable products for the consumer. The exchange of goods also 
affects the economy of the world as dictated by supply and demand, 
making goods and services obtainable which may not otherwise be 
available to consumers globally.

3.12 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Which government policies are affecting the apparel and textile industry 
in India?

2. What are the growth opportunities for the apparel and textile industry 
in India?

3. What do you know about the structure of the textile an apparel industry 
in India?

4. Explain about the trends apparel and textile marketing and trade in 
India.

5. What are the opportunities and challenges in the apparel and textile 
industry of India?
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NOTES

PRODUCTION 

AND PLANNING

STRUCTURE

4.1 Learning Objective
4.2 Introduction
4.3 The Planning Process in Clothing Manufacture
4.4 Basic Capacity Calculations
4.5 Coping with Planning
4.6 Setting,up the System
4.7 Management of the Critical Path
4.8 Student Activity
4.9 Textile and Apparel Sourcing
4.10 Trade Agreements
4.11 Summary
1.12 Glossary
1.13 Review Questions

4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you shoul'd be able to:
• Explain the planning process in clothing manufacture
• Explain the basic capacity calculations in production of planning on 

textile
• Describe the coping method with planning
• • Explain how and why to use software to facilitate production
• Explain how to set up the system
• Describe the management of critical path
• Explain the textile and apparel sourcing in different countries compared 

to India
• Explain the laws of Trade Agreements and their effect on production and 

planning of cloths
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andMerchendising 4a2 INTRODUCTION

The apparel and textile industry is a fascinating example of manufacturing 
and the supply chain. This sector is under constant pressure, competition 
is fierce, and there are always rival firms waiting to'challenge. Competition 
will increase still more in coming days when countries with export quota 
restrictions to Europe and USA are freed from those constraints. In the 
heyday of garment production in this country in the 1960s, 70s and early 
80s, manufacturers named their price based on their costs plus profit. They 
offered ranges of garments to the retailer or wholesaler. After the latter 
had made their selection, they placed a firm order for a substantial quantity 
and expected one large delivery a few months later.

This scenario has completely changed. The retailers now drive the . 
garment supply chain:

• They know exactly what they want in terms of actual merchandise.
• They dictate price according to consumer pressure and expectations 

(designers must work to price points - costing is done on a price minus 
basis, squeezing the manufacturer’s margins).

• They decide when they want it and in what quantities - not all at once 
but as per a pre-determined delivery schedule, that could last over weeks, 
and change at any time!

The retailer wants to remain as flexible as possible, responding to consumer 
demand as accurately and as quickly as possible. They use technology (such as 
EPOS - Electronic Point of Sale) to gather this information and seek suppliers 
who can respond to their needs. It is the same in many other sectors such as the 
food chain for example.

The main problems in clothing manufacture include;
• Strong traditions, for instance in the culture of organizations, job design, 

work organization, and the way operators are paid; it is the same for 
their suppliers

• Unresponsive and inflexible production systems
• Fabric/cloth purchasing difficulties: due to the nature of the process this 

takes at least two weeks to produce and often much longer.
Many companies, such as the Spanish group Inditex (who own the Zara 

retail chain), reduced this problem by restricting the base fabrics their designers 
. can use. Few retailers work like this and are therefore faced with anything 

between 4 and 12 week lead times, immediately restricting responsiveness and 
flexibility. Bennetton were the first to pioneer this flexible approach with their 
grey state garments that were dyed. Jaeger then adopted the same approach.

The Indian clothing and textiles supply chain has responded slowly to the 
changes demanded by retailers, especially in the fabric and clothing sectors. Domestic 
manufacturers offered neither a cost nor a responsiveness advantage to retailers. 
Not surprisingly, they took their business overseas, and the industry as a whole 
has suffered over the last 15-20 years.

NOTES
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• 1977 - 900,000 employees in the sector
• 1999 - 130, 000 people employed in 4880 firms (average 27 people per 

firm; small manufacturers serving niche, specialized markets).
Global sourcing in the clothing industry brings cost advantages as labor 

costs can be drastically reduced. In an industry that is still very labor intensive 
and with retailers squeezing margins, this is very important. But lead times, 
responsiveness, and control can sometimes suffer as a consequence of distance. 

The pressures in this dynamic marketplace include:
• Customers demanding more new fashions than ever before at lower 

prices
• More styles per season leads to fragmentation - more styles to control in 

smaller quantities
• Smaller order quantities lead to increased volume of orders
• Small orders need smaller sewing teams, which leads to increased 

management and planning
• Shorter lead times - commitment to production takes place later each 

season
• Changing customer requirements
• . Demands for accurate order information.

As in any other industry, to remain competitive manufacturers need to;
• Deliver on time
• Improve productivity
• Respond quickly
• Reduce WIP
• Deliver to a price
• Reduce excess costs such as overhead
• Introduce best practices
• Achieve accurate and consistent information.

Fire-fighting is no longer an option. Change is essential in order to survive, 
and good control is fundamental. Failing to plan results in bottlenecks, 
unnecessary style changes, lack of prioritization, and unclear order status. The 
result is loss of customer confidence and loss of future orders. .

"The key word is value. How can a company create 
the most value for its customers and thus reap the 
profit growth needed to sustain the company?”

The solution is to install a systematic and detailed approach to production 
planning, but the textile industry is notoriously traditional. In too many 
businesses, departments still operate as functional ‘islands’. Managers may 
talk to each other but work is unco-ordinated and ineffective.

Production 
and Planning

NOTES
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Apparal Marketing 
and Merchendising 4.3 THE PLANNING PROCESS IN CLOTHING MANUFACTURE

The basic process includes the following stages;
1. Receive the order

Plan to check if there is available capacity in sewing to achieve the 
delivery date required
Plan to check the available capacity in non-sewing areas (cut, embroidery; 
print, wash and pack)
Plan to check sufficient lead time to order and receive fabric, trims, . 
approve sample, carry out lab tests 
Confirm delivery date to customer and reserve capacity 

Communicate plan to all Departments 
Monitor progress against plan 
Re-plan as required and return to Point 5.

In an ideal world, this cycle would be carried out in a systematic way. No 
plan is ever perfect, but all that we have learned about total quality management 
reminds us that we must aim at the ideal rather than settle for ‘Acceptable 
Quality Levels’ that have a built-in failure rate. Although the first priority is 
the customer delivery date, the factory must also consider the best place to 
make each product, taking into account both skill and machine constraints. 
Production efficiency depends upon this. In the clothing industry, planning will 
typically focus on sewing, as it can account for up to 80% of the skill and 
resources required. However, the capacity constraints of supporting areas also 
have to be assessed. In particular, the pre-production events must be planned to 
ensure that production begins on schedule.

NOTES
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

4.4 BASIC CAPACITY CALCULATIONS

. In the clothing industry, most companies still work to standard minutes, which 
is the calculated or measured standard time to produce a garment. A basic 
calculation may be as follows;

• 8 working hours per day = 480 minutes
• 10 operators per team
• Capacity = 4800 minutes per day
• Standard Minutes for T-shirt style

a = 12 std min @ 100% efficiency = 4800/12 = 400 pieces per day 
However, it may be necessary to take into account the skills and efficiency 

of different teams, or the ability of a team to make different products. For 
instance, if a team normally make woven garments, to change to a knitted T- 
shirt means that they are less skilled at handling that item of clothing. If they 
can only achieve 75% efficiency, the output is only 300 pieces per day.
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The impact on the production plan is huge. Many readers will be used to 
volume manufacturing of widgets and know about the steady automation of 
their industries. The clothing industry is still very heavily dependent on 
human labour, despite increasing use of automated processes. Add to this 
the whims of the fashion market, which cause constant style changes 
(equivalent to the constant engineering changes that manufacturing engineers 
so hate), and you have huge difficulty in achieving efficiencies and optimizing 
operator skills. If you can keep a team of operators making the same type of 
product as long as possible, production loss is minimized. The plan must 
also consider the specialist support areas. Working back from the sewing 
plan, it is necessary to calculate where the loading will impact resources. 
The plan must then allow for, post-sewing operations such as garment washing 
(where relevant), otherwise the sewing plan will be acceptable but WIP builds 
up in the other areas. Critical path analysis is a vital tool in this process - if 
the plan moves, so must the priorities.

Production 
and Planning

NOTES

4.5 COPING WITH PLANNING

Most business systems offer some capacity planning, often limited to rough 
cut capacity planning. Many of these systems are not graphical, are complex 
to use, and not user-friendly. Many use spreadsheets, which are often well- 
applied but they have several drawbacks;

• They are designed by one person and not transparent
• They are not visual
• They cannot be shared on a network and therefore limit co-ordination
• They do not highlight problems clearly
• They are cumbersome and difficult to manage with large numbers 

of orders
• They are very difficult- to amend when customer requirements 

change,
These systems therefore do not give answers quickly enough for the 

dynamic world of the fashion industry. A system named Fast React designed 
to overcome these problems is now used in over 25 countries world-wide. 
The case study described here demonstrates how the implementation of a 
comprehensive planning system can contribute to efficiency and productivity 
gains.

Duties of the Planning Executive
Liaise with Customer and Merchandising Executive to establish 
requirements for this season and next 
Agree delivery schedules
Respond when changes need to be made as a result of changes in 
consumer demand
Allocate garments to. appropriate factories to achieve customer 
requirements (even though the PE is looking at planning at an

4.5.1
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aggregated level and looks at every operator as 2200 minutes per 
week, they must consider the skill levels in each factory)
Control of Critical Path.

Appardl Marketing 
and Merchendising

NOTES Duties of the Factory Planner
Take information from PE and loads factory appropriately, scheduling 
and sequencing work in line with delivery schedule 

Work closely with Factory Manager to ensure production efficiency 

Liase with main fabric suppliers to order fabric.

4.5.2

4.5.3 Duties of Planner/Buyers
• Detailed planning of work for each line, using customer information- 

SMS (size management system) in store stock replenishment
• Purchasing of unique fabrics and trimmings
• Loading of cutting room (which in turn dictates the work of the sewing 

lines)
• Use MRP to schedule deliveries and control inventory. Hold a maximum 

of 2 weeks stock, which is low for the clothing industry.
• Production Control - ensure that quantities booked into wsirehouse match 

cut quantities — the cutting room is where the statement of intent becomes 
a reality.

4.6 SETTING UP THE SYSTEM

To set up production, certain information must be entered:
1. Product reference
2. Order reference
3. Order quantity
4. Delivery schedule required by customer- dozen garments per week'
5. Selling price per dozen
6. Cost per dozen
7. Return per dozen
8. Work content- standard hours per dozen. ■

This order then appears in a load list (an order book) listing the order 
reference and the quantity to btJ loaded onto the plan. The order can then be
lifted from the load list and placed appropriately onto the planning board. This||)
board is set out as per the factory i.e., line 1, 2, 3 etc., with the number of 
operators on each line specified. As the order is dropped onto the board, the 
system works out automatically the rate of production, based on the 
information already in the system. The strip will then turn a certain colour, 
giving the Planner information about the implications of their actions. If
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the strip colour is grey, no delivery problems are forecast. The colour 
changes as appropriate indicating potential late and very late schedules. 
The display on the board can be changed, and instead of delivery information 
being relayed via colour, it can be product information, or customer 

• information for example.
Once the board is loaded up completely, an operator reconciliation is 

completed, showing how many operators are available against the number 
needed to complete the plan. A plan can then be printed, which provides the 
work instructions. Responsibility then devolves to the factory manager and the 
plannerAiuyer to ensure the plan is achieved.

The factory works until 11:30 on a Friday, at which time all production 
stops and a weekly total is calculated for each line and style. This information 
is then used to update the planning system. The strip size will then be reduced 
to take account of the previous week’s production and the whole process then 
starts again, responding to the ever changing customer demands.

Production 
and Planning

NOTES

4.7 MANAGEMENT OF THE CRITICAL PATH

Before a garment can go onto a production line, there is an enormous amount 
of pre-production activity that must take place. This is sometimes dictated by 
the customers’ way of working, or by common sense and good practice.

Each activity or event is allocated to a responsible person. Only key events 
• things that must happen before a garment can go into production - are included. 
For example:

• Label Information- unique product numbers used to control products 
throughout the whole client system

• Quality Seals from customer (standards- aesthetics, fit, durability etc)
• Wearer trials
• Fabric approved- colour, print etc.

Each week the Planning Executive produces a ‘to do list’ for each 
responsible executive. This list relates exactly to where the order is on the 
planning board. If the order moves' forward or backward, so too do the dates oh ' 
the Critical Path. The anchor date is the production start date. The first event 
might need to take place 4 weeks before the production start date.-If the 
production start date is pulled forward for whatever reason, the system 
automatically highlights the potential problem. The Planning Executive is then 
required to make a decision to

• postpone the start date
• pull strings
• rush the pre-production process along!

The difference now is that the managers know what the decision has 
been. Instead of getting the production line set up; the operators trained;
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the fabric in; before finding that the label information is unavailable for 
the next 2 weeks, this total waste of effort can now be avoided. Each week 
the responsible executive returns the list to the Planning Executive who 
inputs the completed events on the system. This changes the status of the 
order on the planning board.

Apparal Marketing 
and Merchendising

NOTES

4.8 STUDENT ACTIVITY

Explain the meaning of following key words in your own words
(a) Production planning
(b) Production control
(c) Routing
(d) Scheduling

1.

What are the duties and responsibilities of a factory planning?2.

\

4.9 TEXTILE AND APPAREL SOURCING

The quota system that limits textile and apparel imports to the US, EU and 
other markets for all members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) ended 
on 1 January 2005. Many reports, white papers, articles, and books have been 
written on the effects MFA phase out may or may not have on workers and 
developing countries, so this article attempts to shed light on the highly complex 
nature of the textile and apparel supply chain, and the multitude of reasons 
that drive corporations into different countries and regions to manufacture 
their products for US and EU retailers. The simple explanation, and primary 
factor, is cheap labour, but contrary to popular belief corporations consider a 
broad range of variables well beyond labour costs when managing their supply 
chains, or hiring logistics experts or agents to manage them.

A supply chain is a range of activities involved in the design, raw material 
procurement, production, and marketing of a product. Industrial and commercial 
firms have promoted the establishment of two types of international economic 
supply chain networks: producer-driven and buyer-driven. Producer-driven 
supply chains involve large manufacturers who play the primary role in
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co-ordinating production networks. This is most commonly found in capital 
and technology intensive sectors such as auto and heavy machinery, and 
include manufacturing activity that newly industrialising countries are 
keen to attract. Buyer-driven supply chains are those in which large 
retailers, marketers, and branded manufacturers play the pivotal role in 
setting up decentralised production networks in a variety of exporting 
countries, typically located in developing countriesi. Buyer-driven supply 
chains are found in textiles and apparel, consumer electronics, toys, and 
footwear etc, with textile and apparel taking the lead both in the complexity 
of supply chains and the number of workers employed in over 100 countries. 
Despite deflated prices and consumer spending in the major apparel 
markets, (the US, EU, and Japan account for 70 percent of the value of all 
retail sales in the sector), corporations of scale in the global north and 
south are still able to reap massive profits in large part due to their ability 
to manage supply chains.

Production 
and Planning
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4.8.1 A basic Supply Chain Model
Retailers such as Wal-Mart, Karstadt Quelle, Marks & Spencer (M&S), JC 
Penny, and clothing specialists or ‘brands’ such as Gap, H&M, and others in 
many cases design and/or market their products, but in nearly every case they 
source, either directly or indirectly through a third party, the production of the 
apparel they sell. Apart from China, which has overtaken the UK as the world’s 
fourth largest apparel market, and is likely to overtake Germany to become the 
world’s number three in 2005, virtually none of the major consuming countries 
manufacture apparel anymore, although textile production is still significant. 
Relatively speaking, there is nothing new about the movement of apparel and 
textile products between countries, which arises from the comparative factor 
costs and productivities for labour, capital, and other inputs between countries 
and their impact on product costs, which are modified by transportation, 
insurance, and other significant costs such as procuring fabric and materials.

Labor, material and shipping costs
That corporations have long gone offshore to manufactxire with cheap or sweatshop 
labour is well known. The fact that the quota system initiated by the multifibre 
arrangement (MFA) contributed significantly to the massive proliferation of 
countries that ‘compete’ for low-wage textile and apparel manufacturing jobs has 
come to the forefront in the past several years in the lead up to MFA phase out. 
From the establishment through the end of the MFA (1975 - 2005), the protectionist 
policies for which it was originally established by the world’s major markets 
actually had the opposite effect as it increased the competitiveness of developing 
countries’ manufacturers. The result is the global dispersal of production.

After labour costs, a second factor typically highlighted is the price of 
procuring fabric. In fact this has been a significant factor leading to the 
establishment of apparel industries in whole regions, as is the case in Central 
America, the Caribbean, Eastern Europe, and the- Mediterranean. The 
Caribbean Basin Preferential Trade Act (CBPTA) is a production-sharing
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ApparalMarketing arrangement called the 807/9802 programme, which directly links US 
and Merchendising market access from the Caribbean Basin (i.e. no tariff or import duties) on 

condition that they assemble apparel made with US produced components 
or textiles (fabric, yarn, and thread etc), which obviously protects US jobs 
and textile industry.NOTES

Shipping is the third major factor cost associated with apparel imports.
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and as returned to later, has become over the past decade a major 
consideration leading to increasing regionalization of the textile and 
garment industry, Outside of obvious differences in shipping costs and time 
differences from China or Mexico to the US market, or Indonesia and 
Turkey to the EU, the quality and reliability of a country’s infrastructure 
are also major considerations for sourcing, as are the lack of corruption, 
bureaucracy, and disruptions (such as flooding, fuel prices, and political 
stability etc).
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Considering the above three costs leads us to believe that in the post- 
MFA textile and apparel production China, India, and others wUl dominate 
the US and other markets in the coming years. However, the textile and 
apparel sector is not as simple as it is driven by a fast-changing sourcing 
and supply model from corporations that are heavily influenced by 
government trade policy, and vice-versa.

Production 
and Planning

NOTES

4.10 TRADE AGREEMENTS

Prior to the phase out of the MFA, quotas to the US and EU markets were 
a major consideration for where apparel was sourced and varied from 
country to country depending on its bilateral agreement with trading 
partners. ■ Beginning in the 1950s textile and apparel production 
mushroomed all over the world from East Asia to Southeast Asia and China, 
and back to the western hemisphere in the 1990s in Latin America, Eastern 
Europe, and southern Africa. Conventional wisdom holds that there is a 
coming ‘Chinese apparel apocalypse’ when nearly every garment we buy, 
whether in Thailand or America will come from China, with a few here 
and there from India and Turkey. Although many jobs will be lost in 
countries that are deemed uncompetitive, the Chinese monopoly is likely 
far from reality. Firstly, apparel market access to the lucrative US and EU 
markets are major bargaining chips for gaining access to developing markets 
and ‘strong-arming’ them into economic hberalization and congruent political 
reforms; or rewarding those countries that back such policies as the US War on 
Terror.’ In sum, it’s not in the political interests of the US and EU to allow its 
corporations to make a zero sum dash to China, and the Chinese government is 
well aware of this as in the days following the end of MFA they initiated export 
tariffs and could adopt other voluntary measures to prevent the textile and 
apparel sector from overheating. In a similar vein, retailers and brands, and 
manufacturers or trading companies, which are returned to later in the paper, 
are not keen to put all their eggs in one basket for a number of reasons. US or 
EU policy on textile and apparel imports from China could change quickly for 
several reasons, not least of which is a massive surge in Chinese exports, and 
WTO members are permitted to apply safeguard quotas on textiles if a surge in 
imports disrupts local markets. The right to apply these quotas expires in 2008. 
Another factor is possible friction over the One China Policy of Beijing (regarding 
Taiwan), which could lead to trade disruptions, particularly with the US. Possible 
implications for manufacturers and retailers are a freighter leaving China 
under one tariff could dock in the US under another; and the much criticized 
Chinese currency peg to the US dollar has also begun to change.

Beyond direct China-related concerns, the US has implemented and is 
currently negotiating a number of bilateral and multilateral free trade 
agreements (FTA) with countries in Asia beginning with Singapore and Thailand 
(with more to come in SE Asia), Southern Africa, the Middle East, and Central 
America 8. Textile and apparel are key considerations in many of these FTAs, 
and as countries and trade negotiators do not jump to every whim of the US

V
•r
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ApparalMarketing (and the EU, which is also aggressively promoting FTAs), trade negotiators 
and Merchendising from developed countries have to bring bargaining chips to the table. As 

export-led industrialization for economic development logic dictates, 
countries with nascent apparel assembly factories or more developed 
industries are keen to keep those export revenues and jobs which lead to 
greater consumer spending, so promises of apparel exports to key markets 
leads many countries to trade-off sensitive sectors such as agriculture and 
sign up to FTAs. The trade-off is often severe as is the case in Mexico’s 
agricultural sector, where almost one fifth of Mexicans still work, as 1.3 
million jobs have been lost since 1994 when NAFTA was implemented, due 
to agricultural imports from the US. [US exports of subsidized crops such 
as corn have depressed agricultural prices in Mexico, making it impossible 
for rural poor to compete].

NOTES

Inextricably linked to FTAs and trade deals with ulterior or overt 
political motives are corporate interests. Over the past decade lean retailing 
(see below) has'changed the way retailers and clothing brands do business, 
and this has had and will continue to have profound effects on how and 
where textile and‘apparel is sourced. Retailers have for years talked about 
falling prices, flat consumer demand, and their need to stock shelves with 
a greater variety of apparel, more frequently. A primary method to meet 
this demand is the use of lean retailing.

Lean retailing
Retailers no longer have warehouses full of products ready to replenish empty 
shelves. Instead, they have to varying degrees become lean retailers, which 
means they own only those products in their retail stores. In the past retailers 
received infrequent, large bulk shipments from apparel manufacturers under 
the traditional retail model. Lean retailers require frequent shipments made 
on the basis of ongoing replenishment orders made by the retailer, turning 
suppliers’ warehouses and distribution centres into virtual warehouses and 
distribution centres for the retailers (which may or may not be a subsidiary 
of the retailer). Orders are made based on sales information at the stock 
keeping unit level (SKU) that is collected at the register and centralized, 
and retailers often place orders on a weekly basis, usually on Sunday evening 
after weekend sales are known. These orders are placed with a manufacturer 
(or supplier, some manufacturers don’t own factories anymore) for a certain 
product, for example a specific number of men’s jeans of a given style, colour 
etc, and are often delivered to the retailers in three days - in time to be on 
the shelves for weekend sales.

Design and procurement
As production of apparel has mushroomed all over the world in the past 
decades, the apparel industry has shifted to the prominence of massive 
retailers and speciality retailers like Gap and M&S. Aniong the top retailers 
who sell a number of brands that are often produced exclusively for a 
particular retailer, sucli as Bobbie-Brooks for Wal-Mart, Cherokee for Target, 
and Arizona jeans for JC Penny. Major retailers that sell a large (or even
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small) number of exclusive brands choose whether to source directly or 
indirectly from the manufacturer. As is well known Gap sources 80 percent 
directly from the manufacturer, and designs virtually 100 percent of its 
products internally, as opposed to M&S that outsources design and uses 
indirect suppliers. In this system, Gap subsidiaries design the apparel, and 
its procurement division, with over 1,000 people in 20 buying offices dealing 
with 3,000 factories, carry out these functions by directly contacting 
manufacturers. In the production of a winter jacket, procurement division 
duties could include gathering raw materials including synthetic fibres and 
zips from Japan, buttons from Germany, and assemble everything in Thailand. 
Direct-sourcing retailers may believe that their method offers faster reaction 
times and better understanding at the factory level for their needs, and 
importantly for the consumer movement, it more directly links the retailer 
or brand with the factory.

However, indirect sourcing is the norm for the biggest retailers; and 
is becoming more common for the mid-sized retailers and brands. With 
lean retailing and the shifts it implies for the whole industry for products 
to be delivered faster, cheaper, and with increasing flexibility, the simple 
explanation for indirect sourcing is it spreads risk. Retailers who don’t 
have their own sourcing department are not left with stock that doesn’t 
move on the sales floor.

Production 
and Planning

NOTES

4.11 SUMMARY

Only the fittest and leanest operations in this country will survive. If you 
are still mass manufacturing clothing in the India, then you are doing so;

• Efficiently
• Cost effectively
• Responsively
• Flexibly
• With a huge amount of effort on Planning and Control.

The planning and controlling chart contributed enormously to this 
particular company’s success by integrating essential information. However, it 
must be combined with the very real understanding the planners have of the 
organization’s objectives and the customers’ requirements. It is this combination, 
together with a willingness to change, that has helped them to sunnve.

4.12 GLOSSARY

• Inventory: Stock of raw material, WIP or finished goods
• Lead time: Time lag between placing an order or getting deliveries
• Personnel; Team of persons who work for organization
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andMerchendising 4.13 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the planning process in clothing manufacture.
2. Explain the basic capacity calculations in production of planning on 

textile.
3. Describe the coping method with planning.
4. Explain how and why to use software to facilitate production.
5. Describe the management of critical path.
6. Explain the textile and apparel sourcing in different countries 

compared to India.
7. Explain the laws of Trade Agreements and their effect on production 

and planning of cloths.
8. Write short notes on

a. Production planning
b. Relationship between production planning and control

9. What do you understand by production planning and control? Discuss 
its elements in brief.

10. State the requirements for an effective system of production planning 
and control?

NOTES
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CostingUNIT

5
NOTES

COSTING

STRUCTURE

5.1 Learning Objective
5.2 Introduction
5.3 Garments Costing-
5.4 Student Activity
5.5 Impact of Labor Cost on Apparel Retail Prices
5.6 The Personal Apparel Assessment
5.7 Ansell and its Cost Reduction Mandates
5.8 Revenue Model
5.9 Summary
5.10 Glossary
5.11 Review Questions

5.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you should be able to:
• Explain the method of garment costing
• Describe the costing essentials
• Report on the impact of labor costs on apparel retail prices
• Explain the significance and use of personal apparel assessment
• Describe the Ansell and its cost reduction mandates
• Explain the revenue model of apparel and textile industry

5.2 INTRODUCTION

In order to achieve perfect garment costing, one must know about all the 
activities including purchases of fabrics, sewing, packing, transport, overheads, 
etc. and also about their costs, procedures, advantages and risk factors.

The Indian textile and apparel industry is very large and diverse, 
employing 35 million people accounting for 27 per cent of the country’s 
exports. The apparel industry plays a pivotal role as a key driver of the 
national economy and has grown to be the most significant contributor to 
the country’s economy over nearly three decades of its existence. However,
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Apparal Marketing during'last 10 years, the industry’s actions, government policies as well as 
a/id Merchendising market events have begun to converge, providing several growth 

opportunities for the sector domestically as well as in the global market.
As the MFA quota-regime ended, India presented many opportunities 

for buyers, suppliers and investors to collaborate with its textile industry, 
and to profit from the partnership. While the industry recorded a 
remarkable growth in a protected market environment, it faces a series of 
challenges that have come to the fore in the post-quota situation, notably 
in areas such as:

NOTES

Price competitiveness.
Faster lead times - .
High raw material base 
Full service offering
Access to market. “A Cost is the value of economic resources used 
as a result of producing or doing the things costed.”

5.3 GARMENTS COSTING

There are two types of garments, namely woven and knitted garments. 
Shirt, trouser, sarees, bed spreads, blankets, towels and made ups are 
woven. T-shirts, sweaters, undergarments, pyjamas and socks are knits. 
Costing is the deciding factor for fixing of prices and the important thing 
to follow in all stages like purchase, production, marketing, sales, etc. Also 
update knowledge about everything related to garments, is essential to 
make perfect costing.

Costing includes all the activities like purchase of fabrics and 
accessories, processing and finishing of fabrics, sewing and packing of 
garments, transport and conveyance, shipping, over heads, banking charges 
and commissions, etc.

5.3.1 Costing Essentials
The method of making costing will vary from style to style. As there are 
many different styles in garments, it is not possible here to discuss about 
all the styles. Hence let us take some following styles as examples which 
are in regular use.

1. Men’s Basic T shirts,
2. Men’s Printed Polo shirts,
3. Ladies Night dress,
4. Men’s Pyjamas,
5. Men’s Solid Pique Polo shirts,
6. Ladies yarn striped T shirts (Feeder stripes)
7. Boys yarn striped T shirts (Engineering stripes)

We must be aware that there are always fluctuations in the costs of 
raw materials and accessories, charges of knitting, processing, finishing, 
sewing and packing, charges of transport and conveyance. The method of
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• making costing will vary from style to style. As there are many different 
styles in garments. Hence, let us take an example of mien’s basic T-shirt 
style as example which is in regular use.

Costing

To find out the costing of a garment, the following things should be
NOTEScalculated:

Fabric consumption
Gross weight of other components of garment..
Fabric cost per kg.
Fabric cost per garment.
Other charges (print, embroidery, etc).
Cost of trims (labels, tags, badges, twill tapes, buttons, bows, etc). • 
CMT charges
Cost of accessories (hangers, inner boards, polybags, cartons, etc). 
Cost of a garment.
Price of a garment.

5.3.2 Fabric Consumption
Garment prices are mainly based on the fabric consumption. Hence we must 
pay more attention to find out the fabric consumption more accurately or closely.- 
It needs sound knowledge and good practical experience to find out the fabric 
consumption. Let us analyze here how to make this calculation.

As the knitted fabrics are knitted by the circular knitting machines, the 
fabrics will be in tubular form only. Here we are going to see the garments 
which are made in 100% Cotton fabrics in tubular form.

To work on the prices exactly, we must have full measurements of the 
garment. But compulsorily, we must have the measurements of Chest, Body 
Length and Sleeve Length.

. The garments manufactured in many sizes to fit for everybody. Generally, 
they are in sizes Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L), Extra Large (XL) and 
Double Extra Large (XXL). The quantity ratio or assortment can be any one of 
the following approximate ratio.

S; M; XL: XXL-1:2:2:2:1 
S: M: XL: XXL - 1:2:1:2:1 
S:M:L:XL:XXL-1:2;3:2:2
As the price is the sa'me for all these size of garments, here for the 

convenience we will take the centre size large (L) for average calculation. 
Generally, the quantity of L size will be higher or equal to the quantity of each 
of other sizes.

Men^s Basic T-shirt
Description: Men’s Basic T-shirt-short sleeves - 100% Cotton 140 GSM Single 

• jersey - 1 x 1 ribs at neck - solid dyed — light, medium and dark colors in equal 
ratio.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
Ratio; 1: 2; 2: 2: 1
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Export Carton; 7 ply - 120 GSM virgin corrugated - sea worthy.
Cartons are to be strapped with 2 nylon straps.

Measurements in cm: (Finished garment)
Size : L
Chest - 60 cm
Length - 78 cm /
Sleeve length - 24 cm
Neck rib width - 3 cm, Hem - 3 cm
Patterns are generally made with the seam allowance and cutting 

allowance. Generally, 12 cm is added with the total of body length and sleeve 
length.

NOTES

That is.

Fabric Consumtion

(70 + 24+12)*{60 + 3)*2*140
10000

= 187 grams
Body & Sleeves: 187 grams
Neck rib: 10 grams (approximately)
Gross weight: 197 grams
Therefore, the fabric consumption per garment is 197 grams.
Gross weight & net weight
The above weight is the gross weight of fabric. It means the weight of 

the fabric bits cut in tubular form without taking shapes is called gross 
weight. This is consumed fabric for the particular garment. Hence, costing 
is to be made as per this gross weight. The weight of the cut pieces after 
taking the shape according to the pattern is called net weight of fabric.

Fabric cost per kg (in Rs.) (all charges approximately)
Cost of fabric per kg is calculated and given in
Particular Light colors Medium colors Dark colors
34’s combed yarn
Knitting charge 
Dyeing charge 
Compacting charge 
Fabric wastage @ 5% 
Fabric cost per kg 
Fabric consumption 
gmsper garment 
Fabric cost per garment

Rs. 135.00 Rs. 135.00 
Rs. 8.00 
Rs. 45.00 
Rs. 6.00 
Rs. 9.70 
Rs. 203.70 
197 gms

Rs. 135.00 
Rs. 8.00 
Rs. 55.00 
Rs. 6.00 
Rs. 10.70 
Rs. 224.70

Rs. 8.00 
Rs. 35.00 
Rs. 6.00 
Rs. 9.20 
Rs. 193.20 
197 gms 197

Rs. 38.06 Rs. 40.13 Rs. 44.27

g
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5.3.3 Cost of Trims
The accessories which are attached to the garments are called Trims.

Let us see what trims are required for this style.
Labels: Woven main label (2.5 cm width x 7 cm length); Rs. 0.35 
Polyster printed wash care label: Single color print: Rs. 0.10 
Hang tag: Rs. 0.40
So the total cost of trims is Rs. 0.85 per garment 
Cost of accessories:
Polybags: Normal - Rs. 0.30 per garment
Master Polybag: Rs. 2 per master polybags to contain 8 garments - 

Rs. 0.25 per garment.
Export carton: Normal: Rs. 40 per carton to contain 48 garments - 

Rs. 0.80 per garment.
So the total cost of accessories is Rs. 1.35 per garment.
Buyer requires the costing to be sent along with the 1“ proto samples. 

The Merchandiser will cost- the documents and send the costing to buyer. 
The Merchandiser needs the following information to cost a style: 

The prices of all the raw materials (Fabrics, trims and accessories) 
to be used in the style.
Consumptions of the raw materials to be use in the style.
The factory SAMs and the earnings.
Costing of FinishingAVash to the garment 
Cut Make & Trim 

The Merchandiser would get the:
Prices from the Buyer and the prices quoted by the buyer approved 
local supplier or from sourcing department 
The consumption from the Pattern Department.
CMT & SAM from the Production & Industrial Engineering 
Department.
Costing of FinishingAVash to the garment Sourcing Department.

Costing

NOTES

5.3.4 T-Shirt

Stage 1:
Vi Chest
Length from HSP 
Sleeve Length 
Neck Band 
GSM of Fabric

50 cm.
70 cm 
20 cm
ixi RIB (lOGSM/TS) 
140/SQ

Stage 2:
Fabric Cost 
Cost of RIB Fabric

; 200 Rs./KG 
: 300 Rs./KG
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and Merchendking

5% ■

5 Rs./Pc 
10 Rs./Pc 
100%
1 cm Seam. 
3cm Hem.

Packing & Trimming 
Production Charges 
Overheads Charges 
Seam Allowance

NOTES

Stage 3:

Consumption of Fabric:
52 X 98 X 2 = 10,192 CM

52 X 98 X 2 X140 (GSM of Fabric)
= 142.67 Grams

100x100
142.67 X 1.05 = 149.82Wastage @ 5%

Fabric Consumption: 149.82 Grams

Stage 4:
Fabric Cost:
Fabric Consumption: 
Fabric Cost:
Cost of Neck Band: 
Total Fabric Cost

149.82 Grams
(149.8 X 200)71000 = 29.96 Rs. 
(10 X 300)71000 = 3 Rs.
= 29.96 + 3 = 32.96 Rs.

Stage 5:
Direct Material Cost Fabric + Trims & Accessories.

= 32.96 + 5 
= 37.96 Rs.
= Material + Labor 
= 37.96+ 10 
= 47.96 Rs.

Total Direct Cost

Stage 6: 
Total Cost Direct Cost + Indirect Cost 

47.96 X 2 
95.92 Rs.
Cost + Profit 
95.92 + 30%
124.6 Rs.

Approximate Price of T Shirt : 2.8 USD (FOB)

Price

5.3.5 Shirt
Technical Details: Men’s full sleeve shirt, Button down collar, Single 
needle stitch.
Fabric
Average Consumption

: Solid, Poplin 58" Width 
: 1.65 Mtr
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CostingDead'Men’s Fold. 
75,000 Pcs 
3% Extra 
12 Rs./Shirt

Packing
Total Quantity to ship 
Garments to Produce 
Profit
Wastage on Raw Mat. 
No. of Machines Used 
Fixed Overheads 
Per Day Production 
Working Days in month

One Dollar

NOTES
5%
100
13,00,000 Rs.
15 Shirts Per machine 
26 days 

47 Rs.
UNIT OF MATERIAL RATE PER UNITS. No. ITEM

88/Mtr 
1.05 Rs. 
0.45 Rs. 
1.95 Rs. 
5.6 Rs. 
0.90 Rs. 
0.28 Rs. 
0.46 Rs. 
0.34 Rs. 
0.45 Rs. 
0.30 Rs. 
1.45 Rs. 
0.90 Rs. 
1.40 Rs 
1.15 Rs.

1.65 Mtrs
1 Gross (144 Buttons)
1 Gross
Tube/cone
Mtrs

Fabric 
Button 18L 
Button 14L 
Thread 
Interlining 
Main Label 
Size Label 
Wash Care 
Tag Price 
Satin tape
Clip
Poly Bag 
Tissue Paper 
Carton Box 
Gum Tape

1
2
3
4
5

Pc6
Pc7
Pc8
Pc9
Pc10
Pc11
Pc12
Pc13
Pc14
Pc15

Step 1:
Wastage
Total Direct Material Cost

Total Rate + 5%

Rate/Unit x Total Quantity to Ship 
168.92 X 77,250.
1,30,49,070.

5.3.6 Direct Labor Cost
COSTPRICE/MINMINUTESPRODUCTION

4 Rs. 
30 Rs. 

2.40 Rs. 
1.60 Rs. 
1.20 Rs.

0.580Cutting
Sewing
Pressing & Finishing 
Inspection
Packing_____________

0.650
0.46
0.4 .4
0.43
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and Merchendising

Total Rate + 5%
39.20 + 5 % = 41.16 

Total Direct Labor Cost = RateAJnit x T^tal Quantity to Ship
41.16 X 77,250 
31,79,610 Rs.

NOTES

Step 2:
Calculation of Overhead (Indirect Cost): 
Production/Day 100 Machines x 15 Shirts / Day 

1500 Shirts/Day
Total number of garments Produced/.Lead Time 

Production/Day
= 77,250/1500 
= 51.5 Days

Number of months taken for production
51.5/26 
1.98 Months 
1.98 X 13,00,000 
Rs. 25,74,000

Total Overheads

Step 3:
Total Cost of Garment

Total (Material + Labor + Overhead) 
1,30,19,070 + 31,79,610 + 25,74,000 
1,88,02,680 Rs.
Thtal Cost/Total Quantities 
1,88,02,680/7,500,000 
Rs. 250.70/Shirt 
Cost/Shirt + Profit 
250.70+ 12 
262.70 Rs./Shirt 
262.70/47USD/ Shirt 
$ 5.58/Shirt

Cgst/Shirt

5.3.7 Jeans

Material Cost
1.. Fabric (54 inch width)
2. Trims & Accessories
3. Button

2.10 m 50/-pm 105.00 2.

1/-1 no. 
1 no. 
1-nb. 
1 no.

1.00
4. Zip 8/- 8.00
5. Label - 1 (size)
6. Label -1 (washcare)

0.25 0.25
0.75 0.75
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7. Label — (size)
8. Tag - 1 (description)
9. Tag - 1 (pricing)
10. Fuse/Lining
11. Twin tape ,
12. Stitching thread
13. Embroidery thread
14. Packaging
15. Total
16. Wastage (@3%)
17. Total Material Cost

1 no. 
1 no. 
1 no.

•1 1.00 Costing
1.50 1.50
1.50 1.50

2.00 NOTES
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
132.00
4.00
136.00

Labor Cost
1. Fabric laying cost
2. Cutting cost
3. Bundling cost
4. Embroidery cost,
5. Sewing cost
6. Washing finish cost
7. Pressing cost
8. Inspection cost
9. Packaging
10. Total
11. Percentage efficiency
12. Tbtal Labor Cost

2.00
5.00
1.00
5.00 . 
10.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
32.00
90%
35.00

Others
1. Tbtal Cost
2. Add for rejection
3. Total (Material + Labor) Cost
4. Overhead cost
5. Profit
6. Commission

171.00
@3% 5.00

176.00
@10% 
@10% . 
@5%

7. Total (Overhead + Profit + Commission) 25%
58.67

T*P/(100-P)
234.67
($1 =Rs. 47/-)

8. Total
9. Conversion Rate
10. Price in Dollar $5

5.3.8 Shipping Charges
For men’s basic T-shirt, the delivery terms in the buyer enquiry as ‘FOB’. 
So sea freight charges are not added. But the local transport with the cost
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Apparal Marketing of garment has to be added. Finally, we have to convert the Indian Rupee 
and Merchendising value to USD or Euro.

NOTES 5.4 STUDENT ACTIVITY

What are trims?1.

2. What do you mean by term ‘consumption of fabric’?

5.5 IMPACT OF LABOR COST ON APPAREL RETAIL PRICES

Apparel brands (known in the industry as “manufacturers” or “importers” 
and in the university context as “licensees”) typically .contract out the 
production of apparel goods to independently owned supplier facilities, in 
some cases through intermediary organizations known as “agents”. The price 
paid by a brand to a supplier facility at the factory door - before shipping 
and import fees— is known as the “Freight-on-Board” (FOB) price; it 
includes all labor and non-labor production costs of the factory, including 
factory overhead, cloth and other materials, labor, and profit. The final 
price paid by a brand or licensee for finished goods, including shipping, 
duty, delivery, insurance, and customs clearance costs, is called the “Landed- 
Duty-Paid” (LDP) price. The price paid by the retailer to the brand or 
licensee for finished goods is the wholesale price.

As the price for apparel goods increases at each level of the supply 
chain (typically doubling at each stage, from factories to wholesalers to 
retailers), the proportion of costs accounted for by labor decreases. In 
developing countries, direct (non-supervisory) labor in the production of 
sports apparel generally accounts for 7-11% of a factory’s overall production 
costs; in most cases and in most countries, the percentage is at the lower 
end of this range. By the time the goods reach the retail floor, labor costs 
account for only 1-3% of the price paid by consumers.

These estimates are supported by academic research on the 
relationship between apparel production costs and retail prices. The most 
thorough analysis on this subject was undertaken by Robert Pollin and 
James Heintz of the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and Justine 
Burns at the University of Cape Town. Their study analyzes the production 
costs of a range of apparel items manufactured in the U.S. and Mexico and 
sold in the U.S. Using data from Mexico’s National Economic Census, the 
study finds that for a men’s casual shirt manufactured in Mexico, direct 
labor is $0.50 - or 11.2% of the factory’s overall production costs - for an
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item that the factory sells for $4.45. The product is sold in the U.S. for a 
retail price of $32.00. Thus, direct labor accounts for 1.6% of the final retail 
price. The authors estimate the impact of wage increases on retail prices. 
They conclude that doubling the wages of all non-supervisory workers would 
result in a new retail price of $32.50, which represents a retail price increase 
of roughly 1.6%. The study finds similar results for other apparel products 
manufactured in Mexico.

Table 5.1: Consequences of Wage Increases on Apparel
Production Costs

Men’s Knit Shirt (Manufactured in the Philippines)

Costing

NOTE*?

Impact ofCosts at 
increase 

50% in 
Wages

Impact of 
Doubling 

Wages

Impact of 
Tripling 
Wages

Apparel Costs
Current
Wage
Rate

$7.31 $7.31Non-labor costs of 
production (includes fabric 
and other materials, factory 
overhead, and factory profit) 
Labor Costs of Production 
(includes direct and 
supervisory labor) 
Freight-on-Board (FOB) 
price (price to brand at 
factory door: includes all 
labor and non-labor production 
costs of factory)
Labor costs as a % of 
FOB Price
Landed-Duty-Paid (LDP) 
price (final cost to brand: 
includes FOB price .plus 
shipping, duty, delivery, 
insurance, and customs 
clearance)
Labor costs as a % of 
LDP price 
Wholesale price 
Labor costs as % of retail 
price
% change in retail price

$7.-31 $7.31

$1.03 $1.38 $2.06$0.69

$8.69 $9.38$8.00 $8.34

15.8% 22.0%8.6% 12.4%

$10.34 $10.69 $11.38$10.00

18.1%10.0% 12.9%6.9%

$20.69
3.08%

$21.38
4.55%

$20.00
1.56%

$20.34
2.33%

1.54% 3.03%0% 0.78%
Source: Birnbaum, David. 2000. Birnbaum's Global Guide to Winning the Great Garment War. 
The Fashiondex, Inc.

In order to preserve pay hierarchies, when wages are increased for 
non-supervisory workers, factories may also wish to increase the salaries 
of supervisors. Pollin, Heintz and Burns estimate the potential “ripple 
effect” on supervisory wages of wage increases at the bottom of the pay
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scale. In a scenario in which the wages of both non-supervisory workers 
and all supervisory workers - including all managers and professional staff 
- are doubled, they conclude that the final retail price would increase to 
$32.90, a retail price increase of 2.8%. Given that high-level managers and 
professional staff typically earn many times the wage of a production worker, 
a 100% increase in their salaries would not be necessary to maintain a 
sharp pay hierarchy. Thus, as the study notes, this scenario establishes “an 
outer bound estimate of the potential ripple effect”. The actual effect would 
likely be smaller.
Using data from industry sources, the WRC calculated the likely impact of 
wage increases of various sizes on the retail price of two typical university 
sports apparel items. This information is summarized in the tables below. Table 
5.1 summarizes production cost data for a men’s knit shirt manufactured in the 
Philippines and sold in the U.S. for a retail price of $44.00. In this instance, 
labor costs, including the salaries of floor supervisors but not higher management, 
are $0.69 - 8.6% of the factory’s overall production costs for the garment. Labor 
costs represent 1.56% of the final retail price. A 50% wage increase would result 
in a retail price increase of 0.78%, for a new retail price of $44.34. Doubling 
wages would result in a retail price increase of 1.54%, with a new retail price of 
$44.69. Tripling wages would result in a new retail price of $45.38, an increase 
of 3.03% over the initial price. In each case, it is assumed that the entire 
increase in labor costs is passed along to consumers.

Apparal Marketing 
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5.6 THE PERSONAL APPAREL ASSESSMENT
For manufacturers today, the message is- clear. They must identify ways to 
remove costs from their operations and improve plant efficiencies if they are 
going to remain competitive in a very dynamic manufacturing climate. 
Companies are challenged to reduce process variables and increase 
manufacturing consistency as they strive to gain product and cost advantages 
over continuing offshore threats.

When corporations and/or individual plant sites considered potential areas 
for reducing costs in the past, they often focused on price concessions from their 
respective suppliers. Converting to less expensive alternatives usually provided 
an immediate cost benefit. The changes implemented, however, sometimes had 
a negative, long-term impact on the manufacturer’s cost of doing business. The 
scenario tended to have a domino effect as companies pressured their suppliers 
to reduce prices on products that already had tight profit margins. Suppliers 
responded by providing less expensive items that often did not have the 
performance characteristics required for the tasks.

These less expensive — and sometimes inferior - products had the 
potential to result in increased injuries, misapplication, non-compliance, 
slower throughput and greater product usage over time. The added direct 
and indirect costs would negate any short-term cost reductions.

Manufacturers can positively impact their bottom line by conducting 
a Personal Apparel Assessment, which focuses on seven key disciplines 
and 35 best practices to determine potential areas for cost improvement.
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These disciplines include cost performance, injury reduction, productivity 
improvements, standardization, SKU reduction, training and controls. The 
overall objective is to create a more consistent, compliant and cost-effective 
personal protective equipment program.

The success of the PPE program will depend on the manufacturer’s 
ability to track the results on an ongoing basis. Financial models have been 
developed to quantify measure and document the results once the Personal 
Apparel Assessment has been completed and the recommendations 
implemented. These models will allow the manufacturer to gauge the 
program's success and verify costs savings.

To conduct a thorough assessment, the manufacturer should align 
itself with a PPE provider partner that has the necessary resources and 
quantifiable documentation and follow up capabilities to ensure successful 
results. The measurement and improvement process should not end once 
the recommendations from the PAA are implemented. Follow up is 
necessary to analyze any changes that occur within the organization and to 
assure that new products and ideas are properly introduced. This t5TJe of 
measurement is just as important as the initial assessment.

Costing

NOTES

5.7 ANSELL AND ITS COST REDUCTION MANDATES

Ansell Healthcare, a leading provider of hand and apparel protection, has 
developed a comprehensive business solutions approach to assist 
manufacturers in achieving their cost reduction mandates. Working directly 
with corporate and plant representatives, Ansell uses its experience, 
knowledge and solutions to develop programs that work. Headquartered 
in Red Bank, New Jersey, Ansell serves a wide range of industries, including 
chemical manufacturing and refining, automotive, food processing, general 

^ industrial, pharmaceutical, paper, white goods, semiconductor and 
electronics manufacturing and primary metals.

5.8 REVENUE MODEL

Revenue model is a fancy business term that just means “how a business 
makes money.” When it comes to online business revenue models, there 
are lots of different choices. Some revenue models will require a big 
investment of time or money before you start to earn an income. Some 
might allow you to keep your day job while starting the business. Others 
might be better suited to running while traveling. Revenue models can 

. also be adapted and mixed to meet the entrepreneur’s needs.

5.8.1 Most Popular Revenue Models
The four most common revenue models for online businesses are: selling 
services, selling products, affiliate marketing and advertising.
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We’ll go into depth about the features of each below, but first let’s 
compare them to one-another according to four standard criteria that every 
online entrepreneur should consider:

Which to choose? A comparison of popular online 
revenue models for Individual entrepreneurs.
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Start-up time: how long will it take you to build up to a full income? 
Income “passivity”: how “hands off’ could the income eventually 
be?
Revenue per visitor: how much average revenue will you earn from 
each visitor to your site?
Visitors per month: how many visitors per month will you need to 
earn your target income?

In the graphic below, we’ve plotted each of the four popular revenue 
D^dels along a line that represents earning a “decent living,” whatever 
that definition might be for you. For example, looking at “selling services,” 
you’ll see that revenue model has the highest average revenue per visitor, 
lowest required visitors per month to earn a “decent living,” it has a short 
start-up time and a low likelihood of generating passive income. The others 
are also plotted accordingly:

These are what is considered the typical expectations of each revenue 
model according to the four standard criteria we laid out. There are of 
course exceptions to what you can expect from each revenue model, and 
sometimes exceptions can be used to your advantage. If you know of any

1.
2.

3.

4.
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ways to majorly shift one of the four revenue models within the four criteria 
above, please share in the comments.

Let’s take a deeper look at each.

5.8.2 Selling Services
Selling services may be the most common revenue model online. Other 
names for it include freelancing, consulting or independent, contracting. 
Some services that people commonly sell online include graphic/web design, 
cop5nvriting, editing, software development and marketing.

. As we have mentioned earlier, one of the primary features of selling 
services online is high revenue per visitor/customer. Most freelancers deal 
with only a handful of customers per month and still earn a decent wage. 
This means you don’t need to attract as many visitors to your website (all 
else being equal) to earn your target income as you might with the other 
revenue models.

Costing
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5.8.3 Selling Products
Selling products refers both to selling products you created directly online, 
as well as selling other people’s products (that you warehouse or via drop- 
ship) through your website.

When you sell products (unless you’re selling high-end luxury items), 
you will earn less revenue per customer on average than you do when you 
sell services. You will also have more costs to pay for each dollar of revenue 
you earn. This means you’ll need to attract more visitors to your website 
to earn your target income.

Startup time for a products-based business is usually longer than for 
a services-based business. You will have some product development or 
procurement time, as well as more time to set up your website and attract 
your audience. Paid advertising (when it has a positive ROI) can help bring 
visitors in faster than relying on SEO or organic growth.

There are many services like Ebay or Shopify that help you create an 
online store to sell your products through. They take out much of the startup 
time that would normally be involved in setting up your own site. They 
also help you market your products to some degree, and can bring more 
legitimacy to your online store.

A benefit of selling products over selling services is that a products 
business can more easily be turned into a passive-income business. This is 
especially true if you’re selling products that someone else creates. Beware 
that when you warehouse products yourself, you are creating the need to be 
physically in one location to run your business, or to have employees handle 
that part of the business.

5.8.4 Affiliate Marketing
Affiliate marketing is a revenue model where you are paid a commission 
whenever a customer you refer to another site purchases something from
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Apparal Marketing, that site. Affiliate marketing is a $13 billion dollar industry and is quickly 
and Merchendising becoming popular among entrepreneurs who want to build a lifestyle- 

friendly business.
With affiliate marketing, you will earn less revenue per visitor than 

you would when selling a product or service directly yourself. Typically as 
an affiliate, you will be' paid a commission of between 5% and 75% of each 
purchase you refer (depending on the type of product).

Tb earn a “decent living” as an affiliate marketer, you will need to attract 
more traffic than you would when selling products or services directly. Many 
affiliate marketers also build more than one site (some build hundreds of 
small sites) in order to reach enough people and earn a full income. You can 
start earning some income very quickly with affiliate marketing, but you 
should expect it to take many months to earn your target income from affiliate 
marketing.

NOTES

The most attractive feature of affiliate marketing to lifestyle 
entrepreneurs is that affiliate marketing can become a very passive income 
source.

5.8.5 Advertising
Advertising tends to bring in some of the lowest revenue per visitor of any . 
online revenue models. The amount you can earn per impression is largely 
dependent on your niche and the overall traffic to your site. Because of this, 
you will need some pretty impressive traffic numbers to earn a decent living 
from advertising.

However, it is possible for a solo entrepreneur to earn a living through 
advertising, and an entire mini industry has grown up around Google 
Adsense advertising. "lb make it work, you will either need to be great at 
SEO, or great at driving massive traffic through some other means.

The passive income potential of advertising as a revenue model really 
depends on how you create your content and attract visitors. Because you’re 
not dealing with selling products or services, advertising has the potential 
to be a highly passive income source, although the management of a single 
site that attracts enough traffic to make advertising viable can take a lot of 
effort. Outsourcing can be used to alleviate this.

5.8.6 Mixing Models
Mixing various revenue models is both wise and relatively common. If your 
goal is to create somewhat passive income streams, but you need to make 
some income right away, starting with selling services and transitioning to 
products or affiliate marketing might be a good way to go.

Working with clients hands-on in the beginning by providing services 
can be a great way to conduct market research for products you'll eventually 
create. Jumping right into creating a product without connecting with your 
potential market first can end up being a big waste of effort.
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Costing
5.9 SUMMARY

It goes without saying that the simplest garments cost less to make. As 
styling details are added; pockets, fancy seaming, linings and trims etc, 
the cost of the finished garment will increase in labor cost in.production. If 
you have chosen an expensive fabric for one of your designs, it would be 
wise to keep the details to a minimum. Using expensive fabric and many 
styling details often makes the finished cost of the garment too high, for 
the market which has been targeted. Costing a garment is a formula; figuring 
costs of fabric and trimmings with labor plus business overheads and profit 
is a mathematical equation. Overhead costs are affected by such factors as 
design research, markdown sales losses, brand advertising, promotions, 
rent, and everything else that goes along with owning and running a 
business. This all has to be calculated into the costing of a garment. The 
cost of piece goods (fabric) is generally about one-third the initial production 
cost of a garment. Ultimately the final figures may be a subjective call of 
what the market will bear.

NOTES

5.10 GLOSSARY

Entrepreneur; Someone who exercises initiative by organizing a 
venture to take benefit of an opportunity and, as the decision maker, 
decides what, how, and how much of a good or service will be 
produced.
Advertising: The activity or profession of producing information 
for promoting the sale of commercial products or services.
Dye: A liquid containing coloring matter, for imparting a particular 
hue to cloth, paper, etc.
Apparel: Clothing, especially outerwear; garments; attire; raiment. 
Training: Organized activity aimed at imparting information and/ 
or instructions to improve the recipient’s performance or to help 
him or her attain a required level of knowledge or skill.
Revenue: The income generated fixim sale of goods or services, or any 
other use of capital or assets, associated with the main operations of 
an organization before any costs or expenses are deducted. Revenue is 
shown usually as the top item in an income (profit and loss) statement • 
from which aU charges, costs, and expenses are subtracted to arrive at 
net income.

5.11 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How do you calculate the garment costing?
2. What are costing essentials?
3. What is the impact of labor costs on apparel retail prices?
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4. What is the significance and use of personal apparel assessment?
5. What is Ansell cost reduction mandates? How are they useful for 

the industry?
6. Explain the revenue model of apparel and textile industry.
7. What do you understand by production planning and control? Discuss 

its elements in brief.
8. State the requirements for an effective system of production planning 

and control?

NOTES

/
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6
NOTES

FASHION MARKETING AND 

MERCHANDISING

STRUCTURE

6.1 Learning Objective
6.2 Introduction
6.3 What Is Fashion?
6.4 Student Activity
6.5 Retail Growth
6.6 The Indian Retail Scene
6.7 Industry Evolution
6.8 Political Climate
6.9 Conglomeration
6.10 Internationalization
6.11 Concentration
6.12 Mass Market Generalists
6.13 Warehouse Clubs
6.14 Suburban Malls
6.15 Retail Line of Business Shift
6.16 Limit to Growth
6.17 Summary
6.18 Glossary
6.19 Review Questions

6.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you should be able to:
Explain the meaning of fashion marketing 
Describe the approaches and types of fashion marketing 
Report on the retail growth of fashion industry 
Explain the political climate and its effect on fashion industry and 
marketing
Explain the terns conglomeration, concentration, internationalization 
and mass market generalists
Explain the significance of warehouse clubs and suburban mails in 
fashion marketing
Describe the retail line of business shift 
Explain the limitations of growth for fashion industry
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The global market for apparel, accessories and luxury goods was estimated 
to be worth US$1217 billion in 2006 and is expected to grow to 
approximately US$1800 billion by 2011. The company with the largest 
market share of this vast market is Christian Dior and, despite this great 
success, the company has approximately 1% of the global market. Global 
fashion remains one of the largest sectors of world trade that is truly 
competitive: 1.14 million people were employed in apparel manufacture in 
the European Union (EU) in 2004 and nearly one-third of all imported 
clothing bought in the EU in 2007 was manufactured in China. The UK 
fashion industry is estimated to be worth approximately £22 billion in retail 
sales value in 2008. Apparel manufacturing industry in the UK employed 
around 83 000 people in 2006, down from over 200 000 a decade earlier. 
The above statistics reveal that fashion is a large global business sector 
going through a period of great change. It is the application of marketing 
that plays a crucial role in managing this growth and change. This book 
shows how marketing can be applied to fashion products and services.

This introduction looks at both fashion and marketing and how design 
and marketing work together in practice. An overview of the fashion marketing 
process covers the role of marketing in the fashion industry and the ethical 
issues raised by marketing in this context, with some practical examples of the 
work of fashion marketers.

NOTES

6.3 WHAT IS FASHION?

Fashion essentially involves change, defined as a succession of short-term 
trends or fads. From this standpoint there can be fashions'in almost any 
human activity from medical treatments to popular music. For getting better 
understand the term the concept of fashion will be taken to deal with the 
garments and related products and services as shown in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 identifies some major categories of clothing along with their 
main usage situations, but this list is by no means exhaustive. Fashion marketers 
should take a broad view of their domain — fashion is not only about clothes.

, The competitive ethos of the fashion industry revolves around seasonality. 
The industry has a vested interest in developing new products for the customer 
at the expense of existing items: this process is known as planned obsolescence. 
Planned obsolescence is not confined to the fashion industry, it occurs in several 
other manufacturing sectors such as the electronics or automobile industries. 
While the concept of planned obsolescence can be criticized from several 
perspectives, many customers appreciate the continual change in fashion products 
and services. Unfortunately, the rate and direction of change are usually 
slower and less predictable than the fashion industry would like.
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Advice on garment co-ordination 
Cosmetic surgery 
Image consultancy 
Hair transplants 
Garment cleaning services 
Clothing alterations/repairs

Tattoos 
Hairdressing 
Sun tanning NOTES

Usage situations
Clothing

Work/school 
Leisure 
Domestic •

Underwear 
Formal 
Bespoke — 
Natural ^

Outerwear 
Informal 
Ready made 
Men-made

*

Related fashion products

Shoes Hats Hosiery Jewellery 
Belts Bags Scarves Cosmetics 
Haberdashery Wigs

Figure 6.1: Fashion products and services.

6.3.1 Fashion is about Creating
In order for the change which is intrinsic to fashion to take place, the industry 
must continually create new products. Used in another sense, the term fashion 
means to construct, mould or make. Fashion, therefore, also involves a strong 
creative and design component. Design skill is essential and can be seen in all 
products from the made-to measure suit to the elaborate embroidery on a 
cardigan. The level of design can vary considerably from a basic item such as a 
T-shirt to the artistic creations of Coco Chanel, Christian Dior, Yves St Laurent 
or, in more recent times, Stella McCartney. To some the design of fashion 
garments can be viewed as an art in its own right, though this is a notion 
supported more in countries such as France and Italy than in Britain. The 
majority of garments sold do not come into this category, but the inspiration for 
the design of many of those garments may have come from works of art.

6.3.2 Fashion and Marketing
The continual change, i.e. fashion, involves the exercise of creative design skills 
which result in products that range from the basic to the rare and elaborate. 
The creative design personnel provide part of the mechanism by which the 
industry responds to the need for change. At the same time the ability to 
identify products that the customer needs and will buy is also essential to the 
industry. Marketing can help to provide this'additional knowledge and the 
skills needed to ensure that the creative component is used to best 
advantage, allowing businesses to succeed and grow.
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6.3.4 What is Marketing?
Marketing is a business philosophy or way of thinking about the firm from the 
perspective of the customer or the potential customer. Such a view has much 
merit as it focuses on the acid test for all business - if we do not meet the needs 
of our customers we will not survive, let alone thrive. Fashion firms depend 
upon customers making repeat purchases and the key to such loyalty is the 
satisfaction of customers’ needs with garments which are stylish, durable, easy 
to care for, comfortable, perceived value for money and all the other criteria 
deemed relevant by the buyer. For this reason, fashion design personnel should 
readily appreciate the need to understand the customer’s perspective. Most 
designers have a mental picture of a typical customer. Fashion marketers ask, 
how typical is that mental picture and does the ‘customer’ belong to a group of 
buyers that form a profitable prospect for the company? Notice that the notion 
of seeing the business from the perspective of the customer does not preclude 
concern for profit. Indeed, if profit is not actively sought then the firm’s ability 
to meet customers’ needs in the long term will be greatly diminished.

Marketing comprises a range of techniques and activities, some of which 
are highly familiar to the general public. Most people have encountered market 
researchers and all have seen advertisements. Other less public aspects include 
product development and branding, pricing, publicity, sales promotion, selling, 
forecasting and distribution. Marketing is a management process concerned 
with anticipating, identifying and satisfying customer needs in order to meet 
the long-term goals of the organization. Whilst concerned with internal 
organizational factors that affect the achievement of rnarketing goals.

NOTES

6.3.5 Is Marketing a Solution to all Business Problems?
There are many views of what marketing is and what it does. To the zealots, 
marketing is the panacea for all business problems and can provide remedies 
for product failures or falling profits. Clearly, this is naive and does not recognize 
the interdependence of the many business and creative functions within 
organizations. Nor does this view fully appreciate the wider marketing 
environment that confronts all firms when they embark upon marketing 
activities..

The best marketing plans and activities can be easily and quickly 
undermined by changes in the economy or in competitors’ actions. Such 
changes cannot always be anticipated. In the fashion industry, which is 
highly competitive and is characterized by change, the role of good fortune 
cannot be easily discounted. The fashion industry is well known for the 
high failure rate of new businesses and the regular price reductions on 
product lines that have not sold. Such failures are in part a reflection of 
the enormous risk of fashion, but some are also due to the inadequate or 
inappropriate application of the marketing process. It is the contention of 
the authors that, when properly applied, marketing will help to reduce 
some uncertainty in the fashion industry and cut down the number of 
business failures.'
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6.3.6 Fashion, Marketing
Fashion marketing is the application of a range of techniques and a business 
philosophy that centres upon the customer and potential customer of clothing 
and related products and services in order to meet the long-term goals of the 
organization. The very nature of fashion, where change is intrinsic, gives 
different emphasis to marketing activities. Furthermore, the role of design in 
both leading and reflecting consumer demand results in a variety of approaches 
to fashion marketing which are explored below.

NOTES

6.3.7 Fashion Marketing in Practice
Within the fashion industry there is enormous variation in the size and structure 
of businesses serving the needs of customers. From a small business comprising 
a self-employed knitwear designer to major multinational corporations diversity 
remains a key feature. With legislative changes and the gradual removal of trade 
barriers on a global scale and the growth of the Internet, the fashion industry is 
increasingly a global business. This implies considerable variation in the cultural, 
social and economic perspective of the participants. The consequence of these 
variations in size, experience and perspective is that the practice of fashion 
marketing is not uniform at a national level, let alone at an international one.

At the centre of the debate over the role of fashion marketing within firms 
resides a tension between design and marketing imperatives. Relatively few 
fashion designers have had formal training in business or marketing, although 
fortunately this situation is changing in the EU. Similarly, the formal training 
of niarketing personnel can often lack an appreciation of the role of design in 
business. Training has tended to be separate and this, when coupled with the 
differing approaches of the two areas, causes divergent views. Design students 
were traditionally taught to approach problems as though there were no 
constraints on time or cost so that creativity might flourish. The assumption of 
much of this training was that creativity flourishes when there is freedom from 
structural factors.

Spontaneity, eclecticism and the willingness to take risks in challenging 
the status quo are some values central to traditional design training. Marketing 
training, by contrast, embraces different values. Marketers are taught to be 
systematic and anal5dical in approaching problems. The foundation of a lot of 
marketing involves the setting of objectives and quantifying inputs and outputs,

. such as advertising expenditure and market share. Success, marketing students 
are taught, comes from careful research and planning, not spontaneity or ignoring 
market realities such as competitor price levels. Owing to a lack of training, 
marketing personnel often fail to understand the aesthetic dimension of a design 
or many qualitative aspects of product development.

The above outlines concentrate on differences in perspective between 
marketing and design personnel but naturally there are areas where they share 
common values. Good designers and marketing personnel both recognize the 
need for thorough preparation .and the exercise of professional skill, both 
understand the importance of communication, although with differing emphasis 
on the visual and process components, and both tend to be in agreement about
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Starkly put, the designer may see the marketing person as one who 
constrains freedom and imagination, while the marketer may see the designer 
as undisciplined and oblivious to costs and profitability. Such views are 
stereotypes fostered by differing experiences and training, an'd which are often 
held by those who do not understand the perspective of both the marketer and 
the designer. This difference in perspective engenders a range of views about 
what fashion marketing ought to be. Two views of fashion marketing are shown 
in Figure 6.2. These views can be labelled design centred and marketing centred, 
and are detailed below.

NOTES

Design should be based solely 
on marketing research

Fashion marketing is the 
same as promotion

Sample
statements

Male what we can sellSeO what we can makeAssumption

Marketing centred.Design centredOrientation

High failure reates 
Relies on intuition

Bland designs 
Stifles creativity

Alleged
drawbacks

Figure 6.2: Two views of fashion marketing.

6.3.8 Design Centred: Fashion Marketing as Promotion
According to this view marketing is seen as synonymous with promotion. 
Adherents of the view state that designers are the real force, and marketers 
should merely help to sell ideas to the public. Translated into practice this view 
tends to have all marketing activity carried out by either public relations or 
advertising departments or agencies. Customers and potential customers are 
seen as people to be led or inspired by creative styling that is favourably 
promoted. At the extreme, it is rationalized that the only people who can 
appreciate creative styling, in a financial sense, are the more wealthy sections 
of society. Research within such a perspective is limited to monitoring the 
activities of others who are thought to be at the forefront of creative change, i.e. 
film directors, musicians, artists, etc. Many great fashion designers subscribe to 
this view and have ruo successful businesses based upon the above assumptions. 
The principal weakness of this approach is that it depends ultimately on the 
skill and intuition of the designer in consistently meeting genuine customer 
needs and consequently earning’ profit.

6.3.9 Marketing Centred: Design as a Research Prescription
Here marketing is dominant and it regards the designer as someone who must 
respond to the specifications of customer requirements as established by 
marketing research. Detailed cost constraints may be imposed and sample 
garments pretested by, for example, retail selectors who may subsequently 
demand changes to meet their precise needs. Several major retail stores still 
operate systems not too far removed from this, with merchandisers and selectors
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exerting considerable control over the designer. The result, according to 
many, is certain blandness in the design content of garments available from 
such retail outlets.

It is argued that marketing constraints have strangled the creative 
aspects of design. Taking profitability as a measure of popularity, this 
restrictive prescription for design seems to work for many firms. Whether 
popular acceptance of fashion designs equates with good design is another 
matter.

NOTES

6.3.10 The Fashion Marketing Concept
There is another way to view the relationship between marketing and 
design, and this is termed the fashion marketing concept. That good fashion 
design only requires sufficient promotion to succeed is a view applicable 
to a very limited number of businesses - usually those producing expensive 
garments for an elite market. The alternative view of fashion design as a 
function of marketing research fails to recognize either that many people 
do not know what they will like until presented with choices, or that their 
preferences change over time.

For example, many who profess to hate a design seen on the catwalk 
may later come to like it when they try the garment themselves or realize 
that others have signalled acceptance. Good fashion design can challenge 
conventional .views. It should be recognized, that consumers vary in the 
conservatism they have towards fashion styles and also the speed and

Fashion
marketing
concept

Desogn
centred^ 6, Higha

<=■§ •
O

■s Marketing
centred^ ,2 Low Failure

HighLow
Concern for customers and profit

Figure 6.3: The fashion marketing concept.

readiness with which they change their opinions. A simple model of the 
interrelationship of fashion design and marketing can be seen above.

In the matrix in Figure 6.3 it can be seen that low concern for 
customers, profit and design leads to failure. This occurs as a consequence 
of overestimating design ability while disregarding customers’ preferences 
and the need for profit. The fashion marketing concept attempts to embrace 
the positive aspects of high concern for design, customers and profit by 
recognizing the interdependence of marketing and design. If designers 
understand how marketing can enhance the creative process and marketing 
personnel appreciate that within the fashion industry design can lead as 
well as respond to customer requirements, progress can be made. Market
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Apparal Marketing researchers can establish the sizing information customers want on garments 
and Merchandising analyse reactions to several provisional illustrations, but they

cannot produce detailed styling specifications.
Marketing as applied to the fashion industry must appreciate the role 

of design. Some major retailers such as Zara have developed information 
systems bringing designers, manufacturing teams and retail sales staff much 
closer together enabling customers to be applicable to a very limited number 
of business - usually those producing expensive garments for an elite 
market. The alternative view of fashion design as a function of marketing 
research fails to recognize either that many people do not know what they 
will like until presented with choices, or that their preferences change 
over time. For example, many who profess to hate a design seen on the 
catwalk may later come to like it when they try the garment themselves or 
realize that others have signaled acceptance. Good fashion design can 
challenge conventional views. It should be recognized that consumers vary 
in the conservatism they have towards fashion styles and also the speed 
and readiness with which they change their opinions.

A simple model of the interrelationship of fashion design and 
marketing can be seen above.

In the matrix in Figure 6.3 it can be seen that low concern for 
customers, profit and design leads to failure. This occurs as a consequence 
of overestimating design ability while disregarding customers’ preferences 
and the need for profit. The fashion marketing concept attempts to embrace 
the positive aspects of high concern for design? customers and profit by 
recognizing the interdependence of marketing and design. If designers 
understand how marketing can enhance the creative process and marketing 
personnel appreciate that within the fashion industry design can lead as 
well as respond to customer requirements, progress can be made. Market 
researchers can establish the sizing information customers want on garments 
and can also analyse reactions to several provisional illustrations, but they 
cannot produce detailed styling specifications.

Marketing as applied to the fashion industry must appreciate the role 
of design. Some major retailers such as Zara have developed information 
systems bringing designers, manufacturing teams arid retail sales staff much 
closer together enabling customers to be offered fast fashion at affordable 
prices and achieving good levels of profit for the company.

This section has discussed a number of approaches to fashion 
marketing. Many companies have embraced the fashion marketing concept 
and have demonstrated equal concern for design, customers and profits. In 
recent years an increasing-number of winners of major fashion awards have 
also achieved success not only in terms of design but also in terms of sales 
and profit. Thus the fashion marketing concept is not just a theoretical 
model, it does work in practice.

NOTES
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6.3.11 How Fashion Marketing can help the Fashion Industry
The vast output and profits from the fashion industry come not from the 
designer collections seen on the catwalk but from items sold in high street 
stores. To put the impact of designers in perspective, one only has to note 
that the British Fashion Awards’ Designer of the Year will often have annual 
earnings that amount to less than a day’s sales for one large retailer in the 
Arcadia group. Even so, the designer collections are given extensive 
coverage in the fashion press where each season more than 250 collections 
are reviewed within a matter of weeks. Reporting and promotion of these 
collections are suffused within hyperbole, excitement and genuine 
enthusiasm by many who attend, the catwalk exhibitions being viewed with 
a range of perceptions from incredulity to sheer entertainment. However, 

.few people see the direct link that some less experienced commentators 
assert exists between the garments on the catwalk and ‘what we will all be 
wearing next season’. The influence of the designer collections on everyday 
apparel purchases is complex and will be considered in later chapters on 
the fashion consumer, product design and fashion promotion.

The main concern of fashion marketers is therefore the design and 
sale of garments to the majority of the public, for that reason, the techniques 
described in this book will concentrate on high street fashion rather than 
haute couture. Many people in the fashion industry have aspirations to 
run their own business. Indeed, the industry is characterized by many small 
firms and regrettably many failures. This book embraces the fashion 
marketing needs of people starting their own business; it does not, however, 
extend to all the needs of small businesses, particularly the financial and 
legal aspects of new ventures.. For the new entrepreneur the chapter on 
marketing research will provide a sound basis on which to start building a 
business plan.

Medium and large businesses are also catered for. The need for co
operation and communication between the various levels of distribution in 
this sector is so important that manufacturer, wholesaler, importer and 
exporter will all benefit from understanding the structural aspects of-the 
marketing of clothing and related products and services. Many of the 
principles and techniques described in detail as applicable to the UK are 
transferable to other markets. For example, UK mass media data are given 
in the chapter on fashion promotion, but criteria for designing campaigns 
and selecting media are also given; these criteria are readily transferable.

6.3.12 What Fashion Marketers Do: Five Examples
To give an overview of the sort of activities that fashion marketing personnel 
engage in, five examples will be given. A key point to note is that job titles do 
not always accurately reflect what people do. In fact, few people are called 
fashion marketing managers, but many carry out functions that are fashion 
marketing, e.g. those with job titles such as selector, merchandiser, sales 
executive or public relations consultant.
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Apparal Marketing 6.3.13 Fashion Marketing Research
and Merchendising A fashion marketing researcher may investigate the market shares of 

competitors and trends in those shares. Through a group discussion with 
potential consumers they may discover that a possible brand name has 
negative connotations and needs rethinking.NOTES

6.3.14 Fashion Product Management
A design manager may be concerned with producing a range of shirts for a 
major retailer. The shirts must co-ordinate with other garments such as jackets, 
trousers and ties, all of which may be provided by other manufacturers. 
The design manager must collect and pass on information to ensure that 
designers are adequately briefed. Later the manager will be required to 
sell the designs at a presentation to the retailer, usually in the face of 
fierce competition. The design manager’s knowledge of the retailer’s 
customers and an awareness of his or her own company costs will enable 
an effective marketing function.

6.3.15 Fashion Promotion
A manufacturer of corporate workwear may have produced a range of 
clothes suitable for staff working in small independent restaurants. After 
careful research and planning the manufacturer may decide that a brochure 
is needed as part of the promotional effort. The brief to be given to the 
person preparing visual and textual material for the brochure will include 
an estimate of the number of brochures needed and a list of addresses - 
essential fashion marketing tasks.

6.3.16 Fashion Distribution
An owner of a retail outlet selling her own specially designed millinery 
wishes to expand. She needs to research a few options including franchising 
her business, obtaining concessions in selected department stores and 
linking with a leading womenswear designer to produce new complementary 
ranges each season. Marketing research and analysis of the status of the 
business along with the preparation of a future marketing strategy are the 
major fashion marketing activities needed here.
Fashion Product Positioning'and Pricing"

A major retailer discovers that a competitor is selling imported silk 
lingerie similar in design and quality to its own, but at prices that are 
20% lower. A fashion marketing decision must be made about the positioning 
and pricing of the product, taking into consideration the strategic goals of the 
company as well as the price sensitivity of its customers.

6.3.17 Ethical Issues in Fashion Marketing
The practice of fashion marketing is often criticized. These criticisms can be 
classified into two types, the micro-issues and the macro-issues. Micro-issues 
concern particular products and services where consumers may feel that they 
have not been fairly treated or that they have been misled. Most customers 
have bought clothing that has fallen below expectations by, for example, coming
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apart at the seams or shrinking in the wash. These problems may occur 
due to poor quality control or at worst a callous attitude towards customers. 
Sadly, the view of customers as mere punters to be exploited does exist in 
some parts of the fashion industry but it is a short-sighted attitude as lack 
of repeat business, legal redress and negative word of mouth are all possible 
consequences. Given the number of items of clothing bought each year, 
however, some errors are inevitable and the issue really revolves around 
how the seller deals with the complaint.

According to the fashion marketing concept we should be concerned 
about long-term consumer welfare as this is the key to building and 
retaining profitable custom. The quick and fair correction of genuine errors 
reinforces the message to the customer that the retailer cares about long
term customer welfare. Unfortunately, some staff are placed in positions 
where their own interests may not coincide with those of the firm or the 
customer - those who work on a commission only basis, for example. Such 
practices should be condemned as they lead to an undermining of public 
confidence in the fashion industry. Macro-issues are broader and emerge 
not from the conscious conspiracy of individuals or groups of individuals 
but as unintended or unanticipated consequences of certain activities. The 
most obvious example is the criticism that the bulk of the fashion industry 
is lacking in sensitivity to environmental issues in that it encourages a 
throw-away society, conspicuous consumption and unnecessary use of 
packaging. Marks and Spencer pic can lay claim to a serious attempt to 
address some environmental concerns with their ‘Plan A’. The Marks and Spencer 
‘Plan A because there is no Plan B’ involves a £200 million eco-plan to become 
carbon neutral by 2012, to extend their sustainable fabric sourcing and to set 
new standards in ethical trading. Other attempts to address such concerns, 
although on a relatively small scale, include the so-called ‘environmentally 
friendly’ or ‘green’ fibres and recycled wool.

However, the charge of encouraging a throw-away society is a problem 
that is likely to recur with sharper and move vehement focus in the future. The 
public response to the various anti-fur campaigns run by PETA, Lynx and 
others since the 1980s has reduced the market for fur products in many countries 
and has transformed a status symbol of the rich to an item of derision.

Another example of a macro-issue is the use of particular models to show 
garments in advertising material or on the catwalk. Critics allege that this can 
cause damage ranging from supporting an image of women as mere sex objects 
to acting as a contributory factor in dietary problems of adolescent females. The 
over-representation of young, tall and slim female models raises many issues, 
not least of which is the sensitivity of some promoters to the responses of the 
audience. The Madrid Fashion Week has banned models with a body mass 
index (BMI) of below 18.5; this is a BMI that is regarded as unhealthy by the 
World Health Organization. The use of wider ranges of body shapes and sizes 
has been effectively used by Dove in their campaign for real beauty. The non
response or excuse of‘We have to do it, because everyone else does it’ from some
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Apparal Marketing fashion companies may reveal an unwillingness to research other less 
and Merckendising potentially harmful ways of promotion. In an industry with an abundance 

of creative talent, it is surprising to find such pockets of conservatism.
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Figure 6.4: The fashion marketing process.

6.3.18 An Overview of the Fashion Marketing Process 
Fashion marketing can be viewed as a process and Figure 6.4 illustrates 
that process. It also, gives an indication of the structure of this book and 
how various parts link together.

All firms operate within a wider commercial environment that 
influences their activities. Changes in value added tax may inhibit demand 
for certain garments whereas a fall in unemployment may stimulate demand 
for workwear. These two simple examples illustrate how changes in the 
marketing environment can have significant effects on the operation of 
fashion firms.

Clothing may be an expression of how people wish others to see them, 
it may denote membership of a certain group or represent a particular 
lifestyle. This research can also involve the study of competitors and analysis 
of the company’s own marketing efforts.

In Figure 6.4 the term marketing mix is used to describe the 
combination of variables used by the fashion marketer to meet the needs 
of specific groups of customers known as target markets.

Here is an example of how a variable may be adjusted using an example 
concerning price. A firm may decide to charge low prices and sell large 
quantities making a small profit on each item, but a large profit in total. A 
consequence of charging low prices may be that certain outlets are selected 
because their image is compatible with low prices. Putting all aspects of the 
marketing mix together to achieve the goals of the organization is the most 
important marketing task. Activities must be planned, co-ordinated and 
implemented effectively, and the results monitored.
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1. What is Fashion Product Management?

NOTES

What is Fashion Promotion?2.

3. What do you mean by Fashion Product Positioning and Pricing?

6.5 RETAIL GROWTH

The India Retail Industry is the largest among all the industries, accounting for 
over 10 per cent of the country’s GDP and around 8 per cent of the employment. 
The Retail Industry in India has come forth as one of the most dynamic and fast 
paced industries with several players entering the market. But all of them have 
not yet tasted success because of the heavy initial investments that are required 
to break even with other companies and compete with them. The India Retail 
Industry is gradually inching its way towards-becoming the next boom industry.

The total concept and idea of shopping has undergone an attention 
drawing change in terms of format and consumer buying behavior, ushering 
in a revolution in shopping in India. Modern retailing has entered into the 
Retail market in India as is observed in the form of bustling shopping 
centers, multi-storied malls and the huge complexes that offer shopping, 
entertainment and food all under one roof.

A large young working population with median age of 24 years, nuclear 
families in urban areas, along with increasing workingwomen population and 
emerging opportunities in the services sector are going to be the key factors in 
the growth of the organized Retail sector in India. The growth pattern in 
organized retailing and in the consumption made by the Indian population will 
follow a rising graph helping the newer businessmen to enter the India Retail 
Industry.

In India the vast middle class and its almost untapped retail industry are 
the key attractive forces for global retail giants wanting to enter into newer 
markets, which in turn will help the India Retail Industry to grow faster. 
Indian retail is expected to grow 25 per cent annually. Modern retail in India 
could be worth US$ 175-200 billion by 2016. The Food Retail Industry in India 
dominates the shopping basket. The Mobile phone Retail Industry in India is 
already a US$ 16.7 billion business, growing at over 20 per cent per year.
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Apparal Marketing The future of the India Retail Industry looks promising with the growing 
and Merchendising of the market, with the government policies becoming more favorable and 

the emerging technologies facilitating operations.

NOTES

6.6 THE INDIAN RETAIL SCENE

India is the country having the most unorganized retail market. 
Traditionally it is a family’s livelihood, with their shop in the front and 
house at the back, while they run the retail business. More than 99% 
retailer’s function in less than 500 square feet of shopping space. Global 
retail consultants KSA Technopak have estimated that organized retailing 
in India is expected to touch Rs 35,000 crore in the year 2005-06. The Indian 
retail sector is estimated at around Rs 900,000 crore, of which the organized 
sector accounts for a mere 2 per cent indicating a huge potential market 
opportunity that is lying in the waiting for the consumer-sawy organized 
retailer. '

Purchasing power of Indian urban consumer is growing and branded 
merchandise in categories like Apparels, Cosmetics, Shoes, Watches, 
Beverages, Food and even Jewellery, are slowly becoming lifestyle products 
that are widely accepted by the urban Indian consumer. Indian retailers 
need to advantage of this growth and aiming to grow, diversify and 
introduce new formats have to pay more attention to the brand building 
process. The emphasis here is on retail as a brand rather than retailers 

- selling brands. The focus should be on branding the retail business itself. 
In their preparation to face fierce competitive pressure, Indian retailers 
must come to recognize the value of building their own stores as brands to 
reinforce their marketing positioning, to communicate quality as well as 
value for money. Sustainable competitive advantage will be dependent on 
translating core values combining products, image and reputation into a 
coherent retail brand strategy.”

There is no doubt that the Indian retail scene is booming. A number 
of large corporate houses, Tata’s, Raheja's, Piramals’s, Goenka’s have already 
made their foray into this arena, with beauty and health stores, supermarkets, 
self-service music stores, new age book stores, every-day-low-price stores, 
computers and peripherals stores, office equipment stores and home/building 
construction stores. Today the organized players have attacked every retail 
category. The Indian retail scene has witnessed too many players in too short a 
time, crowding several categories without looking at their core competencies, or 
having a well thought out branding strategy.

6.6.1 Strategies, Trends and Opportunities
Retailing in India is gradually inching its way toward becoming the next 
boom industry. The whole concept of shopping has altered in terms of format 
and consumer bujdng behavior, ushering in a revolution in shopping in India. 
Modern retail has entered India as seen in sprawling shopping centres, 
multi-storied malls and huge complexes offer shopping, entertainment and
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food all under one roof. The Indian retailing sector is at an inflexion point 
where the growth of organized retailing and growth in the consumption by 
the Indian population is going to take a higher growth trajectory. The Indian 
population is witnessing a significant change in its demographics. A large 
young working population with median age of 24 years, nuclear families in 
urban areas, along with increasing workingwomen population and emerging 
opportunities in the services sector arc going to be the key growth drivers 
of the organized retail sector in India.

6.6.2 Growth of Retail Sector in India
Retail and real estate are the two booming sectors of India in the present 
times. And if industry experts are to be believed, the prospects of both the 
sectors are mutually dependent on each other. Retail, one of Indiaii‘/4s largest 
industries, has presently emerged as one of the most dynamic and fast paced 
industries of our times with several players entering the market. Accounting 
for over 10 per cent of the country!^‘/4s GDP and around eight per cent of 
the employment retailing in India is gradually inching its way toward 
becoming the next boom industry.

As the contemporary retail sector in India is reflected in sprawling 
shopping centers, multiplex- malls and huge complexes offer shopping, 
entertainment and food all under one roof, the concept of shopping has 
altered in terms of format and consumer buying behavior, ushering in a 
revolution in shopping in India. This has also contributed to large-scale 
investments in the real estate sector with major national and global players 
investing in developing the infrastructure and construction of the retailing 
business. The trends that are driving the growth of the retail sector in 
India are

• Low share of organized retailing
• Falling real estate prices
• Increase in disposable income and customer aspiration
• Increase in expenditure for luxury items (CHART)
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Another credible factor in the prospects of the retail sector in India 
is the increase in the young working population. In India, hefty pay packets, 
nuclear families in urban areas, along with increasing working-women 
population and emerging opportunities in the services sector. These key 
factors have been the growth drivers of the organized retail sector in India 
which now boast of retailing almost all the preferences of life - Apparel & 
Accessories, Appliances, Electronics, Cosmetics and Toiletries, Home & 
Office Products, Travel and Leisure and many more. With this the retail 
sector in India is witnessing rejuvenation as traditional markets make way 
for new formats such as departmental stores, hypermarkets, supermarkets 
and specialty stores.

NOTES

Retail Space Distribution In Delhi, NCR
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The retailing configuration in India is fast developing as shopping 
malls are increasingly becoming familiar in large cities. When it comes to 
development of retail space specially the malls, the Tier II cities are no 
longer behind in the race. If development plans till 2007 is studied it shows 
the projection of 220 shopping malls, with 139 malls in metros and the 
remaining 81 in the Tier II cities. The government of states like Delhi and 
National Capital Region (NCR) are very upbeat about permitting the use 
of land for commercial development thus increasing the availability of land 
for retaU space; thus making NCR render to 50% of the malls in India.

India is being seen as a potential goldmine for retail investors from 
over the world and latest research has rated India as the top destination • 
for retailers for an attractive emerging retail market. Indiaii,!4s vast middle 
class and its almost untapped retail industry are key attractions for global 
retail giants wanting to enter newer markets. Even though India has well 
over 5 million retail outlets, the country sorely lacks anything that can 
resemble a retailing industry in the modern sense of the term. This presents 
international retailing specialists with a great opportunity. The organized 
retail sector is expected to grow stronger than GDP growth in the next 
five years driven by changing lifestyles, burgeoning income and favorable 
demogrephic outline.
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Traditionally retailing in India can be traced to
The emergence of the neighborhood 'PCirana’ stores catering to the
convenience of the consumers
Era of government support for rural retail: Indigenous franchise model 
of store chains run by Khadi & Village Industries Commission 

1980s experienced slow change as India began to open up economy. 
-Textiles sector with companies like Bombay Dyeing, Raymond’s, S 
Kumar’s and Grasim first saw the emergence of retail chains.
Later Titan successfully created an organized retailing concept and 
established a series of showrooms for its premium watches.
The latter half of the 1990s saw a fresh wave of entrants with a shift 
from Manufactures to Pure Retailers.
For e.g. Food World, Subhiksha and Nilgiris in food and FMCG; Planet 
M and Music World in music; Crossword and Fountainhead in books. 
Post 1995 onwards saw an emergence of shopping centers.
Mainly in urban areas, with facilities like car parking. - 
Targeted to provide a complete destination experience for all segments 
of society
Emergence of h5T3er and super markets trying to provide customer 
with 3 Ys - Value, Variety and Volume.
Expanding target consumer segment: The Sachet revolution • 
example of reaching to the bottom of the pyramid.
At year end of 2000 the size of the Indian organized retail industry 
is estimated at Rs. 13,000 crore.

NOTES

6.7.1 Retailing Format in India
Malls; The largest form of organized retailing today. Located mainly in metro 
cities, in proximity to urban outskirts. Ranges from 60,000 sq ft to 7,00,000 sq 
ft and above. They lend an ideal shopping experience with an amalgamation of 
product, service and entertainment, aU under a common roof. Examples include 
Shoppers Stop, Piramyd, and Pantaloon.

Specialty Stores: Chains such as the Bangalore based Kids Kemp, the 
Mumbai books retailer Crossword, RPG’s Music World and the Times Group’s 
music chain Planet M, are focusing on specific market segments and have 
established themselves strongly in their sectors.

Discount Stores: As the name suggests, discount stores or factory outlets, 
offer discounts on the MRP through selling in bulk reaching economies of scale 
or excess stock left over at the season. The product category can range from a 
variety of perishable/ non-perishable goods.
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Department Stores: Large stores ranging from 20000-50000 sq. ft, 
catering to a variety of consumer needs. Further classified into localized 
departments such as .clothing, toys, home, groceries, etc. Departmental 
Stores are expected to take over the apparel business from exclusive brand 
showrooms. Among these, the biggest success is K Raheja’s Shoppers Stop, 
which started in Mumbai and now has more than seven large stores (over 
30,000 sq. ft)‘ across India and even has its own in store brand for clothes 
called Stop.

Hyper marts/Supermarkets: Large self-service outlets, catering to 
varied shopper needs are termed as Supermarkets. These are located in or 
near residential high streets. These stores today contribute to 30% of all 
food & grocery organized retail sales. Super Markets can further be 
classified in to mini supermarkets typically 1,000 sq ft to 2,000 sq ft and 
large supermarkets ranging from of 3,500 sq ft to 5,000 sq ft. having a strong 
focus on food & grocery and personal sales.

Convenience Stores: These are relatively small stores 400-2,000 sq. 
feet located near residential areas. They stock a limited range of high- 
turnover convenience products and are usually open for extended periods 
during the day, seven days a week. Prices are slightly higher due to the 
convenience premium.

MBO’s: Multi Brand outlets, also known as Category Killers, offer 
several brands across a single product category. These usually do well in 
busy market places and Metros.

India's Number of Domestic Grocery Chains and Early Foreign Entrants
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6.7.2 Challenges & Opportunities
Retailing has seen such a transformation over the past decade that its very 
definition has undergone a sea change. No longer can a manufacturer rely on 
sales to take place by ensuring mere availability of his product. Today, retailing 
is about so much more than mere merchandising. It’s about casting customers 
in a story, reflecting their desires and aspirations, and forging long-lasting 
relationships. As the Indian consumer evolves they expects more and more at 
each and every time when they steps into a store. Retail today has changed from 
selling a product or a service to selling a hope, an aspiration and above all an 
experience that a consumer would like to repeat.

For manufacturers and service providers the emerging opportunities in 
urban markets seem to lie in capturing and delivering better value to the 
customers through retail. For instance, in Chennai CavinKare’s LimeLite, 
Marico’s Kaya Skin Chnic and Apollo Hospital’s Apollo Pharmacies are examples, 
to name a few, where manufacturers/service providers combine their own 
manufactured products and services with those of others to generate value 
hitherto unknown. The last mile connect seems to be increasingly lively and 
experiential. Also, manufacturers and service providers face an exploding rural 
market yet only marginally tapped due to difficulties in rural retailing. Only 
innovative concepts and models may survive the test of time and investments. 
However, manufacturers and service providers will also increasingly face 
a host of specialist retailers, who are characterized by use of modern 
management techniques, backed with seemingly unlimited financial 
resources. Organized retail appears inevitable.
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Retailing in India is currently estimated to be a' US$ 200 billion 
industry, of which organized retailing makes up a paltry 3 percent or US$ 
6.4 billion. By 2010, organized retail is projected to reach US$ 23 billion. 
For retail industry in India, things have never looked better and brighter. 
Challenges to the manufacturers and service providers would abound when 
market power shifts to organized retail.

Retailing designerwear in department stores seems to be a productive 
business proposition as, according to estimates of a report on the Indian fashion 
designing industry by Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
(Assocham), about 60 per cent of male shoppers and 72 per cent of female 
shoppers in India prefer shopping for designerwear in department stores.

The report says that 46 per cent of male buyers and 38 per cent of female 
buyers vouch for exclusive brand showrooms.. The frequency of purchase is the 
highest amongst youngsters, though women in the 41 to 50 years age group are 
also big shoppers. The northern and western regions of India account for the 
highest shopping for designer apparel.

According to the estimates, the Indian fashion designing industry is

Apparal Marketing 
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Figure 6.5: The macro-environment

expected to create additional employment opportunities for around 50,000 
skilled professionals including fashion designers and merchandisers. The 
industry is also poised to touch around Rs. 750 crore by 2012 from the 
present estimated level of less than Rs. 290 crore.

GLOBAL FASHION INDUSTRY 

Growth of Fashion Industry in India
Between 2008 and 2012, the Indian fashion industry is expected to grow 
178%, and reach USD 189 MM by 2012
The growth of the Indian fashion industry is highlighted by the increase 
in the number of large fashion events (from 1 in 2004 to 5 in 2008) 

Industry growth in India is mainly driven by the growing exposure of 
domestic designers at international forums, but growth is also supported 
•by other factors such as the launch of focused business education courses 
for emerging designers and the establishment of an industry association.
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KEY GROWTH DRIVERS
• The Indian fashion industry has gained 

international acclaim and recognition at 
several global forums. This has also 
helped attract a large number oi 
international clients to the country.

• Ritu Beri, an internationally renowned 
Indian designer, has presented her work 
in various international fashion weeks, 
including the those held in the US, 
London, Paris, Mumbai, and Bangalore.

• Rising affluence has increased brand 
awareness among Indian consumers. 
According to the “Nielsen Global Luxury 
Brands Study”, India is among the most 
brand conscious countries in the world, 
with 35% of Indian survey respondents 
reporting to buy designer brands.

• The Indian School of Business (ISB) 
launched a program on ‘Business of Fashion: 
Strategic Brand Management’ in 2005

• In 2008, a group of domestically 
established designers founded the 
Fashion Foundation of India (FFI). The 
aim of the association is to assist 
designers and fashion manufacturers in 
growing the Indian fashion industry at 
international level.

International Recognition 
of Domestic Designers

NOTES

Consumer Brand Awareness

Other Factors

6.8 POLITICAL CLIMATE

Politics and law might seem a world away from fashion but both can have 
extensive consequences for manufacturers. With such globalized sourcing of 
suppliers, world political events can aid or hamper the acquisition of supplies. 
A new legal requirement, be it in the product or the methods of manufacture, 
can have a make or break effect for some companies.

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the Multi-Fibre 
Agreement
The Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Textile, popularly known 
as the MFA, is an international agreement that regulated imports of textile 
and clothing products into western industrialized countries from low cost, 
mainly developing countries. Operating under the auspices of the General
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Figure 6.6: Copying of Fashion

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the MFA currently has 43 
signatories, the EU counting as one. Until January 2005, under the system 
most imports of textiles and clothing into developed countries were subject 
to detailed quantitative ceilings, implemented through a combination of 
import and export licences. The MFA was therefore unique in international 
regulation of trade in industrial products in that it was a formal departure 
from the free trade principles of GATT. Especially as there is no regulation 

exports from industrialized countries to low-cost producers and there 
are no regulations between the EU and USA.

Originally signed in 1973, the MFA has been renewed on several 
occasions^ most recently in 1994 in Uruguay where an agreement was made 
to phase out the quotas over a 10-year period which ended on 1 January 
2005. This regulated, gradual dismantling of three decades of protection 
for western textile and clothing industries has had a huge impact on the 
UK clothing market, probably even more so than for some of its other EU 
partner’s countries for whom imports from developing countries as well as 
exports to them would grow. However during 2005 imports from China 
quickly grew by more than 100% for many items and so the EU set up its 
own quotas to control the influx of Chinese clothing and footwear. In a 
hurry to beat the deadline for new quotas, Chinese manufacturers speeded • 
up imports and quickly exceeded their full years’ quota. Consequently 75 
million items of Chinese manufactured clothing were held in European 
ports until a resolution for their release was reached in August 2005. Whilst, 
many of the items were school uniform required by retailers for sales prior 
to the autumn school term, there was also a large amount of underwear 
leading to the dispute being called the ‘Bra Wars’. These new agreed quotas 
will last until 2007.

on

Legal aspects: children’s nightwear and other safety considerations 
All children’s nightdresses and dressing gowns, including threads and 
trimmings, have to comply with British Standard BS 5722. Those which do 
not must be labeUed ‘keep away from fire’. While manufacturers had two years 
to comply completely with this standard, some were still taken unawares. 
Hoods on children’s coats and jackets can no longer be drawn by a cord for 
fear of strangulation or being caught in something such as a fairground 
roundabout, which ,could result in the child being dragged along by the cord.
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Minimum wage
The introduction of the minimum wage in 1995 undoubtedly affected UK 
clothing manufacturers. Labour costs in North Africa and the Far East 
showed a widening gap from UK labour costs and many British clothing 
manufacturers set up their own units abroad, initially favouring Morocco, 
Tunisia and Sri Lanka, and more recently moving further afield mainly to 
China. British and European manufacturers also have to conform to a more . 
stringent set of legal obligations and working standards than many other 
countries.

NOTES

Copyright
Any design is the creative work of the designer - it is an original and 
priced as such. Imitation can be said to be the highest form of flattery, but 
it is unlikely that any designers who have had their creations copied would 

. agree. There are essentially two types of copying, either of a logo or of a 
design, as shown in Figure 6.6. Both are very frustrating and often it is too 
late to do anything about it when, or if, the copying is discovered.

Logo copying might be imitations of the Lacoste crocodile, Mickey 
Mouse T-shirts or the copy of a registered design feature such as the Levi’s 
stitching marks. Copies of this type are an infringement of trademark and 
the perpetrator can be sued. Design copying can happen in one of two ways: 
first, before the garment is on general release, the thief can sketch designs 
at a fashion show, or steal the design sketches, computer tapes or discs 
from the designer’s place of work, or even steal the actual garments. This 
can mean that the copies get into the shops at the same time as or even 
before the original. Secondly, designs can be copied once they are already 
in the stores.

Copies are usually cheaper and of inferior quality to the original and 
can give the original designer many problems. First, they will lose sales to 
the cheaper versions. At first sight the copies may not seem any different 
to the unsuspecting buyer who usually would go for the cheaper version. 
Frequently it is only after wearing the garment or more particularly 
washing it that the quality differences become apparent. Fabrics do not 
wash or clean as well and seams will not hold as well. These quality 
differences can lead the original designer to get an unjustly poor reputation 
among the consumers who think that they are buying original labels.

Retailers could be criticized for encouraging this practice. Now that 
goods can be produced very quickly, high street stores pride themselves on 
having high fashion ‘copies’ available within their stores only days after 
they have been seen on the catwalks. Fashion magazines often have features, 
such as the Sunday Times’ Style magazine’s ‘skinted and minted’, showing 
their readers how to get a designer look at a fraction of the price by buying 
from high street stores. It is very difficult to decide at what point these 
items are blatant copies or merely following a fashion trend.
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Copying of designs is not new. In 1975 the Fashion Design Protection 
Association was set up by Achilleas Constantinou of Ariella Fashion after 
he saw many of his designs in stores that he knew his company had not 
supplied. This was subsequently taken up by the British Clothing Industry 
Association (BCIA) who lobbied to get the Department of Trade and 
Industry to bring out the Copjright Designs and Patents Act in 1988. The 
aim of this Act is ‘to protect creativity without restricting competition'. 
Designers are encouraged to claim copyright of their designs by signing 
and dating their original drawings. However, designs are often copied and 
sold in other countries without the designer ever knowing, although the 
effect might be felt in decreased sales and reputation. So these laudable 
efforts have.not really solved the problem. Aside from the practical 
difficulties of time and cost in pursuing legal actions against the suppliers, 
there is still the problem of deciding when a fashion house is merely 
following a trend and when it is breaking the law.

One solution, used by Levi’s, is to monitor the market outlets 
constantly, to make life harder for the counterfeiters. This may not be 
possible for a smaller company, especially when any monitoring has to be 
done internationally. Most of the copies are made abroad, to enable cheaper . 
manufacture and avoid copyright laws. Another tactic used by Levi’s is to 
tightly control the distribution of their red label tag stitched into all their 
jeaiis. They count out an exact number for their manufacturers and require 
exactly that number of pairs of jeans back from them, so preventing the , 
manufacturer from producing overruns and selling them as originals.

Such is the problem that in November 1999 the Consumer Affairs 
Minister, Dr Kim Howells, attended the Sports Industries Federation ‘War 
on Counterfeiting’ conference in London. He pledged to ‘Crack down on 
the “Mafia Gangsters” who peddle counterfeit sportswear costing the 
economy billions of pounds. Consumers need to know that fake goods are 
dangerous and damaging and rarely last as long as the genuine article’. 
Many companies are trying to do this crackdown themselves. Mulberry, 
the Bond Street producer of original leather handbag designs, took out 17 
legal actions against retailers for copying their designs; only one reached 
court as the other 16 were all settled out of court. In all cases Mulberry 
won, either compensation or at least the withdrawal and destruction of 
stock.

Apparal Marketing 
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NOTES

6.9 CONGLOMERATION

A conglomerate is a combination of two or more corporations engaged in 
entirely different businesses that fall under one corporate structure (a 
corporate group), usually involving a parent company and several (or many) 
subsidiaries. Often, a conglomerate is a multi-industry company. 
Conglomerates are often large and multinational.
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Conglomerates were popular in the 1960s due to a combination of 
low interest rate(s) and a repeating bear/bull market, which allowed the 
conglomerates to buy companies in leveraged buyouts, sometimes at 
temporarily deflated values. Famous examples from the 1960s include Ling- 
Temco-Vought, ITT Corporation, Litton Industries, Textron, Teledyne, Gulf 
and Western Industries, and Transamerica. As long as the target company 
had profits greater than the interest on the loans, the overall return on 
investment (ROI) of the conglomerate appeared to grow. Also, the 
conglomerate had a better ability to borrow in the money market, or Capital 
market, than the smaller firm at their community bank.

For many years this was enough to make the company’s stock price 
rise, as companies were often valued largely on their ROI. The aggressive 
nature of the conglomerates themselves was enough to make many 
investors, who saw a “powerful” and- seemingly unstoppable force in 
business, buy their stock. High stock prices allowed them to raise more 
loans, based on the value of their stock, and thereby buy even more companies. 
This led to a chain reaction, which allowed them to grow very rapidly.

However, all of this growth was somewhat illusory. When interest 
rates rose to offset inflation, the profits of the conglomerates fell. Investors 
noticed that the companies inside the conglomerate were growing no faster 
than before they were purchased, whereas the rationale for buying a 
company was that “synergies” would provide efficiency. By the late 1960s 
they were shunned by the market, and a major sell-off of their shares 
ensued. To keep the companies going, many conglomerates were forced to 
shed the industries they had purchased recently, and by the mid-1970s most 
had been reduced to shells. The conglomerate fad was subsequently replaced 
by newer ideas like focusing on a compands core competency.

In other cases, conglomerates are formed for genuine interests of 
diversification rather than manipulation of paper ROI. Companies with 
this orientation would only make acquisitions or start new branches in 
other sectors when they believe this will increase profitability or stability 
by sharing risks. Flush with cash during the 1980s, General Electric also 
moved into-financing and financial services, which in 2005 accounted for 
about 45% of the company’s net earnings. GE also owns a minority interest 
in NBC Universal, which owns the NBC television network and several 
cable networks. In some ways GE is the opposite of the “typical” 1960s 
conglomerate in that the company was not highly leveraged, and when 
interest rates went up they were able to turn this to their advantage, as it 
was often less expensive to lease from GE than buy new equipment using 
loans. United Technologies has also proven to be a successful conglomerate.

With the spread of mutual funds (especially index funds since 1976), 
investors could more easily obtain diversification by owning a small slice 
of many companies in a fund rather than owning shares in a conglomerate.

Another example of a successful conglomerate is Warren Buffett’s 
Berkshire Hathaway, a . holding company which used surplus capital from

NOTES
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The end of the First World War caused a brief economic crisis in 
Weimar Germany, permitting entrepreneurs to buy businesses at rock- 
bottom prices. The most successful, Hugo Stinnes, established the most 
powerful private economic conglomerate in 1920s Europe — Stinnes 
Enterprises - which embraced sectors as diverse as manufacturing, mining, 
shipbuilding, hotels, newspapers, and other enterprises.

The best known British conglomerate was Hanson pic. It followed a 
rather different timescale than the US examples mentioned above, as it 
was founded in 1964 and ceased to be a conglomerate when it split itself 
into four separate listed companies between 1995 and 1997.

In Hong Kong, two most well-known conglomerates are the Swire 
Group and Jardine Matheson, both are British-owned companies that have 
a history of over 100 years and have business interests that span across 
four continents with a focus in Asia. Swire Group (or Swire Pacific) controls 
a wide range of businesses, including property (Swire Properties), aviation 
(i.e. Cathay Pacific and Dragonair), beverages (bottler of Coca Cola), 
shipping and trading. Jardine Matheson operates businesses in the fields 
of property, finance, trading, retail and hotel (i.e. Mandarin Oriental).

In Japan, a different model of conglomerate, the keiretsu, evolved. 
Whereas the Western model of conglomerate consists of a single corporation 
with multiple subsidiaries controlled by that corporation, the companies 
in a keiretsu are linked by interlocking shareholdings and a central role of 
a bank. Mitsubishi is one of Japan’s best known keiretsu, reaching from 
automobile manufacturing to the production of electronics such as 
televisions.

In South Korea, Chaebol is a type of conglomerate owned and operated 
by a family. A chaebol is also inheritable, as most of current presidents of 
chaebols succeeded their fathers or grandfathers. Some of the well-known 
Korean chaebols are Samsung, LG and Hyundai Kia Automotive Group.

The era of Licence Raj (1947-1990) in India created some of Asia’s 
largest conglomerates, such as the Tata Group, Kirloskar Group, Larsen & 
Toubro, Mahindra Group, Sahara India, ITC Limited, Essar Group, Reliance 
ADA Group, Reliance Industries, Aditya Birla Group and the Bharti 
Enterprises.

NOTES

Advantages- of Conglomeration
Diversification results in a reduction of investment risk. A downturn 
suffered by one subsidiary, for instance, can be counterbalanced by 
stability, or even expansion, in another division. In other words, if 
Berkshire Hathaway’s construction materials business has a bad year, 
the loss might be offset by a good year in its insurance business. 
This advantage is enhanced by the fact that the business cycle affects 
industries in different ways. Financial Conglomerates have very 
different compliance requirements from insurance or reinsurance

6.9.1
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solo entities or groups. There are very important opportunities that 
can be .exploited, to increase shareholder value.
A conglomerate creates an internal capital market if the external 
one is not developed enough. Through the internal market, different 
parts of conglomerate allocate capital more effectively.
A conglomerate can show earnings growth, by acquiring companies 
whose shares are more discounted than its own. In fact, Teledyne, 
GE, and Berkshire Hathaway have delivered high earnings growth 
for a time.

NOTES

Disadvantages of conglomeration 
The extra layers of management increase costs.
Accounting disclosure is less useful information, many numbers are 
disclosed grouped, rather than separately for each business. The 
complexity of a conglomerate’s accounts make them harder for 
managers, investors and regulators to analyze, and makes it easier 
for management to hide things.
Conglomerates can trade at a discount to the overall individual value 
of their businesses because investors can achieve diversification on 
their own simply by purchasing multiple stocks. The whole is often 
worth less than the sum of it's parts.
Culture clashes can destroy value. >
Inertia prevents development of innovation.
Lack of focus, and inability to manage unrelated businesses equally 
well.

Some cite the decreased cost of conglomerate stock (a phenomenon known 
as conglomerate discount) as evidential of these disadvantages, while other 
traders believe this tendency to be a market inefficiency, which undervalues 
the true strength of these stocks.

6.9.2

6.10 INTERNATIONALIZATION

In common with other sectors of the retail trade, concentration in the fashion 
retail market has increased over the years. All three market segments described 
above are dominated by variety chains and multiples except at the designer 
level. Clothing retailing in the India is perhaps most concentrated in the world. 
The top five companies in both womens wear and menswear account for over 
40% of total sales. In the childrens wear market the top five retailers account 
for over 40% of sales. This has been achieved through economies of scale, e.g. 
buying power, promotional spending and managerial expertise.- It has been 
suggested that customers who want something other than the mass produced 

. and marketed clothes provided by the major retailers will enable a 
considerable independent sector to thrive. Others point to entrepreneurial
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In this context those retailers who try to combine an element of 
exclusivity and the benefits of scale by trading from a limited number of . 
outlets, such as Fashion Paradise, seem to have done relatively well in 
recent years. Multiple clothing retailers (with 10 or more branches) have 
over .25% of the market, variety chains slightly less and independents about 
15%, Department stores, the last major grouping, have approximately a 
7% market share.

NOTES

6.11 CONCENTRATION

It is the augmentation in fashion trends in India that revolutionized the 
merchandising system in retail industry. Brands in apparel, textiles, jewelry, 
accessories, footwear, cosmetics and salons raised the business more than Rs 
40,000 crore.

The Indian retail market is evolving rapidly. It is palpable that now 
Indian retail industry requires lots more of fashion. The organized retailing 
is developing at breakneck speed. It is amicable to all that fashion is a vital 
part of both the retail industry as well as the . brands. Fashion has led the 
retail industry boom and it has sustained its dominance in every malls, 
markets and stores.

Since the spread-out of malls is increasing, .the major issue will be 
how to organize fashion retails industry, has potential of making Rs 50,000cr 
business by the year 2007. Indian retail would cover-up 50mn sq ft by 2007 
of sales space countrywide, and nearly 50 % of the total space would be 
assigned for fashion retailing. It is anticipated that about Rs 20,000cr retail 
sales would be coming-in from the fashion retailing. A population of over 
one .billion, a massive consumer class, India is considered as the most 
preferred destinations for investments..

Apparel and textiles makes the biggest segment in retailing sectors, 
and if we accumulate all the other related segments such as jewelry, 
cosmetics, watches, health & beauty care etc at one single platform, then 
fashion would account nearly 60 % of the total retail sector.

With radically changing fashion and retail industry, the Indian 
consumers are facing considerable transformation. With an increase income 
levels and increasing attitude. “LOOK GOOD • FEEL GOOD”, fashion is 
offering huge potential to penetrate deeper into the untouched Indian 
markets.

Fashions will account nearly 95% in total sales in the department 
stores, while imhypermarkets such as Big Bazaar the share could be about 
70%. Fashion apparel has been the significant segment in the terms of 
evolution in Indian retail industry, not due to its size but the way it has 
influenced lifestyle of the Indian people. It was apparel that led multi-
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national brands to explore and invest in the Indian market^ which led the 
ball rolling to rearrange the retail industry.

Few key factors that shaped the fashion retail industry are listed 
. below: NOTES

Massive spread-out of the malls, hyper markets and supermarkets 
throughout the country, even in non-metro cities.

• Mergei'S and acquisitions, which let huge brands to participate in the 
local market.

• The. advantages by the elimination of\global textile quotas in 2005.
• Expansion strategies of brands and retailers.
• Many international brands march into domestic markets.
• Many brands performed well in the mass segment.
• Boom in luxury retail segment.
• Indian fashion designers marked their names at International platforms.
• Considerable expenditure on ad and marketing by apparel brands.
• Enhanced merchandising let the companies to enhance consumer 

relations.

Few points on which retailers and brands should mull over:
• Collaborative tie-ups with non-competent services providers and 

brands.
• Offer value-added products, not cash discounts.
• Offer uniform sizing throughout the country.
• Offer personalized services.
•• Concentrate on particular buyer or market segment. Take action to 

fulfill the demands.
• Try to become exclusive stores for specific brands and adopt shop-in-shop 

system.
• Place well behaved, polite and trained sales staff to manage counters.
• Go for organized merchandising format for your company.
• Avoid offering all at once. Introduce products assortments in a phase 

manner with latest trends.
• Try to get feedback from the consumer on “What they want?”

Review of some of the retail industry players on the attained 
targets and their wishes for the current year:

6.11.1 Benetton 
Achieved Target:-

• Successfully reestablished its place in the market, with opening 22 
stores.

• Higher development - In fact the highest of all segments and 
categories.
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• Enhanced brand image from small to huge format flagship. 

Wishes:-
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People' should enhance living standard, moving to' mono-brand from 
multi-brand outlets.
Excellent training and salaries to sales staff and be more mass- 
oriented.
Expand in 5 lakh plus towns, providing .similar buying experience. 
Looking for continues support from the consumers and to emerge 
as fastest evolving brarid.
To enhance team’s performance in coming years.

NOTES

6.11.2 Blackberrys 
Achieved targets:-

• Take a lead in the dress-up segment that features dressing for 
occasion, success etc in trousers, and also in men’s suits.

• Concentrated on top around 70 MBOs and trying to deliver better.

• Enhancing perform of team - planning to establish systems to make 
them more productive and glad.

Wishes:-

• To implement system for on-time deliveries.

• To put scissors on product assortment in terms of the number of 
styles - which will led' company to serve better to fewer customers,

• Excellent outsourcing with making dedicated team to take care of
it.

6.11.3 Forbes Gokak

Achieved Targets:-
• In a span of less than two years, Daks brand has been successful to 

hit the Indian market despite of being a foreign brand.
• Managed tie-up arrangements for manufacturing Daks brand in India 

and Central Europe.
• Also signed agreements for Trussardi and Savile Row.

Wishes’.-

To be a front runner in the Indian apparel market.
To add 25 more stores.
Allure entire high-end women class to wear Trussardi. 

Enhance sales staff performance.
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6.11.4 Gini & Jony

Achieved Targets:-

• Signed agreement with Reliance

• Signed license agreement for its kidswear brand ‘Levi’s Sykes’.

NOTES

• Increased production capacities at Daman and Baddi.

Wishes:-

• Tb get recognition as global brand in the international market.
• Tb create a different brand identity for all in related segments.
• Establish entire lifestyle stores for kids, under .the brand Gini & 

Jony.
• Pull down Custom duties on accessories and fabrics etc.

6.11.5 Modelama Exports 
Achieved Targets:-

• Expanded product assortment mix and added knits, which was 
entirely woven product base before.

• Arranged tie-ups with some global brands, such as J Jill, Tommy 
Hilfiger, Hugo Boss and Marks & Spencer.

• Increased capacity to attain a 40% growth rate comparing to the 
previous year.

Wishes:-
To train workers (sewing, inspection and finishing).
To work close with fashion institutes like NIFT to revise and develop 
fashion trends.
To introduce a brand, which is competitive, enduring and reliable product. 
To introduce' specialized product assortment, featuring all-weather 
conditioner and change character consequently to match the consumer 
demands.
To develop a stage where high-tech technology is available to small and 
medium scale producers so that they can enhance quality standards.

6.11.6 Pantaloons 

Achieved Targets:-
• Started Asset Management Companies.
• Launched Big Bazaars in remote towns like Sangli.

Wishesi-
• Reaching a target business of two and a half thousand crores in 2006- 

07 fiscal.
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• Identify and present the consumers’ fashion requirement.
• Dominate the in all fashion segments like lifestyle, premium and 

value. .
• Introduce or acquire new brands in fashion.
• To rope-in best fashion industry veterans.

t

NOTES

6.11.7 Piramyd 
Achieved Targets:-

• Emerged steadily in the market - launched stores at Ahmedabad 
and Ludhiana, and planning three more in coming months.

• Introduced new brand “Trumart” with three stores in Mumbai and 
four in Pune.

• The IPO got oversubscribed by nearly 12 times that generated about 
Rs 108 crore.

Wishes:-
• To Launch FDI for least lifestyle retail, this will lead Indian fashion 

designers to think globally.
• Create enhanced retail space for high-end retail.
• To make Fashion Alliance more practical and a reality to make sure 

that it gains momentum.
• To make fashion more affordable with a better ambience.

6.11.8 Raymond 
Achieved Targets:-

• Launched EBOs for all brands.
• Successfully introduced new-product assortment such as non-iron 

shirt in Park Avenue and new suit ranges to uphold brand image.
• Also introduced the womenswear and kidswear collection.

Wishes:-
• To launch a magazine on fashion.
• Begin a fashion week.
• Expand in US market,
• To launch a website that talks about lifestyle and fashion.

6.11.9 Sports Station 
Achieved Targets:-

• Successfully introduced two brands: H20 Plus and CPS Clothing.
• In a move to concentrate on expansion and new concepts for brands, 

the company has signed agreements with global brands such as Nike 
and Levi’s.

• Launched MBO for leather shoes “Shoe Tree.”
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Wishes:-
Tb present new concept, where both international and local brands 
can be presented under single roof.
Expand product assortment in luxury, premium and affordable 
segments.
Duty validation, especially in footwear which is at a 12.5 % as 
compared to apparel which is at only 4 %.
Validating countervailing duty (CVD) which is at of 60 %.

NOTES

6.12 MASS MARKET GENERALISTS

In many ways, from urban design and marketing campaigns to environmental 
policy and disaster response, we constantly see this fable being played out in 
real life, with both thoughts and actions being considered only in piecemeal 
isolation by specialists, interconnectedness eludes us, especially in our 
organizations.

While many individuals have relished the opportunity to expand their 
minds in breadth and depth to be creative generalists, or versatilists, in this 
especially exciting time of human knowledge, organizations, on the other hand, 
have struggled-to adopt the same flexibility. Few companies are able to retain 
their niche-market focus while simultaneously considering tangents. These 
tangents may be only remotely related to their core business but may somehow 
connect with something else to form a great idea. Companies must therefore 
rely on individuals and small teams to tap into the benefits of creative generalism. 
The delicate balance here is for organizations to maintain their creative focus 
without losing out on discovering an inspired idea that may transcend an 
industry. The twO;Viewpoints can and should be linked, but frequently they are 
seen only as an 6ither-or deal.

6.12.1 What Generalists Do?

PossibilityyVander and Wonder
Entertain curiosity and ask unasked questions 

Synthesize and Summarize 
Eonnect the dots and present corhplex information succinctly

Ideas
Fake a simple insight and find a transcending application

People

Information

^ink and I.ieap

vlix and Match
Vlake worlds collide and harness collaborative energies

WorldviewExperience and Empathize 
Jnderstand humanity and life’s many interrelationships
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If you think about it, the most lively debate happening all over the 
business world is exactly about which approach is better for an industry 
and an organization: a generalized approach or a specialized approach? It's 
a debate that goes to the very core of how industries, companies and , 
individuals should be positioned for the future: as settlers or as pioneers. 
Should we wear the technical badge and become trusted, impartial and 
independent specialists suppliers in a given field? Or should we be clients’ 
trusted advisor, pioneering business practice and actively leading the way? 
We live in an interconnected world, one in which information and 
knowledge have become vital to how we work, play, and live. Creativity 
and imagination are two of the most coveted qualities of modern 
organizations and active thinkers, alike. So called “soft” attributes like 
empathy, context, perspective, inspiration, systems dynamics, and lifelong 
learning have risen to the level of imperative.

The last decade has seen a powerful emergence of ideas and a recognition 
that one must actively look beyond the status quo, seek new ground, and find 
the courage to take the inherent risks of delivering a new idea to the world. 
With this emergence, a movement has grown. It’s been gradual and quiet so far, 
but this movement is gathering steam and is about ready to explode. We now 
see more hybrid-topic magazines, more innovation and creativity consultancies, 
more boundary-less design studios, more universities strongly emphasizing cross- 
disciplinary study, and even a few more market analysts that study the world 
as much as the stock ticker. The movement is generalism -open-minded, diversity 
seeking, intersectional-thinking, holistic generalism. It’s led by a group of people 
who once thrived in intellectual and craft circles, but who were, until quite 
recently, becoming an endangered species.
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6.13 WAREHOUSE CLUBS

A warehouse club is a retail store, usually seUing a wide variety of merchandise, 
in which customers are required to buy large, wholesale quantities of the store’s 
products, which makes these clubs attractive to both bargain hunters and small 
business owners. The clubs are able to keep prices low due to the no-frills format 
of the stores. In addition, customers may be required to pay annual membership 
fees in order to shop.

The concept is similar to the consumers’ cooperative supermarkets found 
in Europe, though using bigger stores and not co-operatively owned. The use of 
members’ prices without co-operative ownership is also sometimes used in bars 
and casinos.

For years, warehouse clubs have been attracting customers looking 
to stock their homes with cans of tunafish and rolls of toilet paper by the 
dozens and at a discount. We decided to see for ourselves whether the 
discounts and shopping experiences justify the membership fees and the 
trip to the clubs’ often far-flung locations. We visited BJ’s Wholesale Club,
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Costco Wholesale, and Sam’s Club over two days in mid-May. For 
comparison, we hit a Wal-Mart, a non-club retailer known for its bargains. 
(Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is also the parent of Sam’s Club.) Joining the clubs is 
easy and inexpensive, and an individual membership allows for one 
additional name on an account.

Packed with everything from bulk packages of Spam to six-pound tubs 
of tapioca pudding, the clubs bustle on any given day with bargain hunters 
bent on buying 20-pound boxes of frozen King Crab legs or outdoor 
furniture. Samplers hawk snacks while some shoppers push pallet-like carts 
loaded with everything from potting soil to underwear, from cell phones to 
flat-screen TVs.

All the stores offered name brands but frequently cut the best deals 
under their own labels, which include Kirkland at Costco; Member’s Mark, 
Baker’s, and Chef’s at Sam’s; and Berkley and Jensen at BJ’s. Most of- the 
stores had services like, eye examinations and glasses fittings, photo 
development, pharmacies and bakeries that take custom orders. They also 
have car tire and battery sales and installations. The BJ’s we visited, though, 
didn’t have a pharmacy, photo development or car batteries.

On the grocery front, Costco had the most organic and “alternative” 
choices (rice milk in addition to soy milk for nondairy drinkers), the most 
creative “international” foods, and the more upscale selection of beer and 
wine. Sam’s had a surprisingly well-stocked deli, with a range of cheeses 
including Stilton with amaretto. Meat and deli pricing and selections were 
good at all stores, making them great pit stops before barbecues and parties. 
And at Sam’s we made some surprise finds—great deals on coconut milk, 
or bulk chopsticks, alongside 30^pound tubs of mayonnaise.

Outside the food aisles, the stores offered an extensive mix of 
inventory, including electronic equipment, jewelry, handbags, bedding, 
furniture, and kitchen appliances. While good deals were abundant, we 
felt some of the major items available—such as mattresses at BJ’s and 
Costco, or Waterford Crystal in a case near the flat-screen TVs at Costco— 
felt out of place in a warehouse.

As for the prices, we compared the cost of common household items—
. coffee, toilet paper, and soda—at the clubs with those at Wal-Mart. While 

our study was unscientific, the results showed the clubs don’t beat all 
• retailers all the time.

With toilet paper, Wal-Mart won: Its store brand, sold in six packs, 
cost 21 cents a roll. Sam’s per-roll prices range from 43 cents (Member’s 
Mark) to 50.5 cents (Charmin Ultra Soft). BJ’s ranged from 47 cents 
(Charmin) to 50 cents (Berkley and Jensen), and Costco prices ran from 50 
cents (Kirkland) to 60 cents (Charmin Ultra Soft).

In the soda aisle at Wal-Mart, a 24-can case of Coke products cost 
only $5, or about 21 cents a can, while Coke products sold in 32-can cases 
at Costco for $9.69, about 30 cents a can. At Sam’s, the same 32-can case of 
Coke products was $9.44, and $9.39 at BJ’s.

Fashion Marketing 
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The clubs beat Wal-Mart on some coffee prices, which we converted 
from unit to per-pound pricing for comparison. However, Wal-Mart 
spokesman Greg Rossiter notes that comparing per-pound pricing on its 
stores’ smaller packages versus club stores’ larger packages is somewhat 
unfair as larger sizes will always cost less.

At club stores, ground coffee cost between $2.16 (Chock Full o’ Nuts 
at BJ’s) to $3.30 (Kirkland Signature at Costco) and whole bean cost from 
$3.89 (Pleasant Hill.at Costco) to $9.79 (Starbucks at Sam’s). Wal-Mart’s 
ground coffee came in at per-pound prices ranging from $2.33 (Maxwell 
House) to $12.20 (Starbuck’s).

Ultimately, all the stores’ pricing was compelling. In the clubs, we 
saw meat for as little as $2 per pound, great deals on nut butters and 
snack mixes, and deals on everything from vitamins to lawn tools and home 
appliances.

If we had any quibbles with club stores, they’d involve long check-out 
lines and unwieldy shopping carts. Still, bigger packages and bargain pricing 
mean fewer trips to the store, and consistent discounts mean we don’t have 
to hunt for specials at our grocer.

NOTES

6.14 SUBURBAN MALLS

A shopping mall, shopping center, or shopping centre is a building or 
multiple buildings consisting of a complex of shops representing leading 
merchandisers, with interconnecting walkways enabling visitors to easily 
walk from unit to unit and a convenient parking area, a modern version of 
the traditional marketplace.

Modern car-friendly strip malls developed since the 1920s, and 
shopping malls corresponding to the rise of suburban living in the United 
States after World War II have been the subject of the same criticisms 
leveled against suburbanisation and urban sprawl in general.

Mall can refer to either a shopping mall a place where a collection of 
shops all adjoin a pedestrian area or an exclusively pedestrian street that 
allows shoppers to walk without interference from vehicle traffic. Mall is 
generally used in North America to refer to a large shopping area usually 
composed of a single building which contains multiple shops, usually 
“anchored” by one or more department stores surrounded by a parking lot, 
while the term arcade is more often used, especially in Britain, to refer to 
a narrow pedestrian-only street, often covered or between closely spaced 
buildings (see town centre). A larger, often partly covered and exclusively 
pedestrian shopping area is in Britain also termed a shopping centre, 
shopping precinct, or pedestrian precinct.
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The retail marketplace shifts constantly as both manufacturers and dealers 
respond to changing consumer needs and wants with new products and 
services. Because of both demographic and technological changes, it will 
become increasingly common not to separate the time and place of work, 
home, and shopping activities. As Toffer has pointed out in his Third Wave, 
it is becoming popular to work at home as we shift from the industrial to 
post-industrial society. It is also growing popular to shop at home through 
electronic shopping and direct marketing systems.

It will become more and more common to blur the task-driven, time 
and place boundaries among work, home, and shopping activities. 
Consequently, retailing of products and services will have to be offered on 
a 24-hour basis. They will also have to be offered thorough multiple and 
often non-traditional channels of distribution as well as at home through 
electronic shopping programs. In short, for the first time in retailing history, 
the consumer will go to the market and a marketer will go to the consumer 
at the same time. This is quite different from either the wagon days, when 
the retailer went to the consumer, or more contemporary shopping mall 
days, when the consumer comes to the retailer. The specific place of 
transacting with one another will be determined primarily by the trade
offs of costs and benefits to each participants.

In general, however, it can be expected that non-traditional, multiple 
channels of distribution will become more the. norm than the exception. For 
example, telephone and other utility services may be procured from the 
supermarkets and other convenience locations. Financial services may be offered 
without personal interactions and from a long distance through telemarketing 
programs. Eventually, it is very likely that the boundaries between shopping 
and convenience retailers will become blurred sufficiently to change the whole 
pattern of retailing institutions.

Emergence of Specialized Markets: Pluralism in our values, life-styles, 
and behavior is likely to increase because of greater tolerance for individualism 
and personalized consumption. Furthermore, the electronics age permits 
marketers to cater profitability to smaller and smaller market segments. 
Therefore, the next two decades can be expected to bring increasing desire not 
to assimilate unique market segments into the mainstream mass markets but 
to cater to their needs and wants as specialty segments. Furthermore, as the 
economies of scale in manufacturing and marketing are achieved at lower and 
lower capacity levels, the computerized technology will make it more and more 
interesting for retailers to treat these segments as separate specialty 
markets.

NOTES

#*•

The trend is already here. For example, cable and television programs 
and other entertainment media are catering to some of these specialty 
markets. Food companies are marketing ethnic foods in both retail food 
chains and fast-food restaurants. Witness the emergence of theme
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restaurants. It is not at all difficult to imagine the emergence of national 
specialty chains that will cater to the needs of the handicapped and the 
ethnic segments.

One-Stop, Hassle-Free Shopping: As the society becomes 
increasingly time-driven ad as the retailers increasingly broaden their 
business definitions, it is likely that consumers will do one-stop, hassle- 
free shopping for the procurement of products and services. This trend 
has existed for several years now, as is evidenced by the emergence of 
shopping malls and neighborhood shopping centers. However, the failure 
moves will be even more pronounced in this direction as the traditional 
location and supplier boundaries between durables and consumables, and 
between products and services, are also likely to disappear. In short, the 
emergence of hyperstores is here.

NOTES

6.15.1 Coping with the Retail Trends
A healthy corporation is very much like a healthy human being. You must be 
both physically fit and mentally alert to survive and grow despite changing 
physical and social environments. Therefore, a healthy corporation must be 
equally strong in its operations (body) and its managerial leadership (mind). In 
short, an organization must be well balanced between the doers Oine organization) 
and the thinkers (staff organization).
Three managerial areas (mission, strategy, and structure) and three 
operational areas (productivity, professionalism, and customer focus) are 
likely to become significantly important for the corporate retailers.

Most retailers will find it increasingly necessary to understand competitive 
forces outside the industry. These forces are more commonly associated with 
substitute technologies and with the end-user customer producing their own 
products and services than with buying form the market-place. At the same 
time, it will become necessary to redefine businesses more broadly than in the 
past. For example, super markets must redefine their businesses away from the 
grocery products to convenience goods even if they have to deal with very 
different suppliers and very different distributive channels.

Practice Pluralistic Strategies: No single retailing approach is likely 
to be sufficient in the future simply because markets are diverging more and 
more with respect to wants, needs, and buying power. Therefore, a single way 

. of doing business is unlikely to appeal to all market segments. It will be necessary 
for most large retailers to offer multiple product lines with significantly different 
price points and so market their products through multiple channels of 
distributive as well as to develop relationship with the multiple suppliers. 
Most retailers will find it necessary to offer the same assortment of dry 
goods or grocery products through separate outlets.

Decentralize the company: The span of control versus cost of control 
is encouraging increasing decentralization of the corporation. Greater 
autonomy can therefore be provided to individual store locations without 
losing the span of control. The result is. that one can easily eliminate as
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many as two levels of management ranks from the organization without 
jeopardizing the coordination and control objectives.

In general it will become desirable to break up the Neolithic 
organization into separate lines of business (miniprofit centers) based on 
the commonality of manufacturing, distribution, or profit cycles. Not only 
is the decentralized organization more cost-effective; it also enables the 
corporation to focus better on the market and thereby become responsive 
to changing market behavior. This is clearly evident in the retail industry 
where specialty chains are allowed to operate autonomously of the tradition 
of their parent company.

Focus on the Market: With the maturity of the consumer markets 
(experienced consumers and powerful competitors) it is absolutely essential 
that retailers constantly search for win-win situations between the company 
and the marketplace. They must strive to deliver more value to the consumers 
without jeopardizing corporate profitability. It means subordinating technology 
to customers. It means binding the organization (products, distribution, and 
promotion) to fit the marketplace rather than bending the marketplace 
(customers, intermediaries, and competitors) to fit the organization.

While this is an obvious and deceptively simple rule of survival, it is 
as difficult to follow as breaking a habit or going on a diet. Large 
corporations have a way of creating and perpetuating the bureaucracy 
(through their traditions' and work procedures). Indeed, even the top 
management team may need to be replaced by people who can see the 
forest while gazing at the trees. In the retail business, this clearly implies 
shifting away from the corporate buying groups as the major driving power 
to retail store operations as the driving force in the organization. In other 
words, it means shifting away from selling whatever is bought to buying 
whatever the market needs or demands.

Fashion Marketing 
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NOTES

6.15.2 Managing Costs
With the lowering of entry and exit barriers as well as global competitive 
perspectives, it will become necessary for management of large corporations to 
identify cost structures separately for each merchandise-store combination. With 
very large and diverse merchandise lines, it becomes very difficult, if, not 
impossible, to identify and trace various cost components. Furthermore, these 
costs should include all functional activities associated with procurement, 
marketing, and management overheads. Greater financial controls and 
development of on-line, real-time information systems will be required. The two 
most common methods of cost control are functional consolidation and 
automation. The former is an effort to retrain the specialists into 
generalists, and the latter is the replacement of specialists by 
microprocessors.

In the retail industry, these changes can be accomplished only by 
online, computerized sales transactions and mainframe software systems 
that will provide on a daily basis the profitability of each store and each
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and Merchendising sales to profits, and the only way to do so is to keep track of all costs and 

to allocate them to individual merchandise lines and individual stores.
Professionalism of Employees: Finally, there is a need for selective 

recruitment of the work force (both store operations and corporate staff) 
and for inculcating corporate culture through training and incentives (both 
psychological and economic). While it is nice to learn how the Japanese 
excel at managing human resources through quality circles and practicing 
Theory Z principles, the top management of large retail chains will find it 
increasingly necessary to provide charismatic leadership and the 
opportunity for hero worship.

NOTES

6.16 LIMIT TO GROWTH

The Indian textile and clothing industry is one of the largest segments of 
the Indian economy, as it contributes around 14 per cent of total ndustrial 
production, or about 4 per cent of India’s gross domestic product, and about 
17 per cent of the gross export earnings with a very low import intensity. 
The sector directly employees about 35 million people, making it the second 
largest provider of jobs after agriculture. The Indian textile sector is also 
well placed globally. In terms of installed capacity of spinning machinery, it 
ranks second after China, while in weaving it ranks first in plain looms and 
fourth in the shuttleless variety. In raw materials, it ranks third in cotton 
after China and the United States, first in jute, second in silk and fifth in 
synthetic fibres and yarn.

Thus, it can be seen that India is traditionally strong in textile 
production capabilities and in raw materials. However, decades of 
restrictive government policies favoring small-scale operations have led to 
certain structural weaknesses in the sector. Therefore, although India has 
the highest member of weaving looms, the percentage of shuttleless looms 
(which ensure high-quality fabric) to plain looms is hardly 3 per cent 
compared with the world average of 16 per cent. Except for spinning, sectors 

. such as weaving, processing and garment production are predominantly in 
the decentralized sector, thus lacking the advantage of scale. The processing 
and weaving sectors in particular are highly fragmented and technologically 
less advanced.

6.16.1 Trends in Investment and Production
In the post-independence period until the mid-1980s, India followed a 
strong inward-looking policy, using a variety of regulatory mechanisms to 
orient the textile and clothing sector in a key way. A strict industrial 
licensing regime required firms to seek government permission for 
establishing any new operation or the expansion of existing ones, while 
several sectors such as garments, knitting etc., were kept restricted for
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small-scale entrepreneurs, and strict labor laws proved a disincentive for 
expansion. The New Textile Policy relaxed several licensing requirements, 
raised the maximum limits on allowable investment and reduced import 
controls. Businesses were also encouraged to modernize their technological 
base through the disbursement of cheaper lines of credit.

This trend continued in 1991 with the opening up,of the Indian economy, 
but the sector remained largely stagnant and decaying during the 1990s when 
several large mills closed and several traditional entrepreneurs moved out 
of the textile trade. In fact, after a very long time the sector has received a 
real boost only in the past four-five years as the general economy has 
substantially improved, leading to a surge in demand. There is an all-around 
sentiment of tremendous optimism, backed by a surge in production and 
investment growth. As the investment figures in figure 6.7 show, the 
sanctioned investment (basically, projects in various stages of implementation) 
has shown almost 100 per cent growth, year-on^year, for the past five years. 
The investment figures at this level have so far been unprecedented in the 
history of the Indian textile sector.

NOTES
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Figure 6.7: Sanctioned investment in India's textile and clothing sector

As a result, production in the Indian textile sector has certainly 
received a boost as can be seen from figures 6.8 and 6.9, which show the 
increase in the production of yarn and fabric of cotton. In fact, the growth 
in yarn production has averaged between 8.5 per cent and TO per cent for 
various types of yarn after a period of stagnation. Similarly, the rate of
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and Merchendising per cent and the target has been set at 12 per cent during the next five 

years of the Eleventh Plan. In cotton textiles, particularly, this growth has 
come after a long period of practically a flat graph.

NOTES At this point, it is worthwhile analyzing the growth drivers that are 
boosting India’s textile demand and consequent production. In the domestic 
sector, the increase in GDP per capita, at around 8.5 per cent for the past 
four to five years, has significantly increased the disposable income of the 
expanding Indian middle class. The increasing number of working women, 
the greater use of credit cards and the greater number of working youths 
(a result of the much talked about “demographic dividend” boom in the 
construction/housing sector leading to the use of more home textiles) have 
all facilitated increasing purchases of textiles and clothing items. Above 
all, the growing penetration of organized retail (the percentage of which is 
expected to grow from the present 3 per cent to more than 10 per cent by 
2010) (Kearney, 2006) will facilitate availability, thus substantially increasing 
purchases of textiles and clothing by Indian consumers.
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Figure 6.8: Production of Spun Yarn in India

In the export sector, the end of the MFA has given a boost to the 
Indian textile entrepreneur trend, which has been augmented by the 
progressive dismantling of spinning and weaving from the developed world.
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In fact, in response to the growth drivers, and in anticipation of those 
drivers becoming sustainable in the long term, the Indian textile industry 
has been making substantial investments in the past four-five years (see 
figure 6.7).

6.16.1 Trends in Exports: How does India fare?
Indian exports from 1992/93 to 2005/06 showed an increasing trend (figure 
6.10), especially in 2005/06, when a growth rate of 18.33 per cent was recorded. 
However, India was not a big gainer during the early period of integration. 
While the share of China in global textile and clothing exports increased from 
7.94 per cent in 1990 to 14.75 per cent in 2000, 20.93 per cent in 2004 and 24.02 
per cent in 2005, India’s figures are more modest. India’s share increased from 
2.22 per cent in 1990 to 3.16 per cent in 2000, 3.12 per cent in 2004 and 3.56 per 
cent in 2005.

The United States has remained the largest single-country destination for 
Indian textile and clothing exports, with its share rising from 21 per cent in 
1995/96 to 27 per cent in 2005/06 (figure 6.11). The European Union, with 
41.006 per cent, is a major destination. Among other major destinations 
are the United Arab Emirates (5.51 per cent), China (3.05 per cent), Canada 
(2.21 per cent), Bangladesh (2.15 per cent) and Saudi Arabia (2.02 per cent). 
Compared with 1995 figures, there has not been any major change. The 
United States and the European Union remain India’s major destinations, 
with the latter country becoming of increasing importance. The major items
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of export to the United States comprise ready-made garments and made- 
ups, including home textiles and carpets. However, Japan has declined 
somewhat as an export destination, with a present export level of only 1.5 
per cent compared with 3 per cent earlier. At the same time, not 
unexpectedly, China has become an important importer of raw cotton and 
cotton yarn.

Analysis of production and export trends
Certain characteristics of India’s textile and clothing, sector stand out when 
compared to other successful exporters.

First, unlike several other exporting countries, India has a strong 
domestic textile presence across the entire value chain, ranging from raw 
materials to garments. Indeed, India’s apparel industry draws heavily on 
its local fibre and fabric base. It is thus hardly surprising that India’s export 
basket consists almost equally of textiles and clothing, with values of US$ 
8.86 billion and US$ 8.22 billion, respectively. Only a few countries such as 
China, Indonesia, Pakistan and Turkey, plus the European Union, are strong 
in both subsectors or else .their major clothing exporters are also significant 
.textile importers. However, this strength in textile production and raw 
materials has not been properly utilized in enhancing exports, as China 
,has so capably done. One reason has been the restrictive government 
policies that, until the 1990s, kept the garment subsector only for the small- 
scale enterprise sector, while labour policies ensured that most industries
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would rather remain small and not take export orders then expand. Another 
reason was a huge disparity between domestic textile producers and 
apparel exporters - the two being separate set of entrepreneurs. The latter 
group was thus unable to take full advantage of India’s extensive textile 
production capabilities.

Third, the Indian textile and clothing sector received an insignificant FDI 
inflow of only US$ 450.02 million between 1991 and March 2006, amounting to 
just 1.16 per cent of total FDI of US$ 38.96 biUion.3 This was due, in part, to the 
lesser attractiveness of India as an FDI destination and in part to the 
Government’s restrictive policy. Thus, India was unable to gain from the growing 
global integration as the rapidly expanding apparel-exporting countries such as 
Cambodia, China, Mexico and Viet Nam, plus the countries of Eastern 
Europe, were able to expand their apparel exports due to substantial FDI 
inflows.

Another consequence of the poor FDI inflow was the relative absence 
of global retailers and textile chains until quite recently. The weak presence 
of major'^buyers such as Wal-Mart, Sears, Nike and Liz Claiborne hindered
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practically all major regional free-trade agreements. In the past decade, 
the fastest-growing apparel exporters — Bangladesh, Mexico, Romania and 
Turkey - have all been part of preferential trade agreements while China 
has received massive FDI inflows from Hong Kong, China, Taiwan Province 
of China and Japan. In fact, each of the above exporting countries 
experienced a surge in exports after joining their respective regional trade

NOTES

agreements or a bilateral preferential trade agreement.

6.16.2 Supportive Government Policies and New Trends Towards 
Re-Emergence of the Textile Economy In India 

1. Supportive Government Policies: It has been shown above that 
the Indian textile and apparel sector has shown positive signs of an 
upturn in the past three to four years. The Government has taken 
several positive steps, detailed below, to facilitate the smooth growth 
of the sector.
(a) Technology Upgrading Fund Scheme: To facilitate 

technological upgrading in the sector, the Government launched 
TUPS with effect from 1 April 1999 for five years initially, and 
which has now been extended up to 2011/12. The scheme 
provides for reimbursement of 5 per cent interest paid on term 
loans for technological upgrading of textile machinery. In this 
way, the Government has assisted the Indian textile companies 
by ensuring that they are not over-burdened by the high interest 
rate prevailing in the country.

(b) Integrated textile parks scheme: In order to a world-class 
infrastructure for textile units as well as facilitate the need for 
them to meet international social and environmental standards, 
this scheme envisages the creation of textile parks in the public- 
private partnership mode. Currently, 30 parks are in various.stages 
of implementation, and 50 more are planned for the next five years.

(c) Fiscal rationalization: In the 2006 budget, the excise duty on all 
manmade fibres and yarns was reduced from 16 per cent to 8 per 
cent. The 2007 budget carried it forward by reducing the customs 
duty on polyester fibres and yarns from 10 per cent to 7.5 per cent. 
The customs duty on polyester raw materials such as DMT, PTA 
and MEG were also reduced from 10 per cent to 7.5 per cent. 
These measures are expected to make manmade fibres and yarn 
cheaper and thus increase the competitiveness of fabric and 
apparel manufacturers.
Technology Mission on Cotton: In February 2000, the 
Government launched the Technology Mission on Cotton with

(d)
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the objective of addressing the issues of raising productivity, 
improving quality and reduction of contamination in cotton. 
Indeed, cotton production in the past three years has increased 
substantially and contamination has been reduced, as assessed 
by independent agencies.

(e) Other steps taken to Increase Competitiveness: Earlier, only 
small-scale manufacturers were allowed to make woven RMG, 
knitted and hosiery products. While the initial aim was to boost 
employment opportunities and promote entrepreneurship at the 
smaller enterprise levels, in practice it rendered the small 
manufacturers uncompetitive globally. By 2003/04, the sector had 
been totally freed.

In addition, FDI up to 100 per cent through the automatic route has 
now been allowed.

2. Positive Response of the Industry: The industry has responded 
positively to these policy initiatives, and investment in this sector has 
been unprecedented. In fact, growth figures during the past few years 
have made the entire textile industry brim with unprecedented confidence 
and optimism. It is no coincidence that two separate studies (although 
overlapping in part), carried out in 2006, projected almost identical growth 
targets for the industry. The first study was the “Report of the Working 
Group on the Textile and Jute Industry for the Eleventh Five-Year 
Plan”, in which the textile industry was projected to grow at 16 per cent 
in value to reach US$ 115 billion by 2012. The report also projected a 
growth rate of 12 per cent in volume for cloth production while apparel 
was expected to grow at 16 per cent in volume and 20 per cent in 
value terms. Exports were expected to grow at a rate of 20 per cent 
in value.
The second study was the Confederation of Indian Textile Industries- 
sponsored “Vision for the Indian Textile and Clothing Industry” prepared 
by CRISIL. The study envisages a figure of US$ 110 billion by 2012, 
boosted by a CAGR of 10 per cent annually in the domestic sector 
and 19 per cent annually in the export sector.

3. Why has Textile Sector Investment picked up only Recently? 
A question that is persistently asked is why have the investments 
in the textile sector picked up only recently, especially when it had 
long been known that the MFA system would be fully dismantled 
from 1 January 2005. Of course, the post-quota atmosphere provided 
a tremendous incentive for the Indian textile and cloth 
entrepreneurs to grab the impending opportunity. However, an 
equally important factor boosting investment, has been the present 
buoyancy in domestic textile demand and the expectation of continued
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buoyancy (the drivers of domestic textile growth, both in the supply 
and demand side, have been discussed above). At the same time, the 
Indian textile sector was only recently unshackled from most 
restrictions. In the apparel subsector, while the woven segment was 
de-reserved from the small sector industry limitation in 2001, the 
knitwear segment was totally freed only in 2005. The fiscal 
rationalization in the entire sector began significantly in 2004. 
Naturally, investments started flowing in as the industry became 
unshackled and able to compete freely and fully. Yet another factor 
propelling investment has been the extraordinary growth in cotton 
production since 2004/05, which has removed the dependence on 
cotton imports and the consequent uncertainty leading to poor 
investments.

4. New Trends Towards Re-emergence of the Textile and Apparel 
Subsectors in India: Several new trends can be seen in the textile and 
clothing sector that will only serve to strengthen the sector.
(a) Consolidation and Integration: There is a significant scaling up 

by way of horizontal consolidation and vertical integration. The 
majority of the investments under TUFS have come not from new 
entrants but by the existing players. With the removal of restrictions 
on increasing capacity, following the progressive liberalization of 
this sector during the mid-1980s and continuing into the 2000s, the 
mean investment per firm in plant and machinery has significantly 
increased. In the past fours, in particular, this trend has greatly 
accelerated. The largest Indian firms, such as Arvind, Indian Rayons, 
Vardhaman, Welspun and Alok, among others, have sanctioned 
investments of more than Rs 10,000 crores in the past few years. 
Second, there has been a significant forward integration into 
garments by yarn makers, spinners and major weavers. For 
example, Arvind Mills ond Vardhman exemplify this trend. 
Interestingly, a significant number of cotton ginners are forward 
integrating into spinning, as can be seen in the cotton areas of 
Andhra Pradesh and Punjab. Third, significant backward 
integration by small and medium-sized knitwear exporters into 
yarn-making is occurring in the Coimbatore-Tirupur area. In 
fact, some of the best examples of full integration are 
exemplified by Alok, Welspun Industries and Vardhman 
Industries, which straddle the entire range from spinning to 
branded garments and home textiles. Thus, there is an all- 
around trend towards scaling up as well as capturing the entire 
value chain from spinning to garmenting, in order to gain from 
the efficiencies at each level. Even the government-facilitated 
integrated textile parks scheme is serving the purpose of 
informal consolidation, as despite separate ownership, firms are 
likely to have a similar brand name and take common big orders.
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(b) Blurring of Boundaries between Export and Domestic 
Markets: Whereas previously domestic textile companies and 
exporters formed two separate sets of entrepreneurs, that 
boundary is now fast becoming blurred, as all major domestic 
players are becoming significant exporters. As purchasing power 
in the Indian market has increased, due to India’s increasing 
GDP and “demographic dividend”, there has been a rapid rise 
of domestic brands. Practically all of the 20 to 30 top textile 
and apparel firms have introduced their domestic brands and 
are aggressively positioning themselves within segments of 
domestic markets; As these players become large, several of 
them are going beyond the national boundaries by purchasing 
international brands in order to penetrate the First World 
market as well as to supply the domestic market under that 
brand name. For example, in the home textile market, Welspun has 
purchased Christy while GHCL has purchased Dan River and 
Roseby’s, Creative has purchased Portico brands to facilitate entry 
into the United States and European Union markets while Alok 
Industries has purchased 8 to 10 European brands. Thus, the earlier 
difference between domestic manufacturers and exporters is being 
whittling away; the successful textile player has to constantly look 
at opportunities in the domestic and export markets.

(c) Entry of Large Domestic and Foreign Retail Buyers: Until 
recently, India had been virtually ignored by the top international 
retail chains. Now their strong presence is increasingly being felt 
and several top firms have opened their sourcing centres in India. 
However, even more significant is the impending entry of the 
very large Indian retailers such as Reliance, Bharati-Wal-Mart, 
the Aditya Birla Group and Tata-Trent. Although the current 
penetration by organized retailers is only 3 per cent in India, it 
is expected to grow to around 12 per cent by 2012. As clothing 
forms an important aspect of organized retail, the sale of clothing 
through organized retail chain shops can be as high as 15 per 
cent to 20 per cent of total sales. This would still be much less 
than in the United States, where the 24 biggest retailers account 
for 98 per cent of apparel sales. The position in the European 
Union is similar. International experience suggests that because 
of their large distribution network and considerable buying 
power, these high-volume retail chains exert a great deal of 
control over prices and quality terms. The retail experience has 
two other features. First is “lean retailing”, which allows 
retailers to maintain a lean inventory, but will involves suppliers 
for “rapid replenishment” of goods. Second is the concept of

• “full packaging” in that rather than buy fabric from specific 
sources for conversion into apparel by different sources, the
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retailer prefers a “full package” solution from a limited member | 
of sources. Thus, the increasing presence of national and 
international major retailers in India will result in further formal 
and informal vertical integration and horizontal consolidation 
in the sector as well as in enhancing quality trends. The 
pressure on margins will serve to reduce inefficiencies in the 

~~ system by way of further modernization, consolidation and
integration. The best outcome, however, will be the increase in 
the demand for fabric and, hence, an increase in the size of the 
sector.

(d) Confident participation in foreign exhibitions: Indian textile 
and apparel exporters are now confidently exhibiting at 
international trade fairs as they seek new areas and territories. The 
various textile and apparel export promotion agencies are 
currently extremely pro-active and have introduced several 
schemes for promoting exports to new areas. An example of this 
newfound confidence was the recent Indian participation in 
Heimtextile at Frankfurt where, after the German exhibitors, 
the second highest number of participants were from India.

5. Further Steps Required to Increase India’s Competitiveness:
(a) Improving labour laws: One of the main requirements for 

growth in the apparel subsector is the relaxation/amendment 
of the-labour laws, to ensure an equal chance of success for the 
country’s exporters and nianufacturers in the present global 
environment.8 Outdated labour laws have induced inflexibility 
in the clothing industry, leading both to fragmented operations 
in order to circumvent these laws and to lost export orders due 
to industry’s hesitation over expanding when there is an 
upsurge. Most of the countries competing with India have labour 
laws that are more flexible. For example, the Chinese apparel 
industry has highly flexible labour laws that allow for lay-offs 
during the non-peak, season, hiring of contract labour, and a 
flexible hiring and firing system in SEZ-based units. The Mexican 
apparel industry allows layoffs during the slack business season. 
The industry in India is proposing the provision of flexibility to 
textile exporting units in hiring labour, subject to ensuring 100 
days employment to cater to variations in demand. An increase 
in daily working hours from 9 hours a day to 12 hours a day, 
and in weekly working hours from 48 hours a week to 60 hours 
a week, is also being proposed.

(b) Decreasing transaction costs; Various studies have 
established that the transaction costs faced by the Indian 
industry are very high, which adversely affects its competitiveness.
A study undertaken by the EXIM Bank of India clearly showed

Apparal Marketing 
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that although transaction costs in India had declined because 
of declining procedural complexities, they were still 

^ substantially higher if compared with competitors. Transaction 
costs vary from sector to sector, and are very high in the textiles 
and garment subsector, ranging from 3 per cent to 10 per cent 
of export revenue in 2002. These costs, inter alia, are shown in 
table 6.1.

(c) Improving the General Infrastructural Conditions: This 
improvement includes roads, transportation etc,, so that the costs of 
reaching the nearest port as well as turn-around time at the port 
are globally comparable, to ensure that Indian exporters are not 
placed at a disadvantage vis-a-vis global competitors.

Fashion Marketing 
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Table 6.1: Transaction cost in Indian Industries
Incidence of un-neutralized 
state taxes and duties

Percentage of FOB 
value of exports

Sales tax (including CST)
Octroi, Mandi Tax and other, local levies
Electricity duty
Others

3.41
1.36
1.00
1.00

Source; EXIM Bank Study, 2002.
(d) Augmenting Existing Training Infrastructure: Significant 

improvements are necessary in order to ensure the availability of a 
sufficient number of trained personnel needed to meet the huge 
shortfall. Already, areas such as Tirupur and Surat are 
experiencing a noticeable lack of trained manpower.

6.17 SUMMARY

The Indian textile and clothing industry, as one of the oldest industries of 
the country, has witnessed several changes in fortune during the post
independence period. Following a quick upturn in the immediate post- 
independence period until the 1960s, when the dominant industrial policy 

- was that of import substitution, it went into a decline until almost 1985 as 
market forces were not being allowed to operate and the entire policy had 
become very restrictive and stifling. The “New Textile Policy” of 1986 
managed to relax several licensing requirements, raised the maximum 
investment limit and generally created a good investment climate.

• However, in the absence of a general economic resurgence in the 
country, the textile sector continued to languish until a few years ago. Since, 
then, it has witnessed unprecedented optimism and investment, heralding 
the vision of a new and glorious era in the Indian textile and clothing sector.
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Investment in the textile sector in the past three to four years, the 
consequent increase in yarn and fabric production and the immense optimism 
witnessed in the sector have definitely resulted in a very different scenario 
compared to the stagnation and the despondency witnessed just five or six 
years ago. As India’s Minister of Textiles Sri Shankersinh Vaghela has said, 
“the erstwhile sunset sector is now recognized as the new sunrise sector”.

However, it . must be recognized that the industry still has a long way 
to go, these recent advances notwithstanding. Large sections of the textile 
value-chain still need to be fully modernized, while the export sector has 
yet to take full advantage of its existing production strength. There are 
many areas around the world and many product lines where India is very 
weakly represented. Thus, while the private sector will need to continue 
its heavy investment in this industry during the next several years, building 
on the recent positive trends, India also needs to integrate more fully into 
the global textile and apparel value chain in order to reap the full benefits 
from its strengths. Only a coordinated effort by all - the Government, 
industry and individual units — can enable India to achieve its apparently 
high and stretched targets of the eleventh Five-Year Plan. Therefore, the 
next five years will indeed be a period of reckoning when the future 
direction of the Indian textile and apparel sector will be set for the 
foreseeable future. The period 2007/12 will also show whether India has 
successfully grasped the momentous and unprecedented opportunity that 
has come its way.

NOTES

6.18 GLOSSARY
Internationalization: Internationalization is the process of planning 
and implementing products and services so that they can easily be adapted 
to specific local languages and cultures, a process called localization. 
The internationalization process is sometimes called translation or 
localization enablement.
Conglomeration: A corporation consisting of several companies in 
different businesses. Such a structure allows for diversification of business 
risks, but the lack of focus can make managing the diverse businesses 
more difficult.
Concentration: The act or process of concentrating; the process of 
becoming concentrated, or the state of being concentrated; 
concentration.

6.19 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is fashion marketing?
2. Which are the approaches and types of fashion marketing?
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3. What do you mean by retail growth of fashion industry?
4. What is the effect of political climate on fashion industry and 

marketing?
5. Explain the terms: conglomeration, concentration,

internationalization and mass market generalists in relation to 
fashion industry.

6. Explain the significance of warehouse clubs and suburban malls in 
fashion marketing.

7. What are the limitations of growth for fashion industry?

NOTES
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• i

7.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit you should be able to:
• Understand basic apparel production management objectives, principles 

and practices;
• Understand basic elements of production management practice such as 

quality standard, delivery, cost control, and safety;
• Understand the principles and techniques of cutting room management; 

' • Evaluate the impacts of materials, machinery, quality requirements
and safety precautions on apparel production.

7.2 INTRODUCTION

Apparel production is a complex process often involving an international supply 
chain which must respond rapidly to the changing needs and tastes of consumers. 
This important book discusses the technological improvements which are 
transforming the speed, flexibility and productivity of the industry.
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The apparel industry has a long supply chain from raw material 
suppliers (i.e., fiber manufacturer^) to end-use customers (i.e., consumers). 
The supply chain'for apparel is extended to the textile industry, which is 
the provider of the raw materials for the apparel industry. The supply 
chain has been' called the textile product pipeline, fashion pipeline, textile 
complex. The chain can be divided according to business functions; production, 
distribution, and consumption. The type of products whether raw material 
(i.e., fiber, yarn fabric), supplies, or end-use products (apparel), is also used 
to divide the industry’s structure. Jarnow and Dickerson (1997) identified 
the major segments as component suppliers, finished product suppliers, and 
retail distributors. Component suppliers refer to fiber, yarn, and fabric 
manufacturers and finding suppliers; finished product suppliers refer to 
apparel and accessories manufacturers; and retail distributors include all 
forms of delivering products to the consumer.

Apparel Production 
Management

NOTES

7.2.1 Production System in Apparel Manufacturing
Until the 1980s, apparel manufacturers’ main concern was to compete in the 
unit cost reduction by'implementing mass production systems that are 
characterized by standardized products, large batches, automated assembly, 
and long-run time. In this mass production era, companies’ strategic management 
was production-oriented, focusing on manufacturing productivity. Since the 
1990s, as companies enter the mass customization era, manufacturers face the 
need to produce product quickly based on consumer-activated demand. With 
cost and quality as prerequisites for competition, manufacturers are seeking an 
increase in the agihty of production systems to meet the customer demands and 
expand market share while maintaining low cost and high quality.

In the apparel industry, four types of production systems are commonly 
studied: bundle system, progressive bundle system (PBS), unit production system 
(UPS), and modular system. According to Piore and Sabel bundle system and PBS 
are categorized into mass production and UPS and modular systems are into 
flexible specialization. In Oliver, Kincade, and Albrecht’s (1994) study to analyze 
the efficiencies of three apparel production systems (i.e., push, kanban, team) by 
using a simulation model, the authors identified bundle system as push and 
modular system as team. Kanakadurga (1994) used five attributes of the production 
system to classify production systems in the apparel industry into three categories 
(i.e., bundle, PBS, modular system). Those five attributes are workflow, method 
of retrieval between workstations, WIP inventory, number of tasks per operator, 
and interaction between workers. The study found that one production system 
could be distinguished from another according to these attributes.

Bundle system and PBS: As in other industries, apparel manufacturers 
since World War II have believed that the best way to be efficient is to achieve 
economies of scale by implementing standardized mass production. The resulting 
bundle system enables manufacturers to gain profits through economies of 
scale. PBS is a variation of the bundle system. The main characteristics of the 
systems are one worker with a single skill at a single operation, no interaction 
between operations, piece rate compensation, maximization of productivity of 
individual operators, need for extra spaces for material storage, straight lined 
equipment layout, and manual material movement in large batches. With these 
systems, operators can make more units at faster speeds, showing high
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, and Merchandising systems trade inventory for idle time and have many weaknesses in spite 

of productivity maximization. To stabilize the workflow, high levels of buffer 
inventories (i.e., WIP) that add production costs, not value, are stored 
between operations, resulting in capital tied in inventories and longer 
manufacturing lead-time. In these systems, the difference between actual 
run time and the total manufacturing throughput time is significant. For 
example, AAMA reported that actual run time is 20 standard minutes of 
labor for a garment that passes through all the operations from raw material 
into a finished form, compared to 15 to 20 days of the total manufacturing 
lead- time. Moreover, a high level of inventories hides the quality problems.

UPS: UPS is the production system that is one response to 
competitive pressure in consumer demand and increasing global 
competition. This system requires an automated overhead transporter 
system to move individual units from operation to operation instead of 
human handling of materials in the bundle system. The actual task an 
operator performs is basically the same as in the bundle system. Parts are 
moving by one unit not in the bundle and operations are overlapped. The 
resulting level of WIP and manufacturing throughput time of the UPS are 
greatly reduced compared to the bundle system. Although problems 
pertaining to inventory, labor for material handling, and quality can be 
solved through this system, UPS is basically adopting the characteristics 
of a PBS with assembly line, individual piece rate compensation and 
increased supervisor’s monitoring capabilities. Bailey (1993) argued that 
UPS is an efficient form of mass production technique and not a suitable 
system for the product line that needs many style variations. UPS is also 
considered by some to be a method of moving materials, WIP, and supplies, 
and not a production system,.

Modular system: The modular system, which borrows heavily from 
the production organization found in Japanese auto manufacturing,- is 
regarded as one way to meet the flexibility demands required in the apparel 
industry. Pressure from increased market segmentation, the need for 
shortened production development cycles and greater operating flexibility, 
plus intense competition in standardized product lines from low-wage 
countries, have forced apparel manufacturers to experiment with this new 
production system. This system seeks economies of scope not scale. Modules 
use a cross-training technique, which requires multi-skilled workers and a 
small cluster of machines to produce a complete garment. A key principle 
underlying the module concept is employee involvement and team-based 
organizational technique which require important changes in the industry’s 
human resource practices. Module workers are autonomous, self-motivated, 
self-regulated, and responsible for quality. Main features of the modular 
system are groups of workers with multiple skills in one module, group 
piece rate or hourly rate compensation, U-shaped module, and single-piece 
hand-offs, which is called Group Technology (GT) or cellular manufacturing. 
Less material handling in a module drastically reduces inventory level and 
manufacturing throughput time and also saves the cost for inventory and 
material handling. More employee involvement leads to a desirable work 
environment and motivates the workers to participate in self-monitored
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quality control. Actual run time and throughput time are equivalent in this 
system.
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NOTES7.3 STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. What is bundle system and PBS?

2. What do you mean by modular system?

7.4 SPREAD OF ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION

Organi2ational creation is fundamental to the process of innovation. 
Innovation constitutes part of the system that produces it. The system is 
itself ‘organization’ or ‘organizing’, to put in Weick’s term. The ability of an 
organization to innovate is a pre-condition for the successful utilization of 
inventive resources and new technologies. Conversely, the introduction of 

. new technology often presents complex opportunities and challenges for 
organizations, leading to changes in managerial practices and the 
emergence of new organizational forms. Organizational and technological 
innovations are intertwined. Schumpeter saw organizational changes, 
alongside new products and processes, as welTas new markets as factors 
of ‘creative destruction’.

In general sense, the term ‘organizational innovation’ refers to the 
creation or adoption of an idea or behavior new to the organization. 
The phenomenon of ‘organizational innovation’ is subject to different 
interpretations within the different strands of literature. The literature can be 
broadly classified into three different streams, each with a different focus and 
a set of different questions which it addresses.

Organizational design theories focus predominantly on the link between 
structural forms and the propensity of an organization to innovate. The unit of 
analysis is the organization and the main research aim is to identify the 
structural characteristics of an innovative organization, or to determine the 
effects of organizational structural variables on product and process innovation. 
This strand of literature has been most influential and well integrated into the 
literature on technological innovation. Theories of organizational cognition and 
learning, by contrast, tend to focus on the micro-level process of how organizations 
develop new ideas for problem solving. They emphasize the cognitive foundations 
of organizational innovation which is seen to relate to the learning and 
organizational knowledge creation process. This camp of research provides a 
micro-lens for understanding the capacity of organizations to create and exploit
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and Merchandising concerns organizational change and adaptation, and the processes underlying 

the creation of new organizational forms. Its main focus is to understand whether 
organizations can overcome inertia and adapt in the face of radical environmental 
shifts and technological changes, and whether organizational, change occurs 
principally at the population level through selection. In this context, 
innovation is considered as a capacity to respond to changes in the external 
environment, and to influence and shape it.

While there are important empirical overlaps between these three 
different strands of research, they remain theoretically distinct. The 
separation of these research streams has prevented us from developing a 
clear view of ‘organizational innovation’, and of how its different dimensions 
are interrelated.

NOTES

7.5 DETERMINANTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION

Innovation as a general concept is a popular managerial phenomenon. It seems 
widely accepted that in today’s competitive global business environment, in 
order to sustain high performance, firms must embrace innovation as one of the 
strategic keys for success. But are there identifiable innovation determinants 
that lead to success? The answer to this question is ultimately the goal of all 
innovation researchers, but is made very difficult by the multiplicity of variables 
that can be considered.

In the research reviewed, twelve different determinants are identified. A . 
specific determinant can be seen as an input or process component in the Open 
Systems Model that clearly contributes to the innovative output. The objective 
was to examine the breadth of recent research to try to identify common 
determinants, identified by the research, that were factors in successfully 
innovative companies. As noted previously, because of the narrow focus of some 
of the research, specific determinants were often few in number. There may be 
some degree of randomness to the sample of research, and thus the occurrence of 
various factors, but it is likely that the more important determinants will be 
indicated by a theme in the results. Some generalizations and categorization was 
necessary, as not all researchers used the same terminologies or classifications.

The act of classifying the determinants from the research demonstrates the 
fractal paradigm of Spivey et al. (1997). For example, an HR strategy that 
emphasizes innovation was one of the common determinants identified that, at a 
higher level of ‘magnification’, includes many subunits, such as training and 
development, that are sub-systems in themselves. It is easy to see how the cascading 
and inter-related variables make the study of innovation challenging. Damanpour 
(1991) found, however, that these determinants are not necessarily unstable 
across different studies. This is somewhat supported by the results of this review. 
In order from highest to lowest frequency, the determinants identified are:

1. ■ Management support for an innovative culture
2. Customer/market focus
3. Communication/networking
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4. HR strategies that emphasize innovation
5. Team structures
6. Knowledge management
7. Leadership, creative development, strategic posture, flexible 

structures, continuous improvement, and technology adoption.
The systems approach recognizes that everything interacts with 

everj^hing, but also that in practice some interactions are more important 
than others. The determinants identified are probably representative of 
these more important interactions at a macro organizational level.

Management support for an innovative culture was the most 
frequently occurring determinant. The vital importance of managerial 
factors is supported by most researchers. Under the fractal paradigm of 
Spivey et al. (1997) the determinants are classified into two main sets of 
factors, management and resource factors, again emphasizing the 
importance of management in the overall innovation process. Knowledge 
management is one determinant that seems often overlooked but, as stated 
by Fiol (1996), an organization’s potential for innovative output is limited 
by its knowledge absorption and diffusion. The balance of emphases on 
each of these determinants-is dependent on the context of the organization. 
Contingency variables differ with each firm and the concept of innovation 
and its determinants for success must be moulded to fit each organization.

NOTES

7.6 STRATEGIES FOR COMPETITIVENESS

Continuous technological change is often cited as a prerequisite for 
competitiveness and survivability of companies and whole economies. Although 
technology influences all activities in a company’s value chain, in particular 
technology may affect a company’s competitiveness in the field of manufacturing. 
Products manufactured and sold to the customer, processes used to make the 
products, and information systems used to integrate the various areas of a 
company are each a part of the technology in use and are expected to show an 
impact on several performance measures of the manufacturing system. Hence, 
effective implementation and use of technology is commonly seen as a strategic 
weapon in the battles of a company against competition.
Since there is no broad empirical research about the impact of the use of 
technology in manufacturing on the performance really is critical to the success. 
Furthermore, if the hypothesis that technology is an important success factor 
cannot be falsified, are the specific conditions and general structures that cause 
the use of technology to be effective?

Since technology is a sparkling term with different facets and which can 
potentially impact every part of a company it must be clarified first.

7.6.1 Technology-A Sparkling Term
Traditionally, technology comprises the aspects of a plant’s products- 
product technology-and production-process technology or manufacturing 
technology. However, nowadays technology also includes information
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and Merchandising technology are closely interrelated. For example, Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing (CIM) as a part of the manufacturing system is unthinkable 
without information technology. Product design and product technology 
strongly influence the producibility in manufacturing and define the 
manufacturing technology required. Computer Aided Design (CAD) as a 
means from the field of information technology is speeding up the process 
of development of new products.

High standard product technology is seen as the prerequisite for 
sustaining competition. The better the products of a company are, the higher 
the competitive advantage is. High performance plants use practices which 
increase their ability to introduce new products more frequently and faster 
than the competitors. These practices serve as a means to increase 
customer’s benefits and finally to improve or sustain the competitive 
advantage. However, product technology should not be seen as isolated 
from production. Quality, number of different parts, and manufacturability 
defined by product development have a strong influence on manufacturing, 
the necessary process technology, and the ability of marketing to promote 
sales. Hence, World Class Manufacturers regard these aspects as 
interrelated. They consider both, customer needs as well as supplier’s and 
manufacturing’s capabilities during the early stages of product development. 
Effective use of manufacturing technology is a means for the achievement 
of flexibility to changes in production volume, to changes in the job shop 
schedule, and to changes in the type of product to be manufactured. High 
quality products are not solely a result of the application of comprehensive 
systems of quality management. In fact, quality is also influenced by the 
technology used in manufacturing, e.g., through the use of machines with 
automated -inspections or emphasizing the importance of manufacturing 
equipment with low deviation of tolerances, scrap, and rework. Low costs 
are influenced by the manufacturing technology as well, e.g., through 
economies of scale as well as economies of scope, low down time of 
equipment caused by production stoppages, short set up time, and a low 
percentage of rework and scrap.

Manufacturing technology also has the role of ensuring a plant’s ability 
to meet customers’ demands regarding on-time delivery and short delivery 
time. To a large extent the increasing capabilities of manufacturing 
technology result from the developing capabilities of computers and 
information systems. Information technology is becoming an important, 
perhaps dominant influence in the manufacturing field. Information 
technology is the basis for a plenty of concepts directly related to 
manufacturing at the plant level. Modem and state-of-heart manufacturing 
technology incorporates the capabilities information technologies offers and 
is strongly determined by the product technology a plants wants to produce. 
As information technology and product technology improves new 
manufacturing technology evolves and vice versa.

NOTES

7.6.2 Exemplary Results of the Statistical Analysis
All above described aspects of technology are assumed to show direct and 
indirect impact on the competitiveness and the performance of a plant. In
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the following the paper will first concentrate on manufacturing technology 
and investigate the impact of manufacturing technology on the performance 
of the manufacturing system. The investigation of the impact of 
manufacturing technology serves hereby as a role model for the traditional 
approach of empirical research and is used to show potential problems 
which result from using solely statistical analysis in the context of highly 
d5mamic problems.

As manufacturing technology is assumed to show a strong direct 
influence on plant performance, the following a statistical analysis 
concentrates on the aspects of manufacturing technology rather than 
product and information technology. To measure the manufacturing 
technology performance of a plant, an aggregate indicator is formulated 
based on subjective and objective data.

Apparel Production 
Management
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7.7 ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION IN THE APPAREL 
INDUSTRY

Apparel markets are moving toward more fashionable items as economic 
trends are prosperous and consumers’ demand diversifies. This change 
requires more product variety, generating demand uncertainty that is closely 
related to fashionability and seasonality of the apparel product. Uncertain 
demand leads to many managerial problems for the apparel company, such 
as production planning, forecasting, inventory management, production 
system, and timely distribution. To reduce the risk level due to demand 
uncertainty, the supply chain in the apparel industry, from raw materials 
to final customers, should undergo innovative and revolutionary changes 
that have successfully occurred in other industries.

Under the traditional supply chain approach, apparel companies at 
each node in the supply chain build inventories in the form of raw materials, 
Work-In-Process (WIP), and finished goods. Apparel manufacturers react 
very slowly to new demand trends because they build similar levels of 
inventory for volatile and non-volatile items and the manufacturing system 
does not keep pace with the movement of fastest selling items. Supply 
chain management (SCM) aims to maximize the concurrent information 
flow throughout the chain and collaboration between partners through a 
true integration of the chain. With SCM, inventories can be reduced and 
responsiveness to the market increased while reducing operation cost, 
improving asset productivity, and compressing order cycle time for the 
whole supply chain.

Many experts engaged in the apparel industry agree that successful 
SCM enables the apparel industry to reach Quick Response (QR). QR is a 
philosophy and a partnership strategy in which suppliers, manufacturers 
and distributors work together to respond more quickly to consumer needs 
by sharing information. Recently, many studies have proven that QR is 
beneficial to the apparel industry with basic goods, and some studies also 
found QR used by fashion-oriented companies. Deep markdowns and 
frequent clearance sales advertisements are still experienced by retailers
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Apparel Marketing at the end of selling seasons, which seems rather contradictory to the 
and Merchandising expected outcome of QR adoption. The reasons for the market inefficiencies 

may not be failure of QR but changing markets and lack of QR 
implementation. With quickly changing market conditions, retailers face 
more problems in their inventory management, and they put more pressure 
on manufacturers. To be better responsive to market demand trends, 
retailers want to place small quantity orders more frequently for fashionable 
items. These items have volatile demand and are hard to forecast.

Recent emphasis on SCM and retailers’ demands for improved 
inventory flow can be a burden to apparel manufacturers. The majority of 
apparel manufacturers are small companies that are unable to invest much 
capital in the systems technology that is now being demanded by the major 
retailers. They have not adopted QR technologies to assist with SCM. For 
manufacturers to satisfy their customers while using current facilities and 
capabilities, they will need to continue with the high level of inventory in 
some form. Manufacturers’ strategy to build high levels of inventory reduces 
efficiency of SCM throughout the pipeline. For example, customers (i.e., 
retailers) are imposed with high costs that are tied with the inventory • 
(i.e., storage, depreciation, material handling), which eventually result in 
end-use customers’ (i.e., consumers) burden to buy a product at a higher 
price than necessary. Deep markdowns and clearance sales on overrun 
inventories might be associated with inefficiency in inventory management 
of the apparel industry, which results from the inflated regular prices of 
apparel products imposed on retailers. When manufacturers do not produce 
based on the actual demand closer to the selling season with the retailers’ 
sales data and they do not respond to retailers’ demand in a flexible and agile 
manner, misalignment between apparel retailers’ demand and manufacturers’ 
capability to supply will be found. This misalignment can also be described as 
an unbalanced level of SCM initiatives between chain participants.

Inventory management to manufacturer deals with all activities and 
plans to acquire raw materials to transform into a finished product delivered 
to a customer. Efficient inventory management is a result of successful SCM. 
Inventory can be defined as the stock of any item or resource used in an 
organization, and it can be raw materials, components, work-in-process (WIP), 
and finished goods. For most companies, inventory investment composes over 
20% of a company’s assets. A set of policies and controls that monitors and 
determines the level of inventory, replenishment time, and reorder decisions, 
is required for the inventory management. Mathematical models for inventory 
control have been developed to obtain operating rules, which use a cost 
minimization approach. The outputs of these models are reorder quantity 
and reorder time. Most models used in other manufacturing industries have 
not been appropriately used in the apparel industry because the inherent 
assumptions for the models do not reflect well the volatile and uncertain 
world of fashion products. Available research on the apparel industry’s 
inventory management is limited. Whether the apparel industry has benefited 
from existing inventory theories from other industries is questionable because 
demand forecasting tends to be dependent on the experts’ intuition or own 
experience historically accumulated.

A number of decisions are made as companies implement inventory 
management. Issue include decisions related to controlling inventory costs.

NOTES
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determining order quantity and reorder point, and seJecting techniques in 
forecasting or handling the inventory. Representative inventory costs 
include holding costs, setup costs, ordering costs, and shortage costs. Within 
inventory management, these decisions affect inventory performance. This 
research will focus on inventory performance as measured by level of 
inventory within the type in relation with raw material purchasing, 
production, and shipment. Inventory levels within the type are closely 
connected to the volume and timing decisions of a company, which will be 
measured in this study. Measures on volume include (a) how much of 
finished goods are sold (i.e., shipped to customers), (b) how much of finished 
goods are produced, and (c) how much of raw materials are purchased 
consequently. Measures on timing include (a) how long it takes to ship 
products to retail customers, (b) how long it takes to initiate and complete 
the production, and (c) how long it takes to receive raw materials.

SCM is the innovation. Potential adopter characteristics affecting the 
effect of the SCM are apparel manufacturers’ product characteristics, production 
system, and retail customers. Each apparel manufacturers’ characteristic is 
assumed to be different according to their level of SCM activity implementation, 
and the varying levels of the implementation will result in different performances 
in inventory performance in terms of the level and the type of inventory.

Apparel Production 
Management
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7.8 APPAREL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

For every industry or business, to get increased sales and better name 
amongst consumers and fellow companies it is important to maintain a 
level of quality. Especially for the businesses engaged in export business 
has to sustain a high level of quality to ensure better business globally. 
Generally quality control standards for export are set strictly, as this 
business is also holds the prestige of the country, whose company is doing 
the export. Export houses earn foreign exchange for the country, so it 
becomes mandatory to have good quality control of their products. In the 
garment industry quality control is practiced right from the initial stage of 
sourcing raw materials to the stage of final finished garment. For textile 
and apparel industry product quality is calculated in terms of quality and 
standard of fibres, yarns, fabric construction, color fastness, surface designs 
and the final finished garment products. However quality expectations for 
export are related to the type of customer segments and the retail outlets.

There are a number of factors on which quality fitness of garment 
industry is based such as - performance, reliability, durability, visual and 
perceived quality of the garment. Quality needs to be defined in terms of a 
particular framework of cost. The national regulatory quality certification 
and international quality programmes like ISO 9000 series lay down the 
broad quality parameters based on which companies maintain the export 
quality in the garment and apparel industry. Here some of main fabric 
properties that are taken into consideration for garment manufacturing 
for export basis:

• Overall look of the garment.
« Right formation of the garment.
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• Feel and fall of the garment.
• Physical properties.
• Color fastness of the garment.
• Finishing properties
• Presentation of the final produced garment.

7.8.1 Sourcing of Fabrics
There are certain problems that could be faced by garment manufacturers 
when sourcing for certain fabrics, so precautions should be taken for it 
beforehand to minimize the problems. The garment exporters source cotton 
fabrics mainly from handloom sectors, powerlooms and mills. Each of these 
sectors presents their own unique set of problems to the garment exporters. 
Sourcing cotton from handloom sectors might present some set of problems 
like color variation, missing ends and picks, irregular weaves and unreliable 
supplies. However, the handloom sector is significant source of heavier 
cotton. Common problems faced in powerloom cotton sourcing are broken 
ends and reed marks, thick and thin places, difference in width and massive 
variation in costing. The major problem in mill-made fabric sourcing is to 
meet huge demands from the mills. Fabrics have to be ordered well in 
advance in mills and the long time taken for producing the fabric is a matter 
of concern for garment exporters. Mills generally hesitate to take small 
orders which pose a problem for small scale exporters.

It is not that sourcing problems which only confined.to cotton fabrics, 
but also to other fabrics as well. In silk garment industry there are some 
sorts of problems faced by silk garment exporters. Some of the problems 
that could be faced by silk garment exporters'are as follows;

Shortage of imported silk yarns in the quantities required, as a result 
delivery is delayed.
Silk material is very vulnerable to stains during manufacturing process 
as well as stocking, staining results in rejection so a lot of care has to 
taken during these procedures.
Roll length of the silk yarn is often insufficient.
Color fastness of dyed silk material is sometimes not satisfactory. 
There are also chances of warp breakage.

Apparel Marketing 
and Merchandising
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Basic Thumb Rules for Garment Exporters7.8.2
For a garment exporter there are many strategies and rules that are required 
to be followed to achieve good business. The fabric quality, product quality, 
delivery, price, packaging and presentation are some of the many aspects that 
need to be taken care of in garment export business. Some rules that are advisable 
for garment exporters are listed below:

• Quality has to be taken care by the exporter, excuses are not entertained 
in international market for negligence for low quality garments, new or 
existing exporters for both it is mandatory to use design, technology and 
quality as major upgradation tools.

• Apart from superior quality of the garment, its pricing, packaging, 
delivery, etc has to be also taken care of.
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The garment shown in the catalogue should match with the final 
garment delivered.
It is important to perform according to the promises given to the 
buyer, or else it creates very bad impression and results in loss of 
business and reputation.
In international market, quality reassurance is required at every 
point.
Proper documentation and high standard labels on the garment are 
also important aspects as these things also create good impression. 
Timely delivery of garments is as important as its quality.
If your competitor has the better quality of garment in same pricing, 
it is better to also enhance your garment quality.
Before entering into international market, garment exporters have 
to carefully frame out the quality standards, or else if anything goes 
wrong it could harm the organization. And after that strictly follow

Apparel Production 
Management
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it.
The garment quality should match the samples shown during taking 
the orders.
The garment exporters should know to negotiate a premium price 
after quality assurance is done.
Quality is a multi-dimensional aspect. There are many aspects of 
quality based on which the garment exporters are supposed to work. 
Quality of, the production.
Quality of the design of the garment.
Purchasing functions’ quality should also be maintained.
Quality of final inspection should be superior.
Quality of the sales has to be also maintained.
Quality of marketing of the final product is also important as the 
quality of the garment itself.

There are certain' quality related problems in garment manufacturing 
that should not be overlooked:

Sewing defects'. Like open seams, wrong stitching techniques used, 
same color garment, but usage of different color threads on the garment, 
miss out of stitches in between, creasing of the garment, erroneous thread 
tension and raw edges are some sewing defects that could occur so should 
be taken care of. . .
Color effects-. Color defects that could occur are - difference of the color 
of final produced garment to the sample shown, accessories used are of 
wrong color combination and mismatching of dye amongst the pieces. 
Sizing defects'. Wrong gradation of sizes, difference in measurement of 
a garment part from other, for example- sleeves of ‘XL’ size but body of 
‘L’ size. Such defects do not occur has to be seen too.
Garment defects-. During manufacturing process defects could occur 
like - faulty zippers, irregular hemming, loose buttons, raw edges, 
improper button holes, uneven parts, inappropriate trimming, and 
difference in fabric colors.
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Until the 1980s, the main concern of the apparel manufacturers was to 
compete in the unit cost reduction by implementing mass production 
systems that are characterized by standardized products, large batches, 
automated assembly, and long-run time. In this mass production era, 
companies’ strategic management was production-oriented, focusing on 
manufacturing productivity. Since the 1990s, as companies enter the mass 
customization era, manufacturers face the need to produce product quickly 
based on consumer-activated demand. With cost and quality as prerequisites 
for competition, manufacturers are seeking an increase in the agility of 
production systems to meet the customer demands and expand market share 
while maintaining low cost and high quality.

Quality is ultimately a question of customer satisfaction. Good Quality 
increases the value of a product or service, establishes brand name, and builds 
up good reputation for the garment exporter, which in turn results into 
consumer satisfaction, high sales and foreign exchange for the country. The • 
perceived quality of a garment is the result of a number of aspects, which 
together help achieve the desired level of satisfaction for the customer. 
Therefore quality control in terms of garment, pre-sales service, posts -sales 
service, delivery, pricing, etc are essentials for any garment exporter.

NOTES

I
I

I
7.10 GLOSSARY

Quality Management; Management activities and functions 
involved in determination of quality policy and its implementation 
through means such as quality planning and quality assurance. 
Production system: It includes all functions required to design, 
produce, distribute, and service a manufactured product. 
Manufacturing: The process of converting raw materials, 
components, or parts into finished goods that meet a customer’s 
expectations or specifications. Manufacturing commonly employs a 
man-machine setup with division of labor in a large scale production. 
Exporter; For customs purposes, the party who makes (or on whose 
behalf an agent or broker makes) the export declaration. The exporter 
sells its goods to someone in another country, known as the importer. 
Competitiveness: Ability of a firm or a nation to offer products 
and services that meet the quality standards of the local and world 
markets at prices that are competitive and provide adequate returns • 
on the resources employed or consumed in producing them.

7.11' REVIEW QUESTIONS

How many types of production system are used in apparel 
manufacturing industry?
How do retail customers influence the production system of apparel 
manufacturing industry?
Which are the determinants of organizational innovation?
What strategies' do apparel manufacturing industries adopt for 
competitiveness?
What do you mean by the term organizational innovation in the 
apparel industry?
What is apparel quality management? Explain.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
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